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I have the honor to submit report of the thirty-second annual meet- 
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and disbursements reported the past year, also containing papers, ad- 

Z dresses and discussions had at the annual convention held at Milwau- 
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. Respectfully submitted, ; 
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Secretary.
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 

OF THE 

. . 9 oo ae Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association 
(Adopted February 2, 1899.) 

ARTICLE I. 

The undersigned have associated and do hereby associate them- 
selves together for the purpose of forming a corporation under Chapter 
86 of the Wisconsin statutes of 1898 and the acts amendatory thereof 
and supplementary thereto, the business, purpose, and object of which 
corporation shall be the education of its members for better work in 
the art of making cheese, the care and management of factories, the 
sale of their products and the weeding out of incompetency in the busi- 
ness of cheese making; the further object of the corporation is to demand 
a thorough revision and rigid enforcement of such laws as will pro- 
tect the manufacture of honest dairy products against undue compe- 
tition from deceitful and dangerous imitations; and to unite the rank 
and file of its members in instituting a regular crusade against the 
unjust practice of pooling milk at cheese factories by weight, with- 
out regard to the butter fat which it contains. 

ARTICLE II. 

This corporation shall be known as the “Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association,” and its principal office and location at Madison, Wis- 
consin. 

ARTICLE III. 

The association shall be a corporation without capital stock. Any 
person who is a practical cheese maker, and such other persons as are 
directly or indirectly interested in the manufacture and sale of un- 
adulterated cheese may become members of this corporation by paying 
one dollar annually in advance and signing the roll of membership. 

ARTICLE IV. 

Secrion 1. The general officers of said association shall consist of a 
pres:dent, vice president, secretary and treasurer, and the board of di- 
rectors shall consist of three members of the association. 

Section 2. The term of the officers of the association shall be one 
year, or until their successors are elected at the next annual meeting 
following their election, and until such successors qualify. At the first 
meeting of the members of the association there shall be elected a 
director for the term of one year, a director for the term of two years, and a director for the term of three years, and thereafter there shall 
be elected at each annual meeting a director for the term of three 
years, and each director shall hold his office until his successor is
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elected and qualifies. The election of officers and directors shall be by 
ballot, except in case of a single nominee, when election by acclama- 
tion may be substituted. A majority of all the votes cast shall decide 
an election. 

ARTICLE V. : 

Section 1. The principal duties of the president shall be to preside 
at all meetings of the Board of Directors and of the members of the 
association during his term of office. He shall appoint special com- 
mittees and sign all orders drawn on the treasurer. He shall appoint 
a committee on resolutions and a program committee. He shall also 
provide for suitable medals at the expense of the association. 

Secrion 2. The vice president shall assume the duties of the presi- 

dent in the latter’s absence. 3 

Section 3. The principal duties of the secretary of this association 
shall be to keep a complete and accurate record of the proceedings of 
the Board of Directors and of the association and to attend all meet- 
ings, keep a correct account of the finances received, pay all moneys 
into the hands of the treasurer and receive his receipt therefor, and to 
countersign all orders for moneys drawn upon the treasurer. He shall 
keep a record book and suitable blanks for his office. He shall make 
a full and complete report at each annual meeting of the correct state 
of the finances and stand'ng of the association. He shall also procure 
certificates of membership, and every person joining the association 
shall receive one signed by the president and countersigned by the 

: secretary. 

Section 4. The principal duties of the treasurer shall be to faith- 
fully care for all moneys entrusted to his keeping, paying out the same 
only on rece‘pt of an order signed by the president and countersigned 
by the secretary. He shall file with the secretary of the association all 
bonds required by the articles of incorporation or the by-laws. He shall 
make at the annual meeting a detailed statement of the finances of 
the corporation. He must keep a regular book account, and his books 
shall be open to inspection at any time by any member of the association. 

Section 5. The Board of Directors shall be the Executive committee 
and shall audit the accounts of the secretary and treasurer, and present 

s a report of the same at the annual meeting; Executive committee shall 
procure a place to hold the meeting and make arrangements for Re- 
ception committees, hotel rates, halls, and all necessary preliminary ar- 
rangements for each and every meeting. _ 

Secrion 6. The committee on programs shall make all arrangements 
for the proper working of the conventions, assigning all subjects, ar- 
ranging for speakers, and make the division of time allowed to the dis- 
cussion of each topic, to determine upon the time for the election of 
officers, conducting business meetings, and any other matters that may 
properly come under this division. ; 

Section 7. The committee on resolutions shall draw up such resolu- 
tions as the exigencies of the time may require and which shall express 
the sense of the association. 

Secrion 8. The said officers shall perform such additional or differ- 
ent duties as shall from time to time be imposed or required by the 
members of the corporation in annual meeting, or by the Board of 

: Directors, or as may be prescribed from time to time by the by-laws, 
and any of the duties and powers of the officers may be performed or 
exercised by such other officers or officer, or such person or committee 
as the corporation or Board of Directors may authorize.
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ARTICLE VI. 

y Zz The treasurer of the corporation shall give a bond in the sum of one 
thousand dollars with two sureties, for the faithful performance of 
his duties. 

ARTICLE VII. 

These articles may be altered or amended at any regular session of 
an annual meeting of the members, provided the proposed alterations 

: or amendments shall have been read before the association at least 
twenty-four hours previously, and provided also that such alterations 
or amendments shall receive a two-thirds vote of the members present. 

. ARTICLE VIII. 

p- The first meeting of this association for the election of officers and 
: directors shall be held on the 3d day of February, 1901, and such cor- 

~ poration shall hold a meeting of its members annually during each 
calendar year at such time as may be determined by the Board of 
Directors. 

= Rules governing cheese exhibits are printed in the Annual Program : 
and Prize List. Resolutions adopted each year are contained in the 
annual report of that year. 
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THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION 

} OF 

WISCONSIN CHEESE MAKERS’ ASSOCIATION 

} HELD AT THE AUDITORIUM, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 

January 9, 10 and 11, 1924 

| Called to order by President Charles E. Reed of Plymouth, at 

| 10:00 A. M. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

By Mr. Frank CLEvELAND, of Milwaukee, Secretary of the Milwaukee 

Association of Commerce. 

Mr. President: It seems almost unnecessary for Milwaukee to wel- 

come the Cheese Makers to this city. Not that we do not appreciate 

your annual visits to Milwaukee—quite on the contrary, we feel as 

though it is just about the same as welcoming a brother to his own home. 

We are trying more than ever to get away from the idea that Mil- 
waukee and Wisconsin are two separate institutions or localities, or 

. that you must have an invitation and a Passport before you can travel 
from one to the other and be welcomed as you arrive. This is your 
own metropolis and your city. If you can get any good out of it you 
are entitled to it without an invitation. 

5 I want to say a word or two about what we have been doing in Mil- 
waukee in the interest of Wisconsin during the past year. We began 
work a year ago under the new administration on the development of 
Wisconsin’s resources which have not yet received attention, the ad- 
vertising of Wisconsin, the betterment of conditions as to the mar- 
keting of Wisconsin products, the bettering of transportation of Wis- 
consin and in particular a better relation between the Wisconsin 
farmers and the Wisconsin manufacturer or business men. We are 
tired of this talk of farm groups, manufacturers groups, mercantile 
groups, salesmen’s groups, transportation groups, in our congress and 
in our state legislature. 

It is absolutely certain that if the farmer in Wisconsin is not doing 
well the manufacturer or the business man in Wisconsin cannot do 
well very long. We are finding that a successful farmer is a pretty 
clever man, who can be approached in a human way just as the 
shoe dealer, the banker, the merchant or anybody else. Last July we 
called a meeting here in Milwaukee under the auspices of the As- 
sociation of Commerce to arrive at some understanding or better feel- 
ing between the business man and the farmer. To the surprise of the 

Zs critics many farmers responded and the success of that meeting was 
beyond anything which we had hoped. When the last session was to
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take place in the afternoon, some of those farmers organized tem- 

porarily, formed a committee, and adopted the best set of resolutions 

which had ever been set in the state of Wisconsin, pledging them- 

selves to take hold and help this thing all over the state. No busi- 
ness men could have responded more quickly than those farmers. 

A few weeks ago the Milwaukee Association of Commerce joined 

the organization and pledged ten thousand dollars*to the Great Lakes 

and Rail Association, for the development of the Great Lakes and z 
the St. Lawrence River. It means much to those who have money in- 

vested in this state. 

I have been asked to say a word or two as to my opinion as to 

business conditions for the coming year. Many so-called statisticians, 
and I don’t claim to be one, are telling you that the latter part of the 
year 1924 will be exceptionally active. Don’t let anybody mislead 

you. There is nobody hoping for better business conditions in the 

United States than I am, but it isn’t good business to undertake a 
program which your own common sense and experience tells you 
is not borne out by facts. The cheese manufacturers, the business 
men, the farmers of Wisconsin who will succeed in the year 1924, 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, are those who will go back from 

this convention, to their institutions, resolved to give more time to 

their business, look it over and analyze it, look over their trade, busi- 
ness and their marketing possibilities, and give both their product 
and their marketing the best possible attention. One hundred per 
cent attention to business will give you a fairly prosperous year. ° 
Don’t look for any boom. There cannot be any boom in business in 
the United States so long as conditions on the other side of the At- 
lantic remain as they are today. If our big factories are only able to 
sell two-thirds or three-fourths of their market output, simply because 
our European and oriental markets are not getting orders, then they E 
are going to employ less people. If our railroads are unable to de- $ 
velop the building of more lines and the laying of more tracks or to 

q get profits sufficient to carry on their business, they naturally will 
: employ fewer people. If the pay rolls are less—less money is spent : 

for shoes, clothes, and everything that we have to buy and sell. Right 
here in Milwaukee we are manufacturing, this last year, little more 
than two-thirds of the total output that we manufactured in 1920 and 
it will be some years before we can get back to what we were doing 
in 1914 and 1915. I am not trying to tell you how to settle the affairs 
in Europe. There is nobody living that seems to know how to do that. 
So continue your business next year with those things in mind. Go 
back to your office, your shops, your institutions, determined that you 
will make a success of your business out of just what you can see in 
sight and a legitimate business that you can take care of. That is 
the reasonable success that you can expect this year. Don’t expect 
a boom. am 

Watch the political situation in this state; it is time that the busi- 
ness man and the farmer stand side by side. Look somewhat after 
the interest of the people of Wisconsin as a whole. We are groaning
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under heavy taxation. The business man and the -manufacturer in 

this state is not complaining and certainly he does not want to avoid 

paying his proper, just share of the maintenance of the state. But 

he doesn’t want taxation that is an outright penalty on his success. 

| We don’t want people in the state penalized merely because they have 

had the plans and activities that have made them a success. If you 

are not satisfied with that taxation, go back to your conimunity and 

see that legislation in Wisconsin is the sort of legislation that you 

! think it should be and not wait until the day after election when you 

suddenly remember that you forgot to vote. Don’t wait until you get 

your income tax statement. Now, get busy as a citizen of Wisconsin 

| and be a business man of Wisconsin. I thank you. 

| RESPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

| By Vice Preswent H. A. Rinpt, Clintonville 

Mr. President: Milwaukee has welcomed you through Mr. Cleve- 

land and this ought to make us feel at home. We have problems con- 

fronting us in the future and the only way we can solve them is by 

having organizations and associations of this kind, and working united 

in a body. If some of you have been down in Madison, you have had 

E the experience and know what weight those resolutions have had which 

we passed here. I have been there several times and every assembly- 

man I ever approached on these things has always referred back to 
this association. 

In the past years competition wasn’t anywhere as keen as we have 

f at the present time, for the simple reason that our southern states, 

who were consuming most of our cheese, are today going into the 

cheese business. It means that we have to go them just one better. 

We have to put something on the market that is better than theirs. 

The same holds true as to foreign competition. We have congregated 

: here and have been welcomed for thirty-two years and this problem 
of quality has always been our main discussion, but still it seems 
that we have never got down to the bottom of it and solved that prob- 

lem as it should be. 

We have today our Department of Markets; we have been grading 
for two years, etc., and our fancy cheese that we have been putting 

- on the market has never been given a differential in price. We have 
been forced to license the cheese makers. We have increased our in- 
spectors, but gentlemen, I don’t think there is anything that we can 
de that will automatically force every man to make the best cheese 
he could, except the reason that if he didn’t there would be some other 
man who would. That will build up our cheese industry better than 

= anything else. 

We always have to agree with Mr. Emerson who said: 

si “If you write a better book or preach a better sermon, or 
< build a better mouse-trap than your neighbor, (or make a better - 

c cheese than your neighbor), though you build your house in the 
woods, the world will make a beaten pathway to your door.”
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So I hope that’ we will do just exactly as the City of Milwaukee ex- 

pects of us when she welcomes us and gives us the use of this room, 

for her industry suffers when the dairy industry suffers. I thank you. 

PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL ADDRESS 

By Cuas. E. Reep, Plymouth 

Ladies and Gentlemen, Fellow Cheese Makers: In preparing the 

President’s Annual Address I am taking steps in a different direction 

than heretofore followed. 

I will bring my conclusions before you as suggestions, for your 

consideration. Our great state, Wiscons:n, we all know is the great- 

est in the cheese industry. We have talked long and loud upon the mat- 

ter of quality in all the former years, not paying much attention to 

that of quantity. Have you thought of what quality will mean in 

the disposal of this quantity in the future, and the price of same? 

Should we stand by and let some foreign country step in on us, which 

is well under way at the present time? Look to the quality of your 

finished product and neatness of appearance and package, also the 

sanitary conditions in and about the factory. 

Right now a little instance comes to my mind that happened the past 

year. The Dairy and Food Inspector was making sediment tests 

at the intake of a certain factory. One certain sample was very bad. 

This was the question the inspector put to the party offering milk: 

“Would you like to use this in your home consumption? You can all 

guess what the answer was. 

Have you ever thought of the many automobile tourists from other 

states that are passing your factory during the summer season? Did 

ycu, brother cheese maker, ever stop to roll over in your mind, “what 

impression does my factory have upon the mind of these strangers?” 

Is my factory, its surroundings and the disposal of sewage in such a 
- condition that the visitor will say to his friends, “Say, boys, let’s 

és get some more of that good cheese that they make up in Wisconsin. 
I have seen the factories where they make it and from the looks of 
these places you will have to admit that it cannot help but be good.” 

You will not stop at a hotel or restaurant that does not have both 
exterior and interior appearances in condition to, fit your eye at the 
first glance. Apply this same rule to your cheese and cheese factories. 

I recall the discussion on the repealing of the whey butter brand- 
ing law at the state Capitol a few years back. Considerable stress was 
placed on the idea that the brand, “whey butter,” suggested to the 
consumer the thought of the ill-smelling whey tank. Don’t let your 
whey tank smell. 

Our friend, Mr. A. J. Marschall, has in the past year inaugurated 
a cleanup campaign with wonderful resilts in getting cheese makers 
interested in beautifying their places and surroundings. I would like 
to suggest that this association might do well in launching some such 
campaign and give prizes for same. I would like to have this matter 

.
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brought up for discussion and some action taken on it at this con- 

vention. Then later, possibly, we might extend it to the best kept 

dairies also. 

Our worthy secretary has for this convention compiled an interest- 

ing and lengthy program, comprised chiefly of cheese makers from 

all corners of the state. I hereby appeal to you to take part in the 

discussions. Ask all the questions that can come to your mind, and 
a there will be some one who will be able to give the correct answer. 

Meet all the supply men at their booths who will fill your wants for 

the coming year. Attend the banquet. 

After the convention, on returning again to your labors, impress 

on the mind of the neighbor who stayed at home that he has missed 
something that he can never regain, but he can partially atone for it 
by. doing like yourself, boosting for the 1924 convention, gaining a 

x membership on the Honorary list and attending the convention. I 
qi thank you. 

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS : 

\ By Mr. A. T. BruHN 

Mr. President: If I should give you a full report it would take all day, 
so I will give you a very brief one and that is this: In looking over the 
books we find that everybody who has ever owed the association any- 
thing during the last year has paid. There is a voucher for everything 
that is paid out and there is in the neighborhood of four hundred sixty 
($460.00) dollars in the treasury yet. That is too much. We don’t 

‘ aim to make a money scheme out of it. For the last two or three 
| . years we have had a good attendance and we have had a good secre- 

tary for the last few years and we would run into the hole if we didn’t 
have a little left over to tide us through. 

REPORT OF THE TREASURER 

By Mr. A. F. Zetm 

Mr. Chairman: He has no report to make. It corresponds with Mr. 
Bruhn’s. 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY 

By J. L. Sammis, Madison 

| Here is a list of all the receipts and disbursements. This account 
| will be in your hands, printed in the annual report, so that you can, 

every one of you, audit it. I am, of course, pleased with the weather 
and with other things I haven’t any control over. But those things 
I have control over, I am not so pleased with, and I come to you with 
some dissatisfaction over the growth during the past year. I do 
not think we have made the growth we should. I want you to help 
remedy this. Five years ago we had 500 members, now we have
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about 1,000 members. There are three thousand cheese makers in the 
state, and we ought to have two thousand here. They should be here 

for their own good. The convention is run for the benefit of all the 

cheese makers in the state and there are two thousand of them who 

are not getting what they should. You should help get those other 

cheese makers here. I want to see two thousand cheese makers at this 
convention next year. I wish you would help us in this thing. Speak 

for the convention when you are home, and don’t forget it. 

We have had some good workers here. In about twenty-one towns 

we have had men who volunteered to solicit prizes. We have their 
names printed in the program; we are very proud of them. You will 

see them. They have a blue ribbon badge and it says “1924 Honorary 

Member.” That means they did some good hard work to boost your 

convention. Now, all of these boosters, and all enthusiastic boosters 

of this convention, are invited to come to the Republican Hotel to- 

night to have dinner with us, and this means any man that can qualify 

and say, “I want to boost for this convention.” We want to talk this 
thing over for an hour or so, and see what we can do for next year. e 
‘We want you all there and anybody who has some ambition to be an 

3 honorary member next year should be present. We want people to 
volunteer, for there is lots of work to be done. The question is, “Will 

you do it?” Tomorrow night we are going to have a regular ban- 

quet for you all here in this building and some unique entertainment, 
dancing and other features. There will be speeches by Mr. Pratt and 
others, and songs by distinguished musicians. We will have lots of 
fun. Then we will come upstairs and see the movies. 

I want to announce also that you can get your noon lunches every 
day downstairs. The important thing to remember today is for all = ~ 
the boosters to come to the hotel at six o’clock tonight for the boosters’ 
dinner; and for next year everybody plan to have 2,000 cheese makers 
here. 

Fs SECRETARY’S REPORT ON CONVENTION OF 1923 (READ IN 
JANUARY, 1924) : 

BY J. L. SAMMIS, MADISON, WIS. 

Part 1. State Treasury Account 

1922 Receipts 
July 1 Balance forward 20.62 cececwuisns vevcscos sess § RAs 
aS State Appropriation wesacceececdeccessseoseves’ OUO.00 

Jan. 12 Membership fees deposited .................... 692.00 

DOCA yoo 5 sn sit sicwres cose e eee epices ee asaee eee $1,325.14 
ae Disbursements 

ose HE Gate tttule Regnery, powngs, 292 revore.+ ng Nov. 25 State printer, circulars, envelopes............ 30.33 — 27 State printer, 950 annual reports, 156 pp...... 387.42 

Jan. 12 Auditorium, booth rentals.................... 491.95 Jan. 30 Supt. Public Property, postage annual reports 36.40 Mar. 30 State printer, envelopes.............ceeeeeeee 7.31 July - 1 Balance forward: s....'c.5<0 Aca ancace msees hee 62.01 

Oba a chy ciaicice wie nie» aici hada sas gales See eee $1,325.15
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Part 2. Secretary’s Donation and Program Fund 

Receipts 

Balance forward from last report..........+seeceeceeeeeecsees$ 594.85 

Booths 

Marschall Dairy Laboratory.....-.0---2-0sseeeeeeeeeee eee renee eer 

= — Chris Hansen Laboratory.....---esseeeeccereer ec eneercreereeee ace 

Damrow Bros. Co., Booths 1-2...... 0... see cece cece reece cc ceees 100.0) 

A. H. Barber Cry. Supply Co., Booth 18......--++eeeseeereeeeee 55.00 

D. and F, Kusel Co.......0.-csesseeseeeece cece ctcnseesessecese 50.00 

De Laval Separator Co., Booths 20-21..... 0.0... ceeeeeeeeeee ess 100,00 

Oakes and Burger Co.....---+--ee cece ee reece ee eneeneneeeereee 50.00 

Stoelting Bros. Co. ...-.s.e-e eee ee eee e cece eee reece eeeeeeeeeeeee 50.00 

Valley Sheet Metal WOorkS........--2--eec ees e eee eee eeet teens 50.00 

~ J. B. Ford Co., Wyandotte...........seeeee cere eer ceeeeeeerecee 50.00 

F Federal Asbestos Co. ........- eee cece cece tree ee ereeeeteeneeees 50.00 

[ Creamery Package Mfg. Co......--.++-+eeeeereeeeereeereresrece 50.00 

Toledo Scale Co. ..... 000 e deter ccsccc cee c css eceeerereeesserenees 50.00 
Levring & Co., booth and half page.....-------++eeeeeeererrree 60.00 

= Cream City Scale Co. .......-.e eee cece cece e cree etre teen neeeee 50.00 

¥ Bagle Chemical Co. .....---2:e cece cece erste eee ee eee eeetneeeee 50.00 
Dayton. Scale Co. ...--..- eee eee eee eee ete e eee e et eeeeeenes 50.00 
Richards Iron Works, half booth.......-.---++-eeeeeeeeeeeereres 25.00 

~ Summitt Marl Co., half booth...........--.seeeeeeeeeeeeeereees 25.00 
Rexine Co., Sheboygan ......--- + esse ceeec cece ecceeeeeeeeeeeeee 50.00 
Master Package Co., OWeN........-seeeeeenerereeeree er eeetees 50.00 
Cry. and Milk Plant Monthly, half booth..........---++++++++++ 25.00 
Een Oe Co., half Dooth..... 2.2... eee cece ee eee eee teens 25.00 
Sharples Separator Co. ............ec ce ceec cree terccccceecseces 100.00 

Program Pages ° 

Marschall Dairy Laboratory........-..--+ecceeeeeceeeeeecceeee 20.00 
enor eae Falls Creamery Co.........--seeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeeee 10.00 

A. H. rber Creamery Supply Co........-:--ceeeecereeeecereee 20.00 
| Grunert Cheese Co... ......2.. sce cece cree crete eee c eee neseeece 20.00 

Olsen Publishing CoO.......... 2. cc cceees ec ecsceceesccceseecencin 20.00 
Schwaab Stamp and Seal Co...........----++seee eee e eee eeeee 10.00 
L. F. Nafis, Inc... . 2.0... cece eee e ence eet ete e centres cenererees 10.00 
Kiel Woodenware Co. ..........--eeee cece eee eeeceeteeteceeeees 20.00 

4 Northern Wis. Produce Co..........-2eseceeeeeeceeeecerceeeenes 10.00 
Vacuum Sediment Test Co.............-seeeeeeceeeeeeeererecee 10.00 
Bheboygan Co., NewS......-......-cseeeecceccececcseeecsseenee 20.00 
Buckeye Chemical Co... ............- see eeee ccc ee eee recenceeees 20.00 
puchorgen Bandage Wactory..... 2.0.0. cccceveccseccstovsccvece 10.00 
WAGE ALR NEO ow ons cee io ec tetanic ecetcrecesesececereceees 20.00 
Creamery Package Mfg. Co., cover........--..eeeeeseeeeceeeeee 22.00 
Lewis Mears ‘Co... .........e cere ccc c cece ec ececnceseceeseesece 10.00 
ee aa eter cree ees 20.00 

\ ST. G. CHOPPY. CO... eee e cece cere ee te ncccetccesreceses 20.00 
POE COs one's Since acc ce neceescscersccsscesecssinciss 20.00 

| De Lavel Pee RMN 9 cia arate wR we lh as type Sad a ele we trhae nee 2 20.00 
RU RE RIN GOI ao ne 5 «5 0) 0.9 ain t'o $e Wi ene dive's disie ncecseces 10.00 
Sie eee tcc st caeep esate Peer rat oor sr 20.00 
DODANE BOK CO. oo sila cs cases cess enssseecccsesecsctces 10.00 

HL. B. Stand C0.0 2. 2.2.20 sec cence cr cccceeccescccesccsstesconces 10.00 
| Hotel ees San visie sine vee sbi ssicwewadcccinsccicteerseccescsees 10.00 

First National Bank. Briflion. .... 0.2.20 .0ccesccececseccsessses 10.00 
RN OR OWA DOME oa os ois cms 2s 0's teeieievinie close nies oyees eine 10.00 
SOMEONE PNUD SUMNER ER MDEN 5 core aie 5 co 6.0% 5'o sce bec eececiccsccesesce 10.00 

4 Dairy Supply Co., Minneapolis.» ==... 2-2200seeeeeeeeeeeeeee 10.00 
} Brodhead Cheese and Cold Storage Co.............eseeeeeeeeeeee 10.00 

Oakes and Burger Co., Cattaraugus, N. Y..............eeeeeeeee 20.00 
Dare PEO MMARECO SD CBIGREQ spc. cen 2 sks. ssi ss see scdacecctc esses OOO 
CB. Blodgett Cheese Co... 0.2.0... eee ce eee esses cece ceeeaees 10.00 
ASTER EMRE 0, FONOR Os ooo Voice win Sins Sins ovine sin soe 2 oes ee 10.00 
Mratt- Bros, Cheers Co, PIYMOUR 2... 6. cscs cece eg eeseeeee 20.00 

- A. D. DeLand Cheese _Co.. Sheboygan............-.+sseeeeeeees 20.00 
MR OUR ERO OMEEIS TAIN ooo 55 5 cos 0 5 oo c' c's ohne es cise Socecececs 10.00 

B Chas. F. Krucker, ees heer so ster te ccetet* are sees 10.00 
Blue Valley Cry. Co.. Milwaukee...............ececeeceeeeceee 20.00 
Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, three pages.........-----+seeeeeeeeee 60.00 
J. Gempeler Co.. Monroe. one-fourth page...........6..ceee eee 5.00 
PRON BM PROUTEONM,  WEAEION S685 56 0255 !icid cncc'n cs annie soe eoeice'e's 10.00 
General Laboratories. Madison...............--e.eeeeceeeeeeeee 20.00 
URN EECME | MET MUN 665 05 on 0 oo sik eisbn'e Noe va cone eo cieles 10.00 
Federal Asbestos Co., Milwaukee............-.....seeeeeeeeeee 20.00 
John Kirkpatrick, Richland Center...............--+seeeeeeee 10.00 
RN CE RO gee by By Soins nae cava aw 5.0 Gav oe Teno nse e cece 20.00 

es 
ie .
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Sharples Separator Co., cover page...............-cceececceuee 22.00 Jos. Vusek Co., CRIED SW eens gh weet ca ou atere tee ee: 20.00 dUhems: Pele IW OERB Ho oi cne cen acre esas os catt occ he ee 20.00- Fauly and Pauly Co., Manitowoc....... 0.000 o lilo cc cect elle 10.00 - Miuwest Cry. Co., SEMIN ce oer twa cisie ley ok UmeR eo eae cule oe 20.00 Lincoin Box Co., ROME ie iiss ose aie ed ovis teas ac Ska eee ce 20.00 | Fairbanks, Morse Co., WRBCARG 8. 5h 5, oo 2 Seni aie des aca e che 10.00 D. wicking & Co., Bucyrus, Ohio... 10.00 SE AANOMD ARON SWE MCE essa oicaa oy eeare cae etne eee 10.00 New Vork Frome; BeMew Sova ce. 5c. occ cookin en 10.00 Valley Sheet Metal Works, Neenah. ...122.222IIIIIIIIIIDIDIT 10.00 A. H. Barber Cheese Co., ORONO oa i Pe ies hing cosa cca s ne 20.00 Konz Box and Lumber Co., Appleton. 2.312.122) 22D IIIIII22211i2 10.00 Champion Milk Cooler Co., COORG Ne Roy oii cts ssc oe oes 10.00 Fer ee Soe oo a PES age eR ene es 1v.00 J. B. Ford Co., Wyandotte, MO sig aie Saigo ban Seah che cows 20.00 C. A. Straubel Co., Green DAMM ieisin ys si- © nisicin s Oh 0lg Cie soa Rit Selena coe 20.00 Cheesemakers Mnfg. Co., REMIND 9 wala or cin ch ctasieieig oo eho ehs wae 20.00 Eagle Chemical Co., MEIMOGRON isco As cio woe ohio neotenic ae 20.00 He Another & C0, Ohleaso.s csnc ss eae ae ade Chris Hansen's Laboratory, Littie Falis, N.¥.....1111122222111 20.00 Blum Bros. Box Co., WINN ODER. Ue ces kao cic c os eon ee eee 10.00 Torsion Balance Co., New PEER sos hin ed aibis'sfu Sen as cegien eae oh oo 20.00 Wisconsin Dairy Supply Co., Whitewater, cover....2.1112°°171! 22.00 Walter Voechting Co., SOT RBI isin aiuis SS Skeet Soca concen 20.00 Damrow Bros. Co., Fond du PIE SCS ints cis Saati oe Veen eke ee ed 40.00 Johnston Tin Foil & Metal Co., St. AON cet iolcra tise eek we 10.00 L. O. Rehm, PRIOR Toren ovens sige ie eae as he 10.00 M. Uhlmann & Co., CRORE: Sis y sin sic oo an ente aeee a nS 20.00 Stanley Woodenware BM sis Seah aS te wis se wad GRO Race 10.00 Hotel ‘Martin, PORES es Shc Meets onset acoder ee Cee 10.00 Hertzberg Bros., shebeysen TOMB anes mses Peo es enn ee cece 10.00 Conley Foil Co., New EW eg rhe ans p Tone 20.00 Baker Ice Machine MEO ning. aieiWin seaR ares tiaa tee RSE ae ce 10.00 Quincy Market & Cold Storage, POMUOR Sis Pots Sess ket. chen 10.00 Lehmaier & Schwartz, New COUR ees orasscsesoceiiededeeccsts 20.00 Plymouth Refrigerator errr sc ee eee Toes Otis nent eons tae 10.00 Wisconsin Pure Culture Co., cp a eR PELE ee 10.00 Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, half BOGE G0 seo Sis ESC Say Koneec 25.00 Manitowoc Plating Works,’ half WOOT oe oo coc oso Sa ae Cece 25.00 Republic Chemical Co., half DOG meee nie ve deawerainsesten 25.00 See Falls Creamery Co., PEIMOR urs concn spa eh Coe ligt oe 50.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah, PUIROB on so voces ete e ee cee peer 15.00 De Laval Separator Co., prises...) .¢ssi..clctllec ee 40.00 Winnebago Cheese Co., DENOWS ial situs Si sine a Aico Maeene vk ten o 20.00 First National Bank, Brillion, prizes... --- seers eer eee eet 8.00 Oakes & Burger Co., New Yor PIM 9 aes aca eS ea sos eee ey 25.00 C. E, Blodgett Cheese Co., PERPOROOUE SS. 5S Nos nk eens Sees 15.00 Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., SAPMNOMUL QUIBOR os. wdc oon s chee eos 60.00 Bank of Sturgeon Bay, Pe noone et eases sa 10.00 Plymouth Exchange Bank, NNN sod Ca ee gh se EELS 5.00 State Bank of Manitowoc, RUNGE 6 por ana aie he Sep stot oes 5.00 Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, DOMGOD eo ha eet oA artes. 30.00 Dairymens State Bank, Clintonville, prizes... 10.00 < Rogers and Johnson, Marion, PIR O Matas ceo laialos eae ee bien at chen 6.00 Jos. Dusek Co., Chicago, ANINOG 5, Se sin nico c ys weeeis ehaeere ee oe 25.50 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc, DEER Co aise pio oe es aisaitivne cesta 25.00 Midwest oer Co., Piymouth, prizes. ..000 00.0, 20.00 Schuette Bros., BENOW BO 5 solos sco ccs dele gaak ceases ccee tek 10.00 Denmark State Bank, NNN Sie ceiida ny sim sone Vase erc oc see 15.00 D. picking & Co., Bucyrus, Ohio, DENG inion cide weenie se bc gus 5.00 A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, TIMOR 2 weer alonca ss case cnan 80.00 C. A, Straubel & Co., Green ERM a ceede es ssid oeecee cos ee 48.00 A. Grossenbach Co., Milwaukee, PONNOR Soe oes woh skis cae cet 15.00 Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, WTB OR Gao arn'n o's ono oe Sc eocce 10.00 Brodhead Cheese and Cold Storage Co., erie eae 5.00 Manitowoc Co., Cheese Makers ORGS STE 5S -,6 ks occas 10.00 Conley Foil Co., New York, PETEOR GO SESS Sod Gee das cote ue 10.00 Holstein Friesian Assn. of PIMC aces Sc cae tee eae 5.00 Fond du Lac Co., Holstein PRM UTERO omen ee 10.00 Wis. Cheese Producers Federation, prises... 2 5.0020223257227° 15.00 State Bank of Plymouth, DEMON shy Soins div cae eo TERE 10.00 Jac. Marty & Co.. Barneveld, WAROR Se he apt eee 10.00 Barneveld State Bank, MEE oe heures circ piston nvaisie guia ts Soe oe 2.00 Gier Hardware Co., Mt. Horeb, PEMD Res cinni sane ces es eee 1.00 . Farmers eC ReURS; wives Mounds, prise. 300.5: 5.008cc enc ke 3.00 Walter Evans, t. Horeb, MOURG sa eae ee eee eee 5.00 3.6 Bottiman Co: Mt, Horeb, prise... ...i6. 5.505 ood et 10.00 T. BE. Mackesey, Blue Mounds, DEGREE 35s 35 nls ret Seon oe Seas 5.00 Mt. Horeb Bank, PEER eri isien acne eo aes hyde aon uo 5.00 Mt. Horeb Hardware Co., PEMD 9 6:3 vain = Ree ORES ee 5.00 Mt. Horeb Produce Co., DEMEG seins a acne enter ae chia ea sea 5.00 State Bank of Mt. Horeb, PIED sip ovo Aap RE eee are 5.00
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J. L. Sammis, for prize 10.......-. 2. seeee cece eerste ee eee eee 5.00 
Chas. EB. Keed, for prize 99........-.e ee eee rece rece e eter eens 10.u0 

A. F. Zelm, for 260 banquet tickets............-.seeeeeeeeesees 195.00 
Cheese Sales, Math Michels............sseeseeceerecereerecere at 
Cheese Sales, Wm. Winder............s2sseeeeeeceererereeeeeee a 
Cheese Sales, J. W. Cross.......-..see eee ee cece reece eee renee 47.65 

{ Kiel Woodenware CoO.,, LiBl...... 0. eee e eee eee e eect eter reese 5.00 
Cheese Sales, Phenix Cheese Co...........--.- cece cece cece eres 2,455.95 
Otto W. Sixel, membersnip.........---esseese cece eee reece eens zoe 
Jos. F. Junk, membership........-...--0+-eeeeeeeeee etree eens ae 
Julius Wessel, membership...........-ceseee eee eee cece eeereee z 10 

Z D. W. Bender, membership...........-.seeeeeeee cette ceceeeeee 00 
Curtis L. Walker, Oneida, refund... 2200 o oe eile lle. 8.74 
Peter Stephanie, St. Cloud, membership...............+.+-0e005 1.00 
Donation from friend........-..ee cece cece eee e teen eee eee eeeenee 22.00 
De Laval Separator Co., film projector........-..seeeeeeeeeeeeee 25.00 

EBL ais cick <i elcie sacle afninias Koes tines cis's sin we .c'0.0 0's 0 sis vied a o@Ggt aasne 

Disbursements From Donation Fund 

GNA PADD cast aicgie ca cacsvecr ss isecs ce veccendeccsesess® S0a8 
Addressing envelopes, annual reports...........eseseeeeereeeee 5.50 
W. C. homas, printing... .......-.2 se eee e cece cece eee ceeeee 75.51 
Addressing envelopes, programs..............eeeeeeeceeeeeeee 10.00 

} NR NINE Saad k. sre, Sle we 5.0'e\s'cwc sc ocecesswestasvoenes’ 2.25 
| Schwaab Stamp and -Séal Co.......... secs ererec cece re eeeeees 42 

Business Cartoon Service, cuts..........-...2-ceeceeseeeeeees 3.00 
eee EN = PE a sinie' sb 010g 0 2G 0 Atm wes baie tse Sih cies sins oraie 41.60 
Behwaab Stamp and Beal Co... i225. ics. e cece s eee eee ease 31 
Postage on convention programs.......2.....cccesecececsscccs 94.50 
ERO ENN aie Soe ino eas vg wee ain o s\n cs sishs © eine since 9.25 
RD I CEDURE og 016 a5scwe'e a bu cic e cielesie's's one dlacess cesises 7.00 
SPPIBt BNE FOOL TERMING oo. oo. 5 os wc ccc sccce se ceccesscess 3.00 
Bes COOIEy GIO GROPCWN os «occ 6c ob nines cicecc sec cece dctins selcieens 24.92 
Mg ack coe arciace cies «ois agin Saevieloie o's pice Vint cine ere ges ein ee eleveiees = 26.00 
Express ee eee rite sane hs sgansee cee 8.40 
RE CN Cet MOR MANOMG oo Nis ciel oeicnkinie e'civictem savin vietensovarness —SORES 
Secretary, expense ete Ore rien ae giaginstcae st Pea 10.00 
Gp Set COME FECTAIO MON. oe ork gies Soe tac ee dianisecneesecces 25.50 
ake Wh Meteen, for baeGlel sc... .4.c..-..-;s0-s0cse5eccssassse 2 ASLO 
CMMON < MEMES EME Fane Mag ue aoe or acne C'e es okt cn dye eee scenes 20.00 
SIOeES SEMMON, “DANA CXDORSG 6 56 46 00's 655105 0 She os cece ocd es 26.40 
Milwaukee Cheese Co., boxes and cartage................000eee 6.50 
W._F. Hubert, jee RRA CEP OIG «5a 'a ls inne 0's ovis 9 8. viv'o,0,0 0: Tina ene 64.06 

\ J. D. Cannon, judge and expense.............. cc cece eee wees 60.89 
SE OO ee EEG) CRBONON oo oes oo Gosasidcecesea pies voceeeaccescesc 21.71 
Schwaab Stamp and Seal Co., badges.................+....0-.. 139,90 
aa Rane REN OSIMMMNE OSes ANS Sa alo So cl gih o': acay woaicibies sila SScavev cae 3.00 
TIGRE DEG UROD NEBR cae caieve cies cu Tecetseesictacedstecsscs 16K00 
Fred Marty, judge and expense............... cc cece cee cncreee 35.31 
Alex Schaller, judge and expense..................cceeeecseee 29.75 
C, EB. Reed, president and expense...............2cccecce cesses 149214 
J. W. Cross, superintendent and expense...............-++.+-.. 13.44 
MRPECOR OR WEUUOW Cos cen coi eslce nis v'cveecceetveccueceetscccaes 5.77 
C. A. Strauble Co., refunded prizes...............00000.000e ce ee 6.00 
Jom. Dugek CO, TOLUNGed PLINER... 6. kos co ccececesccececuse 17.00 
Walter Evans, Blue Mounds, prize....0c........cecccccccaccers 5.00 
Mt. Horeb Bank, refunded prize...............ccceccecececceeee 5.00 
a aE OREM nian oe cing 4 50's sio'e oS 4's aldo gSe ooo acans 31.25 
SERENITY AOC OBIE 285 oa. osac dient o's so oeccaicvicwceccastceens 11088 
Office machine rent and supplies.............0.ccccceccccsccccee 16.30 
MOG IUORD MANS ORDORBO eo a 6'v 50 Co: 65.0/n wines dice snie Saves ceeciewecress 60.00 
Re mN EMG RAMPART oe ig oN Sinks Lemaed Cowie esse sees ana eae oe 13.50 
SRE le BA SOR ON OUR «otic ciseiaca viciew e's 39.5 84's ead Sue He Sak Ca ea'e wei 2.00 

: RetIBO OUMUED batter's seiasia he aindin 50+ sad uss Soe Wedcsceicec< sce csse> ABG44S 
PGs in si PERPLIMED, CEDONNG Goa oss sac ts oda ccecuesicceeters 7.16 
Oscar Hanson, doorkeeper and expense.................-....-+-- 21.16 
Mixpress on cheese and Signs...... 0.0.0.5. ccc cee ccs ecees ences 3.02 
Express on hand bags to winners.................ccceceeueeues 5.77 
Express on chairs to winners..............ccccccceceenececenes 5.59 
REA OP CUPORR CEBU ER oc 5.o:0.6 pos isa 5)o Sinbiale re sia'e eid Deicess e's 4.00 
Ee RTADEON, SENS BNE CAPES. oo 66. . c sewn eee sce teuwenes 9.18 
Secretary, convention expense..............cccceceseececcecess 114,54 
PEATIIR MOUBICR, AGRE, POPU ooo 6% Sisisls ob Sieis'g cie'eln cee eees ee 1.00 
MEROG DOUROMON. TOTONG 6 oo ec 5 60 cis cao ese ccesgscesccecbec cone 1.00 
PORN ISPOWH< MUWEUIGS, BCs once ces Mert ceeusscedecsicowers cc 20.00 

NE REC ME OPIN EIU wceviti dine oc <oiain.e'e xin. ofiieo'g 400 no is'e.e' uae ve.n'e 1.00 
SENOO. ECON, DGMAUGl, FORUM ci o.oo esis dacne ees cee twig sews ens 1.00 

Paid eon checks and stubs........0..0.5.0600eeeeceee. 8,018.57 
Chan, F. Pratt, Plymouth, expense. oo 6.0.5 ss. ces coscecccesaee 44.11 
A. F. Zelm, Plymouth, treasurer and expense................-.. 82.73
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John Lemkuil, Plymouth, refund...............cc cece scence eeee 1.00 
H. C. Rindt, Clintonville, expense.............0.0.ccececuceccee 36.45 
BaF FEUD, CRPOBIG y 0.5 «60 9.5:00 3 vine Ka dais Save phen beh cob cee sees 17.51 
Ey oF SAO, CALVAES “PUIMO eo wots. a'sinivsthe o5un'h' oie aie nlolo'm Saige oad Seaee 5.00 
Otto Bizet, Cleveland, TOM ooie6 ooh coe vnls bo he te bins cee we Lee 1.00 
Je Be SUR, SEUNON, ROLUNG 26 Fin os cic sa'ss ota 56366 0a% oe does See che 1.00 
H. L. Noyes, Muscoda, expense. .........cccccccccscccscvccccces 17.93 
Alfred Gertach, Horicon, refund... 2.2... 0c. cccccccsssaccccsccce 1.00 
Miss Libby Miller, POPOPter. 2.0. s eee cece cece cccencccccccscnss 105.00 
BS Te, WERNOE, POPU £655 00 0 80) 0ie's. 0b 0 cine ng hs naltonie PSC aN ou owas 1.00 
Postage-on MIploMam, ClC o.oo es o.oo caw case tab aceie ye veescseeees 25.00 
FT. Le, SAMMIS, SOCTOALY 26. 06s eee sedccccwiccccesececcsecsesucece 400,00 
Mailing tubes for diplomas. <2... ices cceccesececcccccececcess 3.52 
We. 20. ARGMAM DO awa o tng seid icicwe asa saceoue sss chwsiaveas~ Tee 
Postage on returned programS.............c.cecceccccccececeee .bT = 
John Durtschi, Barneveld, refund...............cceceeecececece 1.00 
W. C. Thomas, diplomas printed... ...........ccecececsceececece 37.58 
Relogrames: ANG COlSHHGONS, 0.5 «isin o's onic 5 sin sehne WE OR cece eens 9.00 
SYD EINE 5 oo oF seni cine tee 5 sichns 6 oss) hares ghgs eAa ean ae SCP KS 2.00 

BRGIRNCO. UNG no os 00's 0.n:s vince cin'sinin's disinis awe sb c'esegce Tecan coins Skee 

GOVERNMENT REPORTS ON CHEESE INDUSTRY 

By Mr. J. B. McCreapy, Fond du Lac. 

Mr. President: I don’t know if I talk for Uncle Sam or for myself. : 

the only alibi I have for being here is I have something I want to adver- 

tise and I am one institution who is allowed to advertise in the main hall 

without a booth because what we advertise we are giving away and . 

are not asking any money for it. 

The U. S. government issues a daily cheese market report and a 

weekly issue; a monthly cold storage report and a monthly export 

report. The average cheese maker is interested in the cheese reviews 

and the weekly report. These reports are yours for the asking if you 

want them. You have the privilege of looking these reports over and 

give me your name on a card afterwards. 

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES 

. President Reed: The committee on legislation is composed of two 

members and the president and secretary who are ex-officio members. 

The committee on legislation will be Fred Marty of Monroe and Henry 

Zarling of Clintonville. 

On the committee on resolutions, I am going to appoint H. J. Noyes, 

Henry J. Loehr and Fred Ubbelohde. 

A PERMANENT MILK SUPPLY FOR THE FACTORY 

By A. J. Cramer, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. 

In 1906 the first cow testing association in Wisconsin was organized 

by the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. In 1909 there were 10, while 

today there are 155 active cow testing associations. If we had 15 ad- 

ditional testers today our number would be 170 associations operating. 

There are 4,200 herds under test containing over 70,000 cows. This is 

nearly three times the number of cows tested in the year of 1916. The 

4,200 farmers now in cow testing associations paid out over $200,000 s
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of their own money in order that this work may be done. This is at 

the rate of $33 to every dollar appropriated by the State of Wisconsin 

for the supervision of the work. If we total the appropriation or the 

j amount contributed by the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, the 

College of Agriculture and the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the 

farmers are paying $17 for each dollar contributed to the supervision 

and extension of this work. 
Since 1906 when the first cow testing association was started 975 

associations have been organized with a membership of 28,900 farms, 

and yearly records of production were kept on 461,000 cows. 

Testing Increases Average Production 

When the first cow testing association was organized in Wisconsin 

by the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association the average production of 

milk per cow in this state was 3,697 pounds, containing 150 pounds of 

| fat. The most recent estimate of the State Department of Agriculture 

indicates that the cows in Wisconsin now average nearly 5,000 pounds 

_ of milk, containing 190 pounds of fat. A large measure of this in- 

creased production can be attributed to the Wisconsin Dairymen’s As- 

sociation and the cow testing associations that were nursed along dur- 

ing the days of their infancy. The average cow in our associations pro- 

duces 7,000 pounds of milk containing 270 pounds of butter fat. Our 

average association cow produces 2,000 pounds more milk and 80 pounds 

more fat than the average Wisconsin cow. When this additional milk 

is figured at $2.00 per 100 or the fat at 50 cents per pound, our average 

cow testing association cow produces $40.00 worth more milk per year 

than our average Wisconsin cow. 

Room for Development 

When only 3.5 per cent of all of the dairy cows in Wisconsin are in 

cow testing associations, we have reason to believe that more should 

be done to improve the conditions on over 96 per cent of our dairy 

farms. Our Wisconsin cheese makers should understand the purpose 

of a cow testing association and how the associations aid the cheese 

factory business. It is a fact that most cheese factories need or could 

use more milk. 

Most farmers would like to produce more milk but do not have room 

for more cows on the farm. If more milk could be obtained from the 

same number of cows the profits would be greater for the farmers and 

the cheese factory as well. 

The cow testing association teaches the farmer to keep only good 

cows. They are taught to pick out the poorest cows, which produce 

the lowest test with the least amount of milk and sell them to the 
butcher, replace them with better cows which may be the heifers of 
the best cows in the herd. 

The cow tester frequently makes it a business to teach the farmers 
how to feed their cows more economically in order to produce milk at 
a lower feed cost and yet have the cows well fed in every respect. The 
cow tester who is hired by 26 farmers spends a day at each farm once a
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month. He becomes well acquainted with the farmer and is in a posi- 
tion to advise him on correct dairy practices. Unsanitary methods of 
milking the cows and improper caring for the milk when drawn can be 
corrected by the cow tester with friendly advice to the farmer. 

The farmer becomes more interested in the quantity as well as the 
quality of milk and learns to avoid watering and skimming. He is 
taught the importance of being paid for cheese factory milk according 
to the test. 

Balanced Rations Mean Profits 

The cow tester believes in developing prosperity in the farmer’s 
business. His help on proper feeding has meant many dollars to the 
farmer. In one instance the cow teéster found the farmer feeding a 
poorly balanced grain ration to 38 cows. A month later the tester’s 
suggested grain ration was being fed and the herd of 36 cows the fol- 
lowing month produced 4,850 pounds more milk valued at $2.00 per 
hundred, which made an increase of $98.00 on his factory check. The 
change in the grain ration brought an added expense of $19.00 for ad- 
ditional feed. When this amount was deducted, the member had 
$79.00 more prifit over feed cost. I might cite several other instances 
but time will not permit. 

Better Bulls Replace Poor Ones 

The tester advocates the use of better bulls in order to raise the 
standard of the future herd. R. J. Rowley, a member in the Middle- 
ton cow testing association, has tried to purchase a better bull each 
time the bull was replaced. A two-year-old daughter from one of the 
five-year-old cows in his herd has produced 1,019 pounds more milk and 
65 pounds more fat during the association year than her dam on prac- 
tically the same feed cost. After deducting $98.00 for feed costs the 
heifer returned $179.00 above feed costs. This was $40.00 more profit 
than was realized by her dam. The sire used four years ago was a 
good one. 

5 The tester promotes tuberculosis testing and has been successful in 
getting many of his members signed up on the area test plan. The 
cow testing association brings together groups of farmers from all 
over the state for occasional meetings to discuss dairy farm conditions 
and better plans for more cooperation and prosperity in the future. 

Every cheese maker who would like to have his farmers bring more 
milk—who would like to have some help in getting his patrons to 
practice more sanitary conditions on the farm and see his patrons 
better satisfied and make more money out of the cows, should do all 
in his power to help promote a cow testing association in his com- 
munity. 

He will find that the cow testing association, like the cheese factory, 
is one of the important means for building up agriculture and dairy 
farm prosperity in the neighborhood. 

An Iowa county cheese maker claims that there was a spirit of riv- 
alry developed between patrons in his factory after the association 
was started. The patrons who were cow testing association members
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constantly watched the weigh sheet to learn how much milk their 

neighbors delivered. More milk has been delivered as a result of this 

rivalry. This year there are two less patrons delivering at this fac- 

tory and thirty-five less cows than last year. There is also an increase 

of 1,000 pounds more milk delivered daily to the factory, in spite of 

the decrease in patronage. Better feeding helped. 

This cheese maker remarked that the patrons who belong to the 

local cow testing association this year are feeding better balanced 

rations, and have replaced their inferior cows by better producers. 

These changes have resulted in an increase in milk yield. Step into 

the average cow testing association member’s barn at milking time 

and you will find clean cows, clean milk pails, and sanitary milking 

machines and their barns are generally white-washed. 

A cow testing association member recently said that he was con- 

vinced that association work has inspired interest in the dairy herd 

among non-members. There are several farmers who are not members 

or who never have been members of an association in the locality of 

the Barneveld cheese factory who fed grain on pasture for the first 

time last summer. These same farmers get advice from their neigh- 

bors on better feeding. The good results of cow testing association 

work spreads rapidly in a community, although all of the farmers do 

not belong to the association. 

Our observation has been that where cheese makers openly oppose 

cow testing work it was found that the association tester’s tests did 

not always check up with factory tests and that the butter fat tests 

were not read correctly. These differences have been corrected through 

a cooperative spirit developed between the tester and the cheese maker. 

A cheese maker once told me that he won the cow tester’s confidence 

by inviting him to come into the factory to run check tests with him 

3 on the same samples of milk. He soon became acquainted with the 

tester and they grew to be friends. In most cases the farmer is to 

blame and the cow tester can help remedy the trouble. One tester 

reported that he helped correct conditions on the farms where he 

found members skimming the milk, the housewives using the rich 

milk for the household, the calves being fed high-testing milk, also 

milking the strippers dry on the day the tester was there and abrupt 

changes being made in the grain ration the day the testing was done. 

Cow testing has grown tremendously in Wisconsin during the past 

ten years and has spread to many other states. On July 1, 1923, we 

had three times as many cow testing associations in Wisconsin as in 

Minnesota, our strongest competitor, which has 55. Since Wisconsin 

has always been a leader in dairy developments it is hoped that every 

cheese maker will become a booster for more cow testing associations. 

There are several cheese factories signed up as members in our 

cow testing associations where the tester tests the factory samples 

twice each month. There is a better spirit of cooperation between 

the member and cheese maker where this is done. 
Let us plan to join the local cow testing association, encourage your 

Patrons to test their cows and then watch for the increase in the fac- 

tory milk supply. I thank you.
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REPORTS FROM COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS 
By Mr. E. A. Damrow, of Fond du Lac County 

WHAT IT COSTS TO MAKE A POUND OF CHEESE IN YOUR OWN 
FACTORY 

One of the things that I have been trying to work on is some basis ay 
of figuring the cost of making cheese, especially American cheese. We 
find that the hardest competition a good cheese maker has is when he 
gets a cheese maker aside of him that does not know the cost of mak- 
ing cheese. A few years ago the Division of Markets issued circulars 
on the approximate cost of making cheese as they had gathered it 
throughout the state. Their figures at that time were a little bit 
higher than what my figures were, and, as I had some formulated 
costs, our association of Fond du Lac county adopted it as a fair 
basis. There are, of course, differences in the size of the factory and 
in the condition of each factory. At some factories the fuel item is a 
very small item, in other localities it is very expensive. 

This summary is based on a cheese factory running a million pounds 
of milk a season, approximately one hundred thousand pounds of 
cheese, about the average run in the state of Wisconsin. : 

The rennet is taken at the price of $2.65 a gallon, the color at $2.10, 
salt at $5.00 a barrel, cleaning compound at $20.00, which is very low; 
acid at $1.25 a gallon, brushes and brooms $12.00, glassware and 
breakage $16.00, repairs $65.00 and fuel $600.00, making a total of 
$870.25. It don’t make any difference what style cheese you make, 
these supplies are always the same. Under the fixed expenses we have 
taxes at $45.00, insurance $35.00, depreciation on the building of 
$5,000.00, the average state allowance is 2% per cent, making $125.00; 
depreciation on equipment worth $3,000.00 at 12% per cent, or $375.00; 
interest on $8,000.00 investment, at 5 per cent, $400.00, makes a total 

t of $980.00. Figure your cost on making longhorns in supplies, $1,121.15. 
< The general expense of making is .87, or almost 1 cent. 

The differential supplies on daisies are 1.2 of a cent, making the 
total supplies that actually go into daisies a trifle over 2 cents a 
pound; the cost of fixed expenses, 1 cent a pound, totalling 3 cents a 
pound. A cheese maker is figured at $100.00 a month, and you can’t 
get much of a cheese maker at that price. This makes a total of 
4% cents for making cheese per pound, not figuring in the whey 
cream. Most of the factories are separating today. As far as I could 
learn from the cheese maker, they get one-half of the whey cream 
which would amount to about % cent to the pound of cheese. 

Last week at a farmer factory they were charging 2% cents for 
making cheese, and 75 cents a hundred for labor. I believe that is 
about the lowest paid factory around Fond du Lac. I think that it 
will not be able to get a good cheese maker to make cheese at 75 cents 5 
a hundred. The most are paying 1 cent a pound and in that particular 
factory I think they had four or five cheese makers last year. If 
they kept a man at 1 cent a pound that factory would have been way : 
ahead last year. I think you realize’ what it means to have a half
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dozen cheese makers in one factory a year. I figured their cost is a 

trifle over 2% cents a pound. They just come out about even, but 

they did not figure any fixed expenses, such as taxes, insurance, de- 

preciation and the interest on the money invested. Our county or- 

ganization has been working on the cost of making cheese, and we 

have tried to have every factory belonging to our organization figure 

the cost in their own factory. It is very little trouble to do that. 

The fixed expenses at %4 cent a pound and your labor at 1 cent a 

pound would make single daisies cost 3.6 cents a pound, or if you take 

off this whey cream money which is always figured in with your wages, 

it practically costs you a trifle over 3 cents a pound to make a single 

daisy. Many factories are not figuring the depreciation and their 

fixed expenses. What I am trying to avoid is this unfair competition, 

where a man who does not figure what it costs to make cheese will 

make it for 2%% cents, while the other fellow who knows the cost 

: makes cheese for 3 cents. 

We have factories that have made cheese for 2 cents a pound, and 

run about fourteen thousand pounds of milk. When the price of 

supplies was higher than they are today, they paid the cheese maker 

1 cent a pound for making cheese and in one season they paid off a 

debt of $2,000.00. Is there anybody here that can do that? I asked, 

“What are you handing me? Where are you stealing it from?” This 

was a farmer factory. They beat themselves in weight, about seven 

or eight thousand dollars. I said, “You take a dollar out of one 

pocket and put it in the other and pat yourself on the back.” This 

is not the competiton that we have among individually owned fac- 

tories; these conditions exist in cooperative factories. This is corrupt 

practice, as we call it. Formulate in your own factory the actual cost 

figures. You have patrons in your community that can push the pen- 

cil just as fast as you can. Throw your books open to them. Show 

them the actual figures of what you have paid out and what you re- 

ceived during your season and nine times out of ten they are willing 

to pay a fair price for making cheese, but often they don’t know what 

is a fair or right price. I think the Division of Markets is ready and 

willing to help. We are paying for it in our taxes and the trouble is 

we don’t make use enough of it. There is nothing further to say on 

this subject. 

DISCUSSION 

i Memser: What is the cost of pasteurized whey? 
Mr. Damrow: I don’t know much about it. The pasteurizing whey 

is a fuel item and that varies in different localities. 

Resolution on German Relief Fund 

Mr. Bruun: I was told incidentally that the city of Milwaukee has 
raised $150,000.00 for the German Relief and they are going to send 
it to headquarters in Philadelphia to purchase foodstuffs, which they 
are short on in Germany. 

It occurred to someone here that it would be a wise idea if we 
would suggest or in fact insist that they buy Wisconsin dairy products 
with Wisconsin money and send Wisconsin products instead of money.
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Mr. Muencu: I make a motion that we accept Mr. Bruhn’s resolu- 
tion. Seconded and carried. 

PRESIDENT REED: Now we will have to leave it to Mr. Bruhn to notify 
the committee in charge of this work. 

REPORT OF CENTRAL WISCONSIN ASSOCIATION 
By Miss L. C. Bruun, Auburndale, Wisconsin 

Mr. President: Your worthy secretary, Prof. Sammis, asked me to 
make a report in behalf of the members of the Central Wisconsin 
Cheese Makers, Butter Makers, Dairymen Advancement Association. 

There is a big duty and task before us. Our methods and equip- 
ment should be the best known. Our product should be produced and 
manufactured to command the utmost on the market. 

The Badger State produces about seventy-five per cent of the ‘nation’s 
cheese and can produce far more when it is correctly merchandised, 
with a handy package for the consumer. Added consumption would 
bring higher prices, greater compensation to dairy farmer, with en- 
couragement for better cows, better feed and methods to deliver better 
raw material. 

The Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association and many other dairy 
organizations are offering wonderful opportunities and constantly striv- 
ing to foster the cooperative spirit. Officials everywhere are putting 
forth great efforts and sacrifices for better programs, planning edu- 
cational features to interest, and making every possible effort to rouse 
and awaken the back numbers. Commercial firms are extending won- 
derful help in offering prizes at the different scoring contests. 

The ancient ideals of human brotherhood, of service, of the golden 
rule, with peace on earth, good will to men, are idle dreams unless = 
they can be translated into practical action. There is constant need 
of organ-zation and get-together spirit. Hard common sense suggests 
that you attend a school in your chosen profession somewhere in the 
state at least once a year. 

" There is no excuse or reason that every seat in this Auditorium 
should not be taken at these meetings. 

A resolution was drawn up at our recent “meeting in Stevens Point 
asking the cooperation and support of the individual, and help from 4 
the D.v sion of Markets, to recognize the merits of the maker who has 
the good of the public at heart, who from day to day is doing his ut- 
most to manufacture the finer article, giving time and energy, work- 
ing from three to five hours longer than his neighbor and receiving no 
more compensation than those getting through at noon. It is a mys- 
tery how those fellows get a job, but they are cheap and some fac- 
tories are looking where they can hire for the least money. Never- 
theless, no one ever amounted to anything who has not been charac- 
terized by his thoroughness, his painstaking habit of doing everything 
he touches to a finish. The slap dash who does everything any old way 
cannot succeed and will be a failure sooner or later. 
Commissioner Emery and many of the older men in the cheese busi- 

ness have given warning in their heart-to-heart talks at the different
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conventions. Mr. Casper in his written articles and conversation tells fi 

that it took him thirty-eight years doing his level best to reach his 

present high position in the ranks as a cheese maker. These are won- 

derful examples for the younger generation to follow. No one can 

neglect or despise the small things and hope to make a success of the 

greater things. While you are seeking a job do not pick out the best 

factory, but make a good one of a poor one, and this will be a valuable 

letter of recommendation for you. 

Another great problem of importance is the closer relationship be- 

tween producer and manufacturer. The time is ripe for a big quality 

appeal, and the farmer is commencing to realize the need of improve- 

. ment. Too many cheese makers do not realize the necessity to become 

interested in the social life of his community. The dairy farmer is 

the basis of the industry and the better we build up this foundation 

the more progress we shall be making towards the security of the 

butter and cheese trade. 
The 1923 records of the Central Wisconsin Cheese Makers Associa- 

tion show a.growth of about 52 members, and we rejoice over the facts 

that the educational program is becoming attractive and useful to its 

members, organizing ten years ago with a mere handful and now having 

2 membership roll of 528. We still recall the success and the splendid 

spirit and noble good fellowship at the 1922 convention held in the 

little city of Neillsville. 

] At Stevens Point we enjoyed an excellent attendance, and we boast 

of one of the finest programs that has ever been offered to any dairy 

organization. We owe part of this to the staff from the State Normal 

School of Stevens Point, to Commissioner Emery and ex-Secretary of 

State Merlin Hull, and many other excellent speakers. 

At a recent officers’ meeting a big program was drawn up to be 

offered this year. Further efforts will be made to advertise dairy 

products. The organization expects to have large exhibits of dairy 

| products at the Marshfield, Wausau, and Neillsville fairs. Prepara- 

tions are being made to provide better exhibition rooms for this pur- 

pose. A get-together social picnic is being planned to be held some- 

where in the city of Marshfield in the latter part of May including a 

dairy week festival. 

We are also very proud of the large exhibit of cheese and butter 

with 175 entries and about 5,500 pounds of dairy products on exhibit. 

Everything possible was done to arrange the display artistically to 

show our appreciation of the efforts of the exhibitors and the value of 

dairy products. 

The many donations made by the Central Wisconsin Cheese Makers 

of their finest product and the Neillsville condensary sending their 

\ fine milk, made it possible to serve plenty of wafers, cheese and milk 

to further advertise the nutritious, wholesome home product. Wausau 

is selected for the 1924 convention city. . 

In closing, I beg of you members of the Wisconsin Cheese Makers 

Association to determine as individuals and as an organization to give 

greater service to humanity. Allow me to suggest a motto for all of
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us, “Smile and Push.” Remember that the cheery man or woman has 
better health than the gloom spreader. Let smiles out through the 
heart and friends will come and customers will remain loyal. All of | 

2 us are building lives. It is more necessary to build a life than it is 
to make a living. God has called you for your task. However mean 
the task, and however distasteful the doing of it, if one can see it as 
something useful to serve and enrich the world, he can learn to love 
it and take pride in it. Nothing has done more for the advancement 

= of the cheese and butter industry than the men in it who have pe- 
culiar love for this work and a peculiar pride in doing it well. 

It pays to be honest with yourself and your firm and play the 
game on the square. Plan your work and work your plan. Thinking | 
is a big factor to the goal of success. I wish you well, and the biggest 
and best convention ever. With greetings of good will, cheer and co- 
operation in behalf of the members of the Central Wisconsin Associa- 
tion, I assure you that we will do our share to build a larger and better 
industry. | 

REPORT FROM KAESER-VERBAND | 
By Louis Awprr, President, Monroe, Wisconsin | 

Mr. Chairman: We call this organization the Kaeser-Verband, be- 
cause most of our members are of Swiss origin, and because we have 
to draw on Switzerland for new recruits, as the American-born Swiss 

very seldom follows Swiss cheese making. 

This organization was mainly formed for the purpose of finding out 

ways and means to wipe out the stinker cheese calamity, as I person- 
ally found stinker Swiss cheese in factories over 15 fifteen years ago. 

The originators of the Kaeser-Verband were: Jacob Lehnherr, Adolph 

Huebscher and myself, all from Monroe. At a meeting of cheese 
makers on the 22d day of December, 1921, the following officers were 

elected: President, Louis Alder; vice president, Fred Kuenzie; secre- 

E tary and treasurer, Dr. A. Huebscher; trustees, Christ Koenig, Emil 

Buholzer, Fred Meier, G. Ruefenacht. It was also agreed at that meet- 

ing that the Kaeser-Verband should work in connection with the 

Southern Wisconsin Cheese Makers & Dairymen’s Association, but 
2 through unfortunate misunderstandings these two organizations 

drifted apart later on. 

The Kaeser-Verband found a valuable man in Dr. Adolph Huebscher, 

veterinarian, about a half a year over from Switzerland. Dr. Hueb- 

scher also held a diploma of Dairy and Food Inspector from Switzer- 

land and proved himself very efficient as a milk expert and bacteri- 

ologist. His summer’s report reads as follows: From the Dairy Lab- 

oratory of the Swiss Cheese Maker’s Association at Monroe, Oct. 1, 

1923. During the last six months were investigated: Milk, 45 samples; 
> rennet, 48 samples; starter and sauer, 93 samples; fresh calf stom- 

achs, 2 samples; water, 1 sample; cheese, 6 samples; total, 195 samples. 
Seventy inspections were made in different cheese factories and 85 

pure cultures delivered to the cheese makers. 

Two cheese maker instruction courses were given, one in Monroe
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from Jan. 8th to Jan. 13th with 27 cheese makers attending, and one 

in Mt. Horeb from Jan. 29th to Feb. 3d, with 15 cheese makers attend- 

ing. In Monroe, Dr. Huebscher was ably assisted by Cheese Maker 

Christ Koening of Browntown, also by Gottlieb Marty. 

Tabulating forms were set up and issued to members of the Kaeser— 

Verband free of charge, to record observations in cheese making, also 

a booklet, entitled “Ursachen & Bekaempfung der Stinker Kaese,” or, 

in English, “Causes of and Ways to Fight the Stinker Cheese,” written 

by Dr. Huebscher. 

‘What success we have had in our fight against stinker Swiss cheese, 

I can best explain to you in reading my statistics on stinker Swiss 

cheese as a cheese buyer, for R. Gerber & Co., Chicago, during the 

seasons of 1920, 1921, 1922 and 1923: 

Season 1920 

pam ERG MCS eos os cine Fas via nig a etn he ev coin oe LL BOP pounds 

Stinkspots and damaged @ 8-10c...............,----++-10,389 pounds 

WEEE Soo oes as seis os Se aes Sees Sao oss 6 BE,OSS8 pounds 

Season 1921 

Stinker @ 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8c...........0eeeeeeeee eee +++ 46,943 pounds 

Stinkspots and damaged @ 8-10c...................--.-52,743 pounds 

MRR ears g 8 5 xtra oc wae waicialste oe cag sc oeind vo win. 98,686 DOURES 

Season 1922 

Stinkers, plain (none) 
Stinkspots and damaged @ 8-l0c.............+-e+e+e-++ 2,669 pounds 

Season 1923 

Stinkspots and damaged @ 8-12c................-.----- 1,193 pounds 

This does not include any cheese sent by the factories on commission 

| to Chicago or other cities, or cheese that was dumped by factories. 

Crediting the 10 heaviest buyers with buying as much stinker and 

damaged cheese as I did in 1921, we would have about the round sum 

of 1,000,000 pounds. This amount figured at 20 cents (putting the 

average price on stinker and damaged cheese at 10 cents, and taking 

an average price of 30 cents for 1922 and 1923) it would show a clear 

saving to the farmers of $200,000.00 for the seasons of 1922 and 1923, 

not figuring in the value of returned confidence in cheese men’s circles, 

* in cheese maker’s wages, figured at 14 per cent, it means a saving of 

- about $28,000.00 per season, not figuring in worry and extra hard 

work. 
Founded on personal observations I would give due credit to Cheese 

Maker Christ Koenig of Browntown, the promoter of the whey starter, 

and to Dr. Huebscher for his bacteriological work, as director of in- 

struction courses and inventor of a pure culture starter, which has 

been widely used and has given great satisfaction, when properly 

applied. The cheese makers responded nobly in furnishing the organi- 

zation with the financial support, as also did the local cheese dealers
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and other business men of Monroe. The Green County Board voted 
an appropriation of $250.00 towards this work. It is only fair to 

state that I personally was greatly encouraged in my work by my 

employers, R. Gerber & Co., of Chicago. 

The Kaeser—Verband has now a membership of 135 paying members. 
And now you can judge for yourselves, whether the founding of the | 
Kaeser-Verband has been beneficiary to the Swiss cheese industry of 

Wisconsin or not. Yet, sad to state, I have not heard one word of . 
appreciation from any farmer in regard to th’s work. 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN CHEESE MAKERS’ 
ASSOCIATION 

By Mr. Oscar Tappon of Cumberland 

Mr. PresiweNt: So far we have only a small organization of about 26 

members. We have not accomplished much to speak of so far, but we 

have some suggestions to make. Our idea is to get every county in the 

state to organize as we did or organized into districts as St. Croix is or- ° aed 
ganized. Then we would suggest that one member from each county or | 
each district would be a director of the State Association. We also favor 
a uniform scale of wages as, for instance, a minimum of $100.00 a montn, ge 4 

or 1 cent a pound. We tried to get a copy of the by-laws of the State 

Association, but were unable to do so. We planned on going on record 

with a resolution to amend the by-laws in such a way that only an 

active cheese maker could hold an office in the State Association. That 
is, only an ective cheese maker to hold an office in the association with 

the exception of a secretary and the secretary to devote his entire 

t'me to the industry as the butter makers are organized along this 

line, and I don’t see why the cheese makers couldn’t do the same. 

We should have some by-laws. I think that we can do that as well as 

the butter makers if we all work together. That is all I have to say. 

: I thank you. 

ST. CROIX COUNTY 

By Mr. Frep UsBeLonpe 

Mr. President: St. Croix county organization was organized in 1923 

and we have an enrollment of 12 members at this time. We call it 

a strictly cheese makers’ organization, accepting men holding licenses 

and actively engaged in the making of cheese. After a man has 

worked a year he can join our organization. Our dues are only $1.00 a 

year, but we figure in time we are going to work along the same line 

as the butter makers. We will raise our dues high enough so that we 

can engage a secretary who can look after the interests of our organi- 

zation. At the same time we plan that some time in the future we 

will organize an auxiliary for helpers and have what we call honorary 

members; cheese dealers, cheese buyers and the supply men. We only 

have 20 members at the present time. The northern part of Wisconsin 

are working hard to organize.
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. Bruun: There is one statement that I am rather surprised at 
and that is that the people from that section of the state could not 
find a constitution and by-laws of this association. They always used 
to print the constitution and. by-laws, a list of the members, and a 
few other things every year, but since the printing is taken over by 
the state, which was done in order to get the $600.00 appropriation, 
they cut those things out and the reports the last few years have not 
contained any of these things. We could not get the printing done 
anywhere else as long as we have received that appropriation from 
the state. Those who are fortunate enough to have been members 
since 1912 have a copy of them. 

Mr. McCreapy: Anyone who wants a copy of the constitution and 
by-laws may have them, as I will be glad to give it to them. It might 
be a good idea to have it printed in pamphlet form or book form. 

Mr. UspeLonpe: The Northern Wisconsin Association had a meeting 
in December and they sent word to me as secretary of the St. Cro’x 
Association. We were absolutely unable to do anything as we had no 
copy of the constitution or by-laws. We had a meeting called for the 
24th of December and inv:-ted the boys from Polk county. I now have 
a copy of the by-laws with me if anybody wants to see them. 

‘ Mr. Damrow: I move that the officers and board of directors be in- 
structed to have our present constitution and by-laws printed in our 
next annual program with other suggestions and further amendments 
to come before this convention next year. 

Mr. McCreapy: Seconded with a suggestion that you have a com- 
mittee appo’nted to help with the work. Every organization has a 
committee on constitution and by-laws and their idea is to suggest 
changes. Carried. 

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN CHEESE MAKERS AND 
DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION 

By Frep Marry, Monroe 

Mr. Chairman: In 1900 the Southern Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

Association was formed in Green County at Monroe, for the better- 

ment of the trade of cheese making. Later, someone asked what use 

ii was to talk of clean milk, clean milking, the care of clean milk, 

etc., on the farm without having the party in the convention hall that 

milks the cow. So, in later years the name was changed to the South- 

ern Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ and Dairymen’s Association. It had 

good results, in many respects, although it has been, at different times, 

, difficult to please and satisfy the audience. The farmer wants to hear 

about the growing of alfalfa, the cheese maker wants to know more 

about cheese making, so I have had the program arranged so that 

each side had a little. The farmer would have to listen to what the 

cheese maker had to say and vice versa. 

The organization has grown. At one time the membership was 550. 

While I am president of the organization I can’t recall, but it is be- 

tween 400 and 500 today. 

Speaking of the results of the organization, the first was the teach- 

ing how to make the Swiss cheese, the same as brick, American and
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butter in the University of Wisconsin. In later years there was in- 
augurated a short course in Swiss cheese making through the co- 
operation of the University of Wisconsin, the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, and our association. 

February 4 to 16 will be the fourth annual course open to anybody 
that figures on taking special training in the art of Swiss cheese 
making; so next month come to the Dairy School at Madison. About 
a year ago, through the organization, we were successful in getting 
the recognition of the United States Department of Agriculture to 
properly organize the domestic Swiss cheese section of the United 
States. Today we have Mr. C. M. Gere, of the United States Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, as superintendent of the field work done by the 
Southern Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ and Dairymen’s Association. He, 
himself, has demonstrated locally in Green County to the satisfac- 
tion of some of the most severe critics. 

The Southern Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ and Dairymen’s Associa- 
tion will hold its 24th annual convention at Monroe, Green County, 
next week Friday, and I extend to you, one and all, a cordial invita- 
tion to attend our convention. 

NATIONAL CHEESE ASSOCIATION 
| By Secretary J. L. SamMis 

f Mr. President: Everybody is interested primarily in his own busi- 
ness, but when he gets his business running well he begins to look 
around at his neighbors and take an interest in them, in his town 
and county. He becomes a better citizen when he pays attention to 
semething besides his own private business. It is much the same 
way among the cheese makers. Each one is primarily interested in 
h‘s own factory, but after a while when he has won a few prizes he 

‘ begins to look around at other cheese makers and compares his work 
with theirs. In the course of time the cheese makers all over the 
state begin to feel related to each other. Thirty years ago there were 

z enough interested cheese makers through the state to organize the 
Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association. 

After a while Wisconsin people began to look around at other 
states and we remember that there have been other cheese states 

4 even before we got started. There are cheese makers associations 
in New York, Ohio, and elsewhere. The next natural step in this 
development is for all of us to take an interest in cheese as a na- 
tional industry. The Federal Government interests itself in those 

S things which relate to all the states in the nation, and the National 
Cheese Association is formed to unite cheese makers and everybody 
interested in the cheese business, in Wisconsin, New York, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Carolina and any other state. 

There are a number of things that can be done in a National way. 
For example, we want to have a cheese exhibit at our biggest dairy 
show in the United States. If the New York people put it on, the 
Wisconsin people say, “Why aren’t we represented there at the Na-
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tional Dairy Show; why did we let New York put on the exhibition 

alone?” We all want to get a good big exhibition of cheese there 
for the public to see, and we all want to share in putting it on. Such 

a national exhibit will mean more to the public and will not adver- 

tise Ohio or New York alone. The National Cheese Association 

undertakes, as part of its work, to put on cheese at the next dairy 

show. It has also been planning recently to make use of a man in 

the city of Washington to watch things that come up before Congress 

which affect the cheese industry, and through the National Cheese 

Association to make recommendations with respect to any proposed 

changes, such as changes in tariff laws or anything of that sort 

which may affect us all equally. In this way, all of the cheese states 

being represented, we can have one national body speak for the whole 

group. As it was formerly, when something comes up in Wash- 

ington the New York people send in their attorneys, and the Wis- 

fi consin people tell what they think about it, and each state thinks a 
little different. 

It would be better if all the cheese states would get together and 

say, “This thing is what we have agreed upon.” The national or- 

ganization tries to render such things possible. It was organized 

three or four years ago and has put cheese exhibits on at the dif- 

ferent dairy shows. Mr. Neureuter, of Buffalo, is vice president’ of the 

, organization and is here with us today. It seems to be our turn in 

Wisconsin, since we make two-thirds of the cheese, to carry two-thirds 

of the burden of the National Cheese Association. When it was first 
/ organized I was not there. They made me president at that time, 

> but since then I have been acting as secretary. They had over 300 
/ members last year, paid up. The National Cheese Association holds 

a joint session with us tomorrow night after the banquet in this room. 
I hope that this association will undertake to do its reasonable share 

in the work of the National Cheese Association. I am going to send 
a resolution to the Resolutions Committee and I hope you will pass 
it, asking that the directors of the association contribute $100.00 to 
the National Cheese Association, providing they have it to contribute. 

The National Cheese Association is something that every individual 
can belong to. If you are interested in cheese as a national industry, 
take hold and do your share in boosting the National Cheese Associa- 
tion. 

EMPLOYMENT BUREAU 

I would like to call your attention to the table at the other side 
of the room marked, “Employment Bureau.” Mr. Rindt has charge 
of that table and if you don’t see him there, write your name on the 
card, anyhow, if you are looking for a job, or want to hire a cheese 
maker. 

I would like also to urge you to buy your tickets for the banquet 
either this afternoon or the first thing in the morning, because they 
have set 400 places for the whole convention, and they would like 

| to know how many are coming.
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A UNIFORM PRICE FOR CHEESE MAKING 

Disctssion Lev ny A. T. Bruny anv H. J. Noyes 

Mr. Bruun: In getting at a uniform price of making, I really 

understand it to be a uniform price for the labor, and that is what 

I am trying to give. 

In my estimation no system of paying cheese makers for their serv- 

ices, which will fit all cases can be formulated. By that I mean that 

a price or salary which would be fair or adequate for one maker would 

perhaps be more than another maker is worth and less than what you 

could afford to pay still another. 

For instance, we will say that it is worth in round numbers one cent 

per pound for the making of the cheese. But if the maker is careless 

with the machinery and apparatus, is a poor fireman, not saying any- 

thing about his getting a low yield or having little tact in the handling 

of his patrons, he may be a very high priced man at, that figure. On 

the other hand, if the man takes good care of the factory and ma- 

chinery, keeps things ‘n repair, is economical in using fuel and has a 

knowledge of human nature and makes use of it in dealing with his 

patrons, he would be cheap at one cent per pound. It can, therefore, 

readily be seen that no hard and fast rule can be laid down that would 

adequately cover all cases. 

I have often heard the remark made that the price of making has 

been hammered down to a point where the good men cannot afford to 

stay in the profession and likewise that if the price of making was 

higher it would attract a better class of men. I will not set myself 

up as a judge of the past nor as a prophet of the future, but would 

like to call your attention to some of the other professions. 

In the October 13th issue of the Country Gentleman, A. B. McDoland 

writes that plasterers in St. Louis received last summer $16.00 for an 

eight-hour day, $14.00 being the union scale of wages and $2.00 a day 

x bonus for going to work at all. Bricklayers $12.00, plus $2.00 bonus a 

day, hod carriers $10.00 per day, ete. If higher wages would induce a 

better class of men to take up a profession and stick to it afterwards 

then these trades should get the very best men of the country; perhaps 

they do in other sections, but judging from the men in these trades 

with whom I have come in contact 25 or 30 years ago and now, the 

difference is not much for the better. 

In the December 15th issue the Literary Digest gives a somewhat 

detailed account of the weekly wages of preachers and workers in 

various trades, a few of which I will cite here: 

The average weekly wages of all preachers were $27.00, shoemakers, 

$25.04; steel workers, $37.31; hod carriers, $30.14; bricklayers, $55.92. 

If cheese makers were to receive compensation to compare favorably 

with these, and I see no reason why we should not, then we should 

get at least $35.00 a week, or $140.00 a month. If we were to live under 

the same condition that these people do I would consider these wages 

low, for as one man recently said to me, “The house I used to rent 

for $25.00 per month I now pay $65.00 for.” On the other hand, cheese
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makers usually get house rent free and a good share of the time a 

, garden thrown in for good measure—neither do we spend time and 

Y money on street cars in go’ng to and from work, and other incidentals. 

| During the past five years the price of cheese has averaged about 

20 cents per pound. A factory making about 200,000 pounds of cheese 

i annually would receive a total of about $40.000.00. In my estimation 

the maker should receive for his labor five per cent of this, or $2,000.00 

per year. 
I, therefore, suggest that the resolution committee draw up a reso- 

lution to the effect that it is the sense of this association in conven- 

tion assembled that its members shall receive as compensation for labor > 

5 per cent of the total receipts for cheese. Now, I will admit I 

didn’t take time to work that up carefully, but the average price of 

! cheese for five years is above 20 cents. 

There may be a little objection to that. If I could get a bonus for 

; fancy cheese I would be mighty glad to share some of that money 

| with the maker. After the resolution committee changes that a little 

b:t so as to make it 5 per cent for all cheese going No. 1 and 1 | 

per cent for all cheese going fancy, I think perhaps it would be better. 

| I would like to call attention to who pays the bill. I can assure you 

| that I would like to get $16.00 a day as well as any bricklayer, but I 

F don’t think any farmer would stand for that. You have got to con- 

sider who you are working for when you are drawing your salary. 

: If the cheese is high in price the farmers are willing to pay you a 

i: fair price for the making. I figure that on a 5 per cent basis we 

would draw about $25.00 a week and bonus was perhaps figured at 

$10.00 per week, and now we are getting proportionately about the 

same. I thank you. 

Mr. Noyes: Ladies and Brother Cheese Makers: I think we should 
base our price on first class men at all times. We have rules for 
giving cheese makers a license to make cheese based on 24 months’ 
experience, or 12 in former times. I don’t care how much experience 

, he has had, if he can demonstrate that he can make good cheese he is 
entitled to a license. A certain man has made cheese in three fac- 

5 i. tories this summer. The inspectors saw the cheese this man made 
and that man has a permit to make cheese in Wisconsin, but it ought 
to be taken away from him. The inspector ought to have the power 
to take his license away from him. We handled some cheese from 
those factories in which he made cheese. We got pin holes and high 

} moisture cheese, etc. I wouldn’t give him a dollar to make cheese 
\ for us. He isn’t fit to make anything. Let’s weed out those mak- 
\ ers and when we know of such a man make the report and stand up 

for first class stuff. I don’t think you will get any bad results by it. 
5 You will save the reputation of Wisconsin cheese. 

Another point that Mr. Bruhn did not touch upon which might be 
essential is the amount of cheese that is made in a factory. If a 
factory makes eighty thousand pounds or fifty-five thousand pounds, 
5 per cent wouldn’t be enough. Some make less than eighty thou- 
sand pounds a season, and that cheese maker should have more. I
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think our cheese makers are underpaid, they have poor places to live : 

in and those places should be fixed up for them. A cheese maker 
should have a good, decent place to live. 

I think that for an ordinary factory that runs the year around and 
has half as much room as Mr. Bruhn figures on, five per cent might 

be a fair estimate, but we have to take all these things into consid- 

eration. I am in favor of having first class cheese makers paid first 

class prices. In that way we will get better cheese makers and bet- 

ter pay. 

Cheese makers are somewhat to blame for getting low salaries, 
. because they ought to show their patrons that it is necessary to have 

certain things to make better cheese. There are several cheese makers 

in Wisconsin that have made for 35 years that have never had any 

trouble along this line. We have a large percentage of cheese makers 
who do not tell their patrons what they ought to have and why they 
should have it. The patrons are satisfied and they are willing to give 
him what is right. Our prices should be based on some method by 
which, if a cheese maker is good, he should receive a first class price. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Lorne: Where the cheese maker made cheese at three different 
factories, how was that cheese when he got through? Would he im- 
prove on it later on? 

Mr. Noyes: He looked dirty and worked in a dirty factory. If I 
was an inspector I would have discharged him that very hour if I 
would see a man dressed as he was. I do not believe in giving a man 
a license as a cheese maker to make cheese if he has only learned it 
in eight or nine months and if he cannot prove that he should have a 
license. He should learn it and be able to do it well and be neat in 
the factory before he is entitled to a license. (Applause.) 

Mr. Davis: I would like to ask Mr. Bruhn if he was figuring on the 
basis of 5 per cent of the total amount of the product manufactured. 
Naturally, the man that would have the largest amount of milk would 
get the greater wages. 

Are there not too many small factories in the state of Wisconsin 
too close together? If the state of Wisconsin, through their Dairy 
Commission, would limit the location of the factories in a district, 
prevent two factories running in one- town where only one is neces- 
sary and enable one factory to have a larger volume of milk so that 
they could not only pay better money to the cheese maker, but also 
equ:p their factory better to take care of that supply more properly, 
it brings us right back to the old question that was discussed a num- 
ber of times—whether the cheese factories in the state of Wisconsin are 
not public utilities and the makers should receive protection on their 
investment. 

Mr. Bruun: I am mighty glad that Mr. Davis brought up that sub- 
ject of the small factories being too close together. A few years ago 
a resolution was passed here—that we influence the legislature to pass 
a law that we get a 40 per cent moisture law and a law to limit fac- 
tories. We got the 40 per cent moisture law, but they laid down on 
the other. In regard to the 5 per cent, I thought that thing over 
from several angles and I figured out that a man that is able to handle 
a factory of five million pounds of milk a year should receive more 

z. at
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7 money per month, after they have paid their helpers, than the man 
\ that is only handling seventy-five thousand pounds of cheese. He car- 

| ries more responsibility and for that reason I put it on a percentage 
basis. A man that is only handling seventy-five thousand pounds of 
cheese a year should not have anywhere near the monthly wages as 
the man that takes the responsibility of making five hundred thou- 

% sand pounds a year and that is why I put it on a percentage basis. A 
man should receive more for making long horns, and squares, and 
after I got the market prices paid’ for the different sizes of cheese, 
I came to the conclusion that this will just about make up for the extra 
work put on the small cheese. There is one thing you can’t forget, 
you have got to have the farmer with you and just as soon as you 
beg'n to tax them above what they think is a fair salary, you are 
going to fall down. 

Mx. Carswe.i: I would like to ask Mr. Davis a question in regard 
to doing away with small factories and competition, and have it made 
as public utilities. What are the public utilities for? Would you 
like to have that apply also to cheese warehouses? 

Mr. Davis: Why, yes, my contention, gentlemen, is that the over- i head cost of a man’s capacity is his ability to perform a certain task \ at a certain time. A cheese maker loses money when he isn’t em- 
ployed up to his capacity for work. A man who is capable of handling 
five thousand pounds of milk is losing his time when he is only handling 
two thousand pounds, naturally making the cost of that product higher 
than it would be if he was using five thousand pounds of milk. I believe (and I speak as a dealer) that when a man that has got a 
volume of product for sale he can command a market price over a f man that has little or nothing for sale, and I say to you I believe i sincerely that the small factories in the state of Wisconsin have raised I the cost of manufacturing of the article. The laws of Wisconsin should | be changed so that when a factory is serving its community and serv- \ ing it well, the man who owns that factory should be protected in his investment and no other factory allowed there to take half of his milk, without it first being found if there is a necessity for that fac- tory. If the law could be so changed, then no one can say, we will build a factory across the road unless you do so and so. He could then appeal to the commission and appraise that property and sell 1 it to the farmer and he is protected. 

Mr. Abernotp: I know there has been a very strong desire for a number of years by cheese makers to have that thing put across to safeguard them in the value of their property, but I think there are some things they didn’t figure on. If they haven’t got the good will of their patrons, even under that condition, their property would not be safeguarded. If the patron has it in for the cheese maker because } of the law that compels the patron to trade his milk at a certain place, they would say, “You go to thunder and I will buy a separator and ship my cream.” You can’t protect the value of that cheese factory Property unless you have the good will of the patrons. 

Mr. Davis: I think I touched on that phase of the matter when I said that I would have it under the supervision of the Dairy Com- | mission of Wisconsin if there was a difference between the patron and the maker. If the patrons wanted to purchase that factory they could do so at a certain appraised value. You have got the equipment and you spent your whole life building that building. We own the milk, we will take it over to someone else with no curing room, to some cheap maker. We want them all equ’pped to manufacture good cheese, and I would protect the man in his life investment and not take it | away from him, except by a hearing from proper officers.
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Mr. ApeRHoLp: I have something to offer, and a resolution to follow, 

touching upon the price of making cheese and I want five or ten minutes 

of your time if I can have it. I believe I am the only man that has : 

attended every convention of this association, beginning in 1898, and 

if you younger fellows have attended as many of these conventions 

as I have, it will pay to see things in a clearer light than you can 

today. I want to give you a little for your benefit, as I see it, touch- 

ing upon the cheese maker and his wages. 

The editor of this paper (holding up paper), my friend, Mr. Thomas, 

just before he died, asked me to prepare an article for this conven- 

tion number, and the subiect of the article is the Price Differential 

as between a Fancy and No. 1 Class of American cheese, and the Price 

D'fferential to the Cheese Maker of one-fourth cent a pound in addi- 

tion to his regular income for each pound of fancy cheese he makes. 

That is the subject of this article and I will read it to you. 

Some twenty years ago the average quality of Wisconsin cheese was 

the highest ever attained. The outstanding factor in building up that 

standard of qual‘ty was the practice of dealers of paying a price dif- 

ferential according to quality. 

That practice brought competency in cheese making; that standard 

of quality made Wisconsin cheese famous; that price differential was 

the best thing that ever happened to the cheese industry. It was indeed 

an important factor in making ours the foremost dairy state. 

About that time the big interests began to buy big quantities of 

cheese direct from factories. With them it was a quantity and not a 

quality proposition. The situat‘on changed and gradually cheese 

makers began to exploit the opportunities created by the change. They 

began to shirk on time and labor; they boxed the cheese with wet sur- 

faces and shipped up to the hoop; they were more reckless about the 

finish and they loaded the cheese with moisture. 
Dealers remonstrated against the high moisture stuff but accepted 

it; they objected to cheese with wet surfaces but accepted it; they 

didn’t want the cheese so young, but took it and paid the price. 

By a price differential they could have stopped the manufacture of 

high-moisture stuff but they didn’t; they could have stopped the box- 

ing of cheese w'th moist surfaces and shipping up to the hoop, but 

they didn’t. 
The quality went on the toboggan. The incline of the slide, at first 

= slight, increased as time passed until the quality was going rapidly 

to ruin. 
Dealers used to function as quality builders. Since the big interests 

got into the cheese game they have not even functioned in maintain- 

ing quality. 

For that reason it became necessary to resort to other expedients 

to safeguard the industry and the state became active in that behalf. 

The surplus water has been squeezed out of cheese by laws and in- 

spection. Boxing and shipping of cheese w‘th wet surfaces and up 

to the hoop has been generally discontinued because of activities of 

the Department of Markets. Because of laws and inspection, the 
toboggan has tilted upward during the past few years and the improve- 

ment in quality has been great, indeed. 
However, laws alone will not put the quality where it should be. 

Laws are restraining measures. They punish for wrong-doing but do 
not bring reward for competent, faithful service. Only the price dif- 
ferential will do that and until that is established competency in cheese 
making will not be the asset it deserves to be. Every dealer and grader 
admits there should be a price different‘al between Fancy and Wis- 

consin No. 1 grades, and the rank and file of makers desire it. 
It is my personal opinion that the best thing that could happen to 

the cheese industry is the establishment of such price differential and 
that the maker be paid one-fourth cent per pound for all fancy cheese
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1 made, in addition to his regular income. The improvement in quality 

4 under such a practice would, in a short time increase the demand for 

\ cheese. All grades would bring higher prices because of it and both 

producer and maker would be more prosperous. 
One of the chief purposes of the state grading order was to bring 

about such price differential. With the grading in effect, the dealers 

* have a rather poor excuse for not gett:ng back on a quality basis. All 

that is needed is to base the board price on the highest grade instead 

of on the second highest. Their refusal to make that reasonable shift 

shows that we must not expect improvements because of their efforts. 

Dealers are merely middlemen and why should they be interested in 

building up the industry for the producer or maker. Just because 

they did it years ago, are we not now expecting too much of them? 

At our cheese makers’ conventions certain few dealers have re- 

peatedly used considerable time in recommending and discussing the 

need of a big force of instructors to be sent out by the state. How- 

( ever, well mean‘ng those dealers may have been, the result of those 

discussions could but tend to leave the situation as it was. Hundreds 

of makers are ready and able to turn out fancy goods when the price 

differential is paid. With a little serious thinking any maker must 
y conclude that such instruction, if it ever comes, will not and should 

not come before the price differential obta‘ns. 
It is taking makers a long time to get their eyes open. The prob- 

ig lem can be worked out successfully by the producer and maker, as- 
} sisted by state agencies. The cheese maker is intimately connected 

' with the production and his prosperity is affected by that of the producer. 
Because of his constant contact with both producer and dealer he is 

| in a position where he can exert a powerful influence for improvement 
in cheese marketing. So far he has been asleep and has scarcely shown 

i his hand. It is high time for him to wake up and line up in a drive 
4 for the pr’ce differential. Now, I have a resolution here that I have 
} shown to a number of the leading cheese makers and they are anxious 
{ to have it acted upon and adopted at this time and here it is: 

' Resolutions on Price Differential Es 

: Wuereas, The failure of cheese dealers to pay a price differential 
between Fancy and No. 1 Class of American Cheese constitutes a great 
evil to the cheese industry and works a deep wrong to all competent 

} cheese makers, therefore, 

Resolved, That the members of this association, collectively and in- 
| d_vidually, do their best in bringing about such price differential. 

Resolved, That it ‘s the sense of this convention that in building up 
the quality of our American cheese it will be practical, fair and neces- 

5 sary to reward competency in cheese making by payment to the maker, 
7 in addition to his regular income for cheese making, one-fourth cent 
i per pound for all cheese produced by him of Fancy grade. 

Mr. Rinpt: I feel that as the competit‘on is getting keener, etc., 
unless we ourselves as makers fight for our rights we will not get our 
rights, but when I have to take three-fourths hour a day longer than 

my competitors, and try to put on cheese, as far as the moisture is 
concerned, that contains around 37 or 38, it is hard work on my part 

\ to take care of it properly. If we don’t demand something on that 
i work we have lost good men on that account. 

Mr. Bruun: I move that the resolution be adopted. Seconded and 
carried. 

| Committee on Price Differential 

Mr. ApERHOLD: Under the present situation we have, as Mr. Noyes 

}
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indicated, here and there in cheese factories some mighty poor sticks. 
It would be much more appropriate if they were working in a gravel 
pit where they couldn’t do any damage. We have hundreds of. com- 
petent cheese makers. Your competent makers are dragged down to 
the level of that poor stick, and it is time for us to get busy. right 
today and why not have a drive to get it remedied. But there has been 
nothing done in this respect. You have done nothing and it is time 
for you to do something and I am going to suggest the appointment 
of a committee to take this drive in hand and I am going to make a 
motion that this committee shall consist of H. A. Rindt, A. T. Bruhn, 
Fred Ubbelohde, and A. F. Zelm. Seconded and carried. 

Mr. GruensTERN: I would like to ask the cheese dealers if they can 
answer why there is no differential between the Fancy and the No. 1 at 
the factory, for there is a difference in the sale of this cheese at any 
other time? 

Mr. Davis: The Winnebago Cheese Company, after the law was 
passed, printed on their circulars that they would pay one-fourth cent 
on all Fancy and No. 1. 

Mr. Noyes: I am very glad that the cheese makers are interested 
in first-class cheese. I don’t think that a cheese maker can tell me 
when a cheese, only three days old, leaves his factory if it is No. 1 
or No. 2. Now, if you cheese makers want to make a fancy cheese I 
guarantee the buyers will pay for it. I want to say that I have the 
best of feeling towards you cheese makers. A very small percentage 
of your cheese really stays in the factory long enough to make it a 
good cheesé. We are manufacturing cheese ourselves and we have 
graded cheese three days old, No. 1 cheese and Fancy, put it in the 
cooler but even at fourteen days old, cheese which was No. 1 in four 
cases did not show up as No. 1. If you want the cheese dealers to do 
their part, meet us half way. I would suggest that this committee go 
into the cheese business next summer. 

Mr. Davis: I would like to amend some of the remarks Mr. Noyes 
has made. In receiving cheese all last summer in the warehouse, my 
attention in cases of uncertainty was called to various lots of goods. 
I feel myself a competent grader, but I have repeatedly come across 
a lot of cheese that I couldn’t tell whether it would turn acidy or improve. 
Now how can we, as cheese dealers and graders, say to you that your 

- cheese is fancy when you put it into the warehouse so green that we 
don’t know the quality? If the holding law of the state of Wisconsin 
was changed from three to seven or ten days, so that when the goods 
came in we would know the quality, we would be prepared to Say, 
“This cheese is worth more money.” 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: In this new organization that we formed December 
23 in St. Croix County, the scoring contest is going to be run just a 
little different than an ordinary scoring contest is run. We under- 
stand at the state cheese makers’ convention scoring contest the boys = w:ll compete and put in their best efforts for that day. You can’t 
blame them, but we have offered to put up $100.00 for the man who 
can put out the largest percentage of fancy cheese. They asked us 
for suggestions as to how the factory can put out the largest per- 
centage of fancy cheese. The suggestion was made that no man can put in a cheese that was aged or that he put particular pains on. They 
are going to score each month, and probably three or four days before 
the contest is to be put on all members are to be notified to have cheese 
there to be scored. 

Mr. Reep: How long before they score?
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Mr. UsBELonDE: Our youngest cheese should be four or five days old 
i) before we notify them. 

Mr. Davis: That is a mighty good move. 

HOW TO GET GOOD MILK FROM MILKING MACHINES 
Present Reep: I have a letter from Mr. Fred Feutz of Rubicon, 

; Wisconsin, which I will read. 

Rub‘con, Wis., Nov. 8, 1923. 
Mr. J. L. Sammis Secretary, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Sammis: In response to your inquiry about the use of 
milking machines, I wish to state that seven of my patrons are using 
milking machines and of the different makes. I have experienced no 

~ trouble that can be ascribed to the fault of the milking machines, be- 
; cause my patrons are doing their utmost to keep all parts clean and 

the surroundings in as sanitary condition as possible. The usual troubles are encountered caused by the change of feed, pastures, etc., i but I cannot trace any to the fault of the machines. 
I will try my best to be in attendance at the meeting and will also send cheese in the due course of time. With best wishes, y Yours truly, | 

Frep Fevrz. 
Present Reep: Here is another letter from Mr. John Blickenstorfer, 

of Gratiot, Wisconsin, which I will read: 

Mr. J. L. Sammis, Secretary, * 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

| Dear Sir: I received your letter today and I am going to tell you all about this milking machine business, 
I think the milking machines are all right if they have been kept clean. I think the cheese makers feel more safe if the farmers bring the milking machine to the factory every day and have the cheese maker steam them out. For this I made a regular steam table for which I used a board about 5 feet long and 14 inches wide. In this board I drilled four holes about 14 inches apart and for each hole I made extra steam connections. One of my farmers which has a milk- ing machine brought me a hose nozzle which I fixed up so it can be © Screwed right on top of those holes on the steam table. This table is not only made for this purpose, I am using this more for steaming out my rennet jars, and dippers, and pails, and also / : for cooking the whey which I use for preparing the whey for my lab. But the farmers could keep these milking machines just as clean at home if they only wanted to. Every farmer that has a milking machine has got to have some kind of motor and every motor is equipped | with one exhaust pipe and by extending and enlarging the size of ia the pipe, and let this pipe go through a wash boiler or wash tub } or anything which will hold a couple of pails of water, the farmer i will find out by the time he gets done w:th his milking he’ll have some | nice clean boiling hot water. He should have another tub filled up | with clean cold water. All there is left for the farmer to do is to ; rinse those tubings and all other milking machine connections in cold water first and after this leave it'in hot water for a few minutes. i After this is all done, keep it in a clean, dry place and this is ab- | solutely necessary, especially for Swiss cheese factories. Sooner or later farmers will find out that they will have to do so.
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I know of cheese factories that had quite a few of No. 2 cheese where 

there were no milk’ng machines. Suppose there was a milking 

machine, they would blame the milking machines. But where there 

are no milking machines there is poor milk, anyhow. Years ago it 

was the silo business, now they lay the fault to the milking machines. 

There is only one thing that I wish I could do before I speak too much 

about this milking machine business. If I could make a few cheese 

only from milk from which the cows have been milked with milking 

machines and find out for myself whether or not that milk is fit to 

make a real nice No. 1 cheese out of it. 
This summer I only had two farmers which used milking machines, 

so I don’t dare to say very much about this milking machine business. 

I would like to send you fellows one of my nicest fancy cheese that 2 

I have in the cellar if you are willing to pay forty ($.40) cents a 

3 pound for it. This is just to show up what Bulgaricus mother starter 

will do in a Swiss cheese. 
Yours respectfully, 

JoHN BLICKENSTORFER. 

Memper: Where a machine is not washed you will quite often find 

the case, that the salesman in selling this machine conveys the im- 

5 pression to the farmer that it does not need to be washed more than 

once or twice a month and the result is a dirty machine and poor milk. 

Preswent ReEep: I can state that on our home farm, in the last 

nine years, there was never a cow milked by hand, always by milk- 

ing machine, and it was always clean and there was never any of 

those rubber tubes replaced, but after a thorough cleansing, cleaning 

and steaming, they were hung in the sunlight and there never was 

any trouble w:th that milking that we heard of, and other farmers 

in that community were using those machines also. 

Mr. Moore: As far as I am concerned, the milk on Mr. Reed’s farm 

was used for two or three years and I always found the milk in good 

condition. I always found the milk in fine condition. 

Mr. Linpow: I have about six using milking machines and some 

have used them for years with good results. I have never had any 

trouble with the milk from the milking machine. They should use 

S the milking machines continuously and I have never had any trouble 

with the milking machines. 

Mr. ScumirrraNz: I have had some milk that was not considered 
good. The farmer did not clean the tubes and after I showed him 
where his trouble was, from that day on I had good results. I think 
I have eight or nine milking machines. I believe that I am getting 
better m‘lk from them than I am from my other patrons. 

Mr. Scunemer: In order to clean those milking machines, did I 
understand that they should run through cold water first, then hot 
water in order to keep them clean? Is that sufficient? 

PrEsIDENT Reep: Use steam, dry steam. 

Mr. ScHnewer: Boiling water will do the same work as the steam. 

Preswent Reep: It was first rinsed in cold water direct from the 
well. The machine was washed out with that, then we used clear, 

: boiling water for sterilizing it. Then it was hung up in the sunshine 
and there never was any washing powder or soap used to stick in 
the tubes. 

Mr. Linpow: To some extent the trouble in the milking machines
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are that fellows do not use the reamers or clean out the pipes. I think 
it is a good way to flush that, so that you can drain the pipes out 

) thoroughly. 

Mr. ScuMitrranz: I find that the salesmen, when they are selling 

* these machines, are advising the cleaning of the air lines every so 

often, something I didn’t know when I started out with the milking 
machine, and I find now that it is doing a lot of good. 

PresiwENt ReEp: According to the discussions we have had here, we 
can’t condemn the milking machine. So don’t blame it onto the machine 
unless it is in a dirty condition. 

PROPER CARE OF MILK FOR CHEESE MAKING 

By Wo. C. Liypow, Plymouth, Wisconsin. 

i The subject is, “Taking Care of Milk,” which I presume you all know 

how to do, maybe better than myself. I am going to give you my ex- 

perience and opinion. I may be wrong. Just like an old well-to-do 

farmer having an argument with his son about using too much oil. 

It happened something like this: The son, one evening after having 

| his work done, took the lantern and went out. The father called 

| out to him, “Where are you going?” The son answered, “I am going 

to see my girl.” “Well,” the father replied, “you don’t need a lantern 

| : for that.” The son answered, “Yes, I do.” The father replied, “I 
t never used a lantern for that.” The son then said, “Well, father, look 

at what you got.” 

| In taking care of milk there is more than one party involved. Di- 

} rectly it is up to the farmer to take care of the milk, but indirectly it 

| is up to the cheese maker, creamery men, and dealers, because most 

: trouble lies in trying to pass the buck to somebody else. The creamery 

men and dealers blame the cheese maker for poor milk and cheese, 

and the makers blame the farmers. Of course, it is up to the farmer 

to take care of the milk, but it is our duty to help educate the farmer 

in taking care of h’s milk. I say this much, that if we want to help 

" educate the farmer in taking better care of his milk we will have to 

: practice what we preach. 

One bad practice is that of accepting milk that other makers have 

rejected. It has happened quite often that where a cheese maker 
| rejected milk from some of his patrons that the farmer would turn 
{ around and haul his milk to a neighboring factory. Now, I tell you 

that if we want better quality of milk, “Do unto thy neighbor as you 
would want thy neighbor to do unto you.” 

1 I think one of the best practices to draw the patron’s attention to 
bring better milk is to keep your factory and surroundings nice and 
clean. How can a maker expect good results in educating his pa- 

} trons if he himself keeps his factory and utensils in a dirty and in- 
| sanitary condition? How are some makers, like the one I spoke of 

last summer, going to help educate the farmers? This maker was 
complaining about the poor milk he was receiving at his factory. 
Well, I happened to see the cheese that he made and I said to him, 

! “If the farmers won’t take any better care of their milk than you do
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in the make-up of your cheese you couldn’t make cheese at all.” The 
same thing is true about quite a few makers in taking care of their 

cream. If the farmers wouldn’t take better care of their milk than 

quite a few makers do of their cream the cheese makers couldn’t make 

cheese at all. I saw one can of cream shipped in from a certain fac- . 

tory. It contained more flies than I had in my whole factory. An- 

other factory shipped cream that looked more like soap suds with 

a little oil on top than like cream. How are makers like these going 

to help educate the farmers. Right here is where I blame the creamery 
men and the dealers or anybody that handles their finished product, 
for letting the cheese maker get away with it. Some of these fac- 
tories run a very good yield, but a poor quality of cheese and poor 
make-up, and get away with it. They even get the patrons away 
from factories that turn out a good quality of cheese, yet do not re- 2 
ceive any more for their cheese. Therefore, I believe in grading the 
cheese and paying for quality, which, I believe, would greatly result 
in a better quality of milk. I heard lately that they are grading the 
cream at some of the creameries in the western part of the state with 
good results, for they claimed that after starting the grading of cream 
they received but very little low-grade cream. 

I am going to tell you how I want my patrons to take care of their 
milk; many of you makers here have handled more milk than I have, 
and know more about it than I do, so I would like to have some dis- 
cussion about it, for I think we will get more benefit from discussion. 
What I want my patrons to do first when they start for milking is to 
rinse their cans and covers with clean, cold water. This I found was 
one of the hardest things to get the patrons used to. I make a sedi- 
ment test, quite often with good results. When I find their milk some- 
what dirty and ask them if they strained their milk carefully, they = 
would say “Yes.” When I asked them if they had rinsed their cans 
and covers before milking, they would say, “No.” What is the use of 
straining the milk into a dirty or dusty can. Often the dirt is in 

‘ the covers. This is especially true in the fall of the year. Covers are 
frequently placed in such a way that flies can get into them. Later 
when the covers are put on the cans, flies and all, patrons wonder 
how the flies got into the milk. 

There is another thing which sometimes has had effect on the milk. 
Of course the cans should stand in the sun in the day time, and are 
sometimes even standing in the sun at time of milking, but I want my 
patrons to cool them before milking and then I want them to use a 
strainer that covers the entire can. When they use more than one 
can I want them to put the covers on the cans after the cans are 
rinsed and keep them on tight until they put on the strainer. When 
they have the cans full and the strainer removed, I want them to put 
on the cover and cool the milk immediately. Here is where we had 
an argument. Some of the makers wanted the milk cooled and then 
covered. They claimed that the animal heat should come out first, 
but to my opinion and experience I don’t think that the animal heat 
of a healthy cow will injure the quality of milk, and I don’t think
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that the milk from an unhealthy cow can be improved by leaving the 

\ cover off until after cooling. On the other hand, what is the use of 

straining the milk if you want to leave it stand open until cooled and 

let the wind blow in dirt and filth. 

We have used this method for quite a few years with good results. 

Some claim that if you got milk with off-flavor that by leaving the 

\ milk open you can get some of the flavor out, but I think there is just 
as much chance of getting some more in than out. By leaving the 
milk open you will soon find a thin scum on the cream, which I think 
is more injurious to the milk and test than if you will put the cover 
on before cooling. The cooling is the main thing in taking good care 
of the milk. You can’t get it too cool in the summer. In the winter 
there is a lot of milk that gets too cold. You get a lot of milk in the 

i winter that is or was frozen and is thawed out again before you get 
it at the factory. Often in the winter when there is a milk day the 
farmers set the milk outside and leave it stand out over night, and 
by the next morning often the weather has become considerably 
colder and the results are that the milk is badly frozen. 

I believe if we could get all the farmers to build a milk house it 
} would be of a great advantage in producing a better quality of milk, 

| in summer as well as in winter. 
| Many of the farmers that have waterworks in their barn are cool- 

ing their milk in the barn or close to the barn outside and using 
E the water out of the storage tank in the barn, which I claim is not 

cold enough to cool the milk properly. Milk should be cooled with 
water direct from the well and taken away from the barn if possible. 
There is quite a little milk that doesn’t get out of the barn at all in 
winter until it goes to the factory and therefore, I say, milk should 
be cooled in water right after milking in the winter just as well as 
in the summer. I don’t think that I am far out of the way by saying 
that 80 per cent of the milk inthe winter isn’t cooled in water at all. 
It should be, as it cools quicker and better if it is cooled in water and 
then put in a place with a normal temperature where it won’t freeze. 

Milk needs as much care in winter as in summer, as frozen milk 
is just as bad as a gassy milk, if not worse. Therefore, I say, that it 
is up to us to help educate the farmers in producing a better qual- 
ity of milk. 

| I think there are quite a few members here that know more about 
milk than I do, so if there is any time I would like to hear from them. 

F ' thank you. 

| : DISCUSSION 

Mr. ADERHOLD: Do you require time to stir it while it is cooling? 
} Mr. Linptow: No, we shake the cans while it is cooling. 

Mr. Reep: Should the can be higher than the tank? 

Mr. Linpow: The can should be higher than the tank. 

i Member: Your animal heat is a benefit to that milk? 

8 Mr. Linpow: No, not from a healthy cow.
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Memper: You think you should cool the milk with the cover on? 

Mr. Linpow: Yes, we have had better results for seven years. 

Memper: That is new to me as it is contrary from all what I have 
read on the subject. They advocate cooling with the lid off. 

Mr. Linpow: I found it only injures the milk. 

Mr. Kasper: I have operated a factory for a few years, too. I find 
the best and easiest way to educate the farmer is to handle them, it 
seems, as you do your pies. 

If your chef cooks a meal and you don’t like it, you don’t eat it. 
Years ago I read a story about a preacher that was no better educated 

than I am myself. He studied a sermon and he gave it every Sunday. 

He read it over and over from the pulpit. Finally one of the head 
officers of the church got tired of it and he said to his wife, “The 
preacher never changes his sermon and I am going to tell him about 
it.” So he told him: “You have been preaching the same sermon for 
the last three or four months, what are you doing it for, it don’t take 
any affect anyway.” The preacher said, “Why, you are the only one 
that notices that it don’t take any affect,” and the officer said, “Oh, 
yes, they have all noticed it.” The preacher said, “John, what did I 
preach on last Sunday?” and he answered, “What day is today?” and 
he said, “It is Wednesday,” and John said, “I can’t remember back 
that long.” 

Now you preach to the farmer every morning along that line, when 
he brings a can of poor milk, and he feels bad enough about it. Just 
let him take it home. Don’t tell him how to take care of it, but he 
will bring you a better can the next day if you don’t accept this one. 

Mr. Usseroupe: In regard to covering up the can, or letting the 
animal heat escape before it is cooled, we have made a good many 
tests that way, but our cooling tank sets down so that the can is 
about one inch above the water. We never uncover the can. We 
haven’t in years. We just turn it. If you set a can of milk where 
there is only a little water around it, it will not cool properly. If you 
have a can of milk at 95° or 97° and set it in water at 42°, 250 pounds 

. of milk will soon warm that water. The milk cools better if you 

keep it covered. When your can is filling, set it in there beforehand. 
It will then cool a great deal quicker. 

Mr. Kasper: All the milk needs is cooling. If the milk comes clean 
from the cow, put the cover on the can and cool it down. The cooler 
the better. Keep your milking utensils clean and your hands clean 
when you milk and you will have no trouble with the milk. 

Mr. ADERHOLD: I was at a meeting last July in hot weather and 
they wanted me to talk on the care of milk. I had to make curd tests 
and temperature tests with the evening milk that came to the factory, 
and those temperatures ran all the way from 60° to 80° at the intake i 
where all the farmers could see it. And of course, they saw the curd 
test at its best and that made a wonderful impression at the factory. 
I think certain cheese makers are wrong when they don’t give the 
patrons the chance to compare their milk with other milks. The 
cheese maker is comparing one with the other, and he ought to give 
the patrons a chance to make those comparisons. When the patron 
does not see the other fellow’s milk, you may tell him that the milk 
contains more dirt than it ought to, and he thinks it is just as clean 
as the average, and he is honest about it, but if you would let him 
see his test and the other fellow’s, he will see it in black and white, 
and that is what you want him to remember. This applies to the .
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curd tests as well as the temperature tests. They often think that 
theirs is cooled as much as anybody else’s, but if they saw the record 
there they would be able to learn quicker. No milk is perfect, except 

- by comparison. If you get the farmer to learn by making those com- 
parisons he won’t get so peeved about it. 

Mr. Linpow: I have to make a sediment test very frequently and 
I show the patrons on a glass how their milk compares with their 
neighbors. The second time I made a test it turned out better. An- 
other thing, I give them the temperature of their morning milk and 
their evening milk, and I put it down on the record and they can see 
how theirs compares with the neighbors. I reject a can of milk now 
and then, and they bring it back strained and never say a word about it. 

Mr. ApeRHOLD: I wish every patron could be pursuaded to use a 

z, thermometer and get their milk down to 60°. They ought to know 

where 60° is. There has been a good deal said about getting rid of 
the animal heat. I think if you will cool your milk thoroughly and 
cover it, then it will be pretty hard to find any animal heat in it. 

Mr. Linpow: I find that there is very little difference in cooling 
with the cover on or the cover off. I have tried it out last summer 
and I believe in closing the milk right after the milking. 

Mr. Bruun: I think it was about twenty years ago that we had a 
speaker here from Canada that spoke on cooling milk with the cover 
on the can. They had tried it out there and found that they even 
got a little increase in yield where they closed the milk immediately 
with the cover on the can. In my factory I advocate cooling the 
milk and covering it immediately. Put it in enough water to cool it 
down. The fact that Mr. Lindow hasn’t had gas for nine years is 

sufficient to show that his methods are good. 

Mr. Kasper: The average farmer likes to bring good milk and I 
have had patrons that have been hauling milk for the last 30 years, 
and I haven’t had to tell them how to bring the milk. They have a 
certain system that they follow out in the winter time as they do 
in the summer time. 

Mr. UspeLonpe: The main trouble that I have ever had in a cheese 
factory happened with experiments made before this closing of the 
cans went into effect. It started in Canada. The theory there was to 
cool the milk without setting in water at all. A cheese maker that 
had made cheese in the factory before I bought it was quite taken 
up with it. He advocated making a rack two feet from the ground 
and stir that milk and not put it in water at all in the summer time. 

He had talked that to the farmers and told them that was the proper 

way of cooling the milk. We couldn’t make a decent cheese. I had 
more trouble to pursuade the farmer that milk must be cooled. Let 
the farmer select his own method as long as the milk is good. 

Mr. Scunewer: I find it did more damage to the cans by stirring 

the milk than if they left the cover on tight. 

Mr. UspeLonpe: I venture to say that our farmers think there is a 

larger percentage of fancy cheese turned out in our factory than in 

any other place in Wisconsin. We cool our milk in ten gallon cans. 

Of course, some say that a ten gallon can is too small. I believe it is 

plenty large enough, for the simple reason that the volume is not so 

large and it can cool better. 

; Mr. Liypow: I condemn all the 150 pound cans. It is hard enough 
to cool the 125 pound cans, and I guaranteed every pound of cheese 

for 18 years. We have had good results with the closed cans. You 

bring the milk the way I want it and I will guarantee my cheese.
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Mr. Winper: I am interested in this discussion, but I want to warn 
you against what I believe one danger—that we are emphasizing the 
cooling system to the exclusion of other things of real importance, 
and I believe in the cooling of the milk. The first thing to consider 
is that the milk in the beginning is good—that the cows are healthy, 
not diseased, that the cows are clean, and that the milk is put into uten- 
sils that are thoroughly clean. It is a matter of sterilization. With 
the fermentation tests we are making throughout the year, we find 
in many instances some of the cold milk coming into the factory is 
full of bacteria. It develops into poor cheese. If you can have abso- 
lute clean, cooled milk that is the whole thing for success. It is a 
well-known fact that we can make curd tests from milk that has laid 
cold and that will turn out a very nice curd. Let us remember one 
thing, that above all things we must have sterilized and clean utensils 
and milk from healthy cows. 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: I believe, like Mr. Kasper says, you should de- 
termine at the intake what the milk is. Last summer I had some 
difficulty with fast-cooking curd. I found it was rather difficult—it is : 
pretty hard to tell after the milk is cooled if it contains any bacteria. 

Member: Farmers are not all equipped to cool the milk, but I don’t 
think there is a farmer poor enough that can’t get a pipe or other 
things to get the best system for cooling milk that can be found. 

Mr. Locke: I have had a. lot of arguments about cleaning cans. 
Now in the first place you want a decent strainer to start with. I do 
not care for the small strainers that they hang on their cans. I 
recommend a strainer that will cover up that can entirely, with a 6-inch 
hole with a cloth and a ring to fit on, and this cloth is easily cleaned. 
A large cloth is hard to clean. About stirring milk, I find nothing 
was said about utensils for stirring milk—that is one thing that should 
be clean. 

Member: Milk should be sanitary and free from sediment, and milk 
should be cooled. We have different methods. Mr. Winder advocated 
the shaking of the can. In the end it is immaterial if we agitate that 
milk by shaking the can or otherwise. The purpose is to cool the 
milk, and to keep the bacteria from developing. The United States 
Department of Agriculture has conducted the experiment on the cool- 
ing of milk in a closed container. They found that immediate cooling 

- was essential, and the milk that was cooled in a closed container, 
whether in a can or bottle, came out all right with low bacteria and 
good flavor. The fact that a can is closed does not mean that the 
milk will not be all right if cooled immediately. The specific experi- 

a ments show that the cooling is more important. 

Mr. Liypow: The milk ought to be cooled in winter as well as in 
summer. There is lots of milk that is milked and put right in the 
can and stays right in the barn. If you build a milk house, would it 
be all right to build it in the barn or outside of the barn? 

PRESIDENT Reep: It is immaterial where you build it as long as you 
have free air and you have the right temperature. 

Mr. UBBELoHDE: Our milk house is a frame house on the east side 
of the barn. The building is 12 by 14. It is sheeted with building 
paper and siding on the outside, and the roof is two thicknesses of 
lumber with paper in between. Last winter when it was 20 below 
zero, our milk did not freeze there. It stood in a tank of water— 
just a small tank, and the milk didn’t freeze in that tank.
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; GRADING MILK AT THE CHEESE FACTORY 

By Mr. T. A. Uspetoupe, of Glenbeulah 

To grade milk, one of the first things is for the cheese maker to be 

familiar with the best grade of milk and grade up to that. 

F When we go to the bakers here in this city they tell us that their 

\ bread that they turn out from that grade of flour is just the same 

B day after day. They use the same grade of flour. The wheat is graded 

and the bread is graded. It must be the same all the time. That is 

what builds up the big business. 

We gather milk from so many farms, there is more chance for defect 

in milk than there is in grain. Ninety-five per cent of the milk from 

i a healthy cow is all right when it leaves the cow. Take care from 

; there on and you will have grade 1 or fancy milk. We are a little 

careless. I speak as a farmer and I know something about that. The 

best of us sometimes slip up and we hurry up a bit. This milk may 

be all right, and it may not. That is why it ought to be graded. If 

that milk is not good enough for a fancy cheese, put it in No. 2 vat. 

I don’t see why the milk shouldn’t be graded if the cheese is graded. 

We have a number of creameries in Wisconsin that are grading cream 

for butter. They don’t grade the butter, they don’t have to. They 

| sell it for what it is worth. 

| The cheese makers must have their cheese graded and branded. It 

| is more vital to them to grade the milk than the cheese. No cheese 

2 maker can turn out a strictly fancy cheese from a poor milk. He may 

make a nice article, but it will not make a fancy cheese. It can’t be 

; done. Milk once tainted won’t turn out a good article. Sometimes 

; the milk that is best taken care of has fooled the best of us, and the 

cheese may contain pin holes, etc., but we can’t tell until we make a 

test of it. If the farmer would know that the milk is going to be 

1 graded and put into two or three classes, No. 1 milk on one sheet and 
No. 2 on another, and at the end of the month he gets paid for the 

No. 2 milk, according to the price of No. 2 cheese, I believe that there 

would be improvement of milk. This can be carried out quicker by 

letting the farmer see what difference there is between the two classes 

of milk and let his neighbor see that this man has brought No. 1 milk 

and the other one No. 2, and you get at the solution quicker than in 

any other way. At the end of the month, on the statement cards, the 

1 statement is made of so many pounds of cheese made and sold at so 

if much a pound, so many pounds of fancy cheese at so much a pound, 

: so much No. 1 milk was received and so much No. 2 milk was received, 

and so much cheese made. A No. 1 milk will turn out more cheese 

for the butter fat than a No. 2 milk. 
, I believe that the greatest trouble that the cheese dealers find with 

the cheese is with the weak body, and cheese of an acidy nature. 

There are two causes for that. One is that the milk is not ripe, and 

the other is we use too much starter. If the milk was graded, the 

: cheese makers naturally could guarantee a fancy or a No. 1 cheese out 

| of the fancy No. 1 milk as the case might be. He ought to stay at
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the factory long enough, put in time enough and use such methods as 

many of us are doing to accomplish that. If the dealers got this class 

of cheese, they would pay a better price. The great trouble is making 

the price on the fancy or No. 1 cheese, it is almost impossible to tell 

whether it is fancy or No. 1 cheese when they sell it. If the cheese is 

held long enough in the vat, I think this can be overcome. There is 

absolutely nothing else manufactured where the manufacturer will 

take all the material that comes along and endeavor to turn out the 

best and the highest grade of product. Nobody undertakes that. Why 

should we try to do that in making cheese. Now why not grade the ‘ 

milk and let the farmer bring the milk and make the cheese according 

to the milk that you get. Put the responsibility back onto the farmer. 

Tell him you are making a No. 1 cheese out of No. 1 milk, and No. 2 

cheese out of No. 2 milk. You can tell them the milk is as good as it 

should be, but let them know that you are making the cheese according 
te the quality of milk that you get. 

DISCUSSION 

Member: If the milk was graded, no doubt, a better cheese could 
be made out of No. 1 milk. How can we do that in the summer time 
when we have both vats full of milk? What percentage of poor milk 
would I have and what would I do with it? 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: Some years ago I had a vat that held twelve to 
fifteen hundred pounds that held No. 2 milk. I think the lower the 
price of No. 2 is, the quicker you will get No. 1 milk. 

Member: Why not send that milk home then and make him use it . 
for what he can at home and not accept that milk at all. 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: We are doing that now. I believe there is milk 
that you can’t accept. Mr. Winder would get after you if you would, 

i but there is milk that will make a cheese, but will not make a fancy 
cheese and if we will draw the line there and grade it as No. 2, and 
the farmer sees it on the bulletin sheet, the farmers will be more 
careful in the future. Put it in the other vat, class it as No. 2, and 

© sell it as No. 2, and I believe the results would be better. 

Mr. Reep: Unsanitary milk must not be sold at all under the law. 
Wouldn’t the No. 2 be in that class? 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: No, there is a long distance in what is allowed to 
go in the factory between unsanitary and No. 2 milk. 

Mr. Kasper: Supposing you have No. 1 and No. 2, and you put No. 
2 starter in there, that would be all right. 

Mr. UsseLonpe: A cheese maker that uses No. 2 starter shouldn't 
make any cheese at all. 

Memser: I would like to ask if he would class that milk No. 2 and 
the neighboring cheese factory would class it as No. 1, what recourse 
would you have? 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: None at all. 

Member: Would you sooner lose the milk? 

Mr. UspeLoupe: I suppose so. I believe that this matter should be 
talked over with the farmers in the annual meeting, that some milk :
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must be rejected if it is not fit to make cheese of. Most milk that 

comes in we accept. The matter must be talked over with the farmers 

and they must agree to this. They will see it the right way. Unless 

the farmers are in harmony with us, we will not be able to do this. 

Get all the yield that is possible from No. 1 milk. If the poor milk 

is received it takes more milk to make a decent cheese out of it. I believe 

most of the farmers will agree to that if it is brought to them so 

they will see it. 

Mr. Kasper: Ninety-nine per cent of the milk is first class, that is 

brought to the cheese maker. I only had one patron that I had to 

watch. I sent back the milk once or twice and he brought good milk 

q after that. The trouble is now-a-days the farmer will get up at 4 

o’clock in the morning. The average cheese maker will lock up his 

factory at noon and the farmer wonders where is the cheese maker. 

That is what hurts the good cheese maker—it spoils the farmer. 

PREVENTION OF GAS IN AMERICAN CHEESE 

By A. W. ScHULTE, Cumberland, Wisconsin 

The proper place to begin the control of gas is in the cheese factory 

receiving room. While taking in my milk, I make it a point to remind 

the patron, whenever his milk shows the least sign of gas, what I 

think is the.proper way of caring for their milk. I have had very 

little trouble with gas in the last few years, due to the fact that my 

patrons take pride in bringing good milk. Some even go so far as 

not to bring milk that does not seem right to them. Most of them, 

when they do bring it, tell me about it before I have time to find it 

out for myself. Here, also, I make it a point to show them that I ap- 

preciate their honesty. But no matter how careful one is, he is 

pound to get a shot of gas once in a while. I doubt if any two cheese 

1 makers have exactly the same idea as to the best way of working out 

gas. 

When I am expecting gas in a vat of milk, I hurry the process as 

much as possible. I set the vat riper, I use more rennet, I cut finer 

and generally cook faster and a little higher and try to run a little 

more whey acid, whenever I have trouble in getting the proper acidity, 

which is about 20 on the acidimeter. Twenty-two or twenty-three is a 

little high, but it seems a well cooked curd can stand it without the 

cheese showing high acid on the shelf. Whenever the whey acid is 

slow in developing, I do not hold it too long as that gets the curd too 

dry. Then when I push the curd back I have it deeper than other- 

wise, and I draw all the whey. Sometimes I leave it a short time be- 

fore I open a ditch through the center. All the time I am keeping 

close watch with the acidimeter. I always cut the curd in about 8-inch 

strips. Then when I turn for the first time, if the acid is coming 

satisfactorily, I leave a few inches space between the strips, otherwise 

I turn them close together. I mat a little more than for a normal 

curd. When it has spread out so that I can, I turn the outside thick 

edges under. I usually pile deeper for gas, sometimes as many as 

| 12 or 14 pieces in a pile. I generally aim to get the curd all into two 

piles, but I seldom leave it very long when I pile that deep. I do not
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hurry the work any after milling. I give it plenty of time, keep it 
well shook up, being careful to keep out all bunches. When the holes 
are well flattened, I wash with water of about 102 degrees, then just 
as soon as my curd feels nice and smooth I salt it. I have had good 
results and no trouble with bloated cheese. 

WHY I PREFER TO MAKE OLD STYLE CHEESE 

By Mr. Emu Perers, of Sugar Bush, Wisconsin 

What I want to talk on is like a story of two safe agents, one from 
Chicago, and the other from St. Louis. When they started to sell safes 
the first agent was from St. Louis and he said, “I have a safe that 
has been thoroughly tried out and we have built a fire around this safe 
for 24 hours; we put a cat in it first, and then we burned this for 24 
hours with coal tar and kerosene and after the safe was cooled off took 
the cat out and it was still alive.’ The Chicago agent said, “I have 
one better than that. Our safe has got that one beat a little bit. We 
had a fire around our safe for 48 hours with a cat in it and started a 
fire with coal tar and kerosene, poured around it, and after it was 
cooled off the cat came out frozen to death.” 

I am not an old- cheese maker, with only nine years’ experience, 
so I could not talk on how cheese was made ‘twenty years ago. I will 
tell you how I make cheese to be better than Colby and cold water 
washed cheese, not that these cheese are not good to eat or make. 
I think this cheese is a better keeping cheese than the other make is, 
because it takes a little bit longer time to make. The other style is 

E just as good to eat, but my cheese will score higher and keep for two 
years or longer. I had a cheese at Milwaukee for the 1923 con- 
vention that was two and a half years old. I would like to see Colby 
or cold water washed to come up to that. I think we need a cheese 

- that will keep a year or better. I know by experienc. that cheese : made by giving time to cure in the vat is the b>si cheese. The Colby 
cheese is made in a hurry, for most makers get this cheese made by 
dinner time and a good old style cheese takes longer. When I make 
a good old style cheese it takes me from 6 o’clock -A. M. till 6 o’clock 
P.M. This cheese will almost stand to be sold anywhere in the United 
States for climate and demand by the consumer. When I make my 
cheese I take in my milk and set it at 20-23 per cent acidity, I put in 
enough rennet to curdle for 20 or 25 minutes and then I cut the curd 
in the Spring of the year with a very fine wire curd-knife, 3/16 inch 
cubes. Then it is_stirred for about 15 or 20 minutes before turning 
on the steam; then the steam is turned on slow for a while until the 
temperature is up to 100-102°F.; then it is well stirred all the time 
till it is firm enough to draw the whey. When the whey is off the 
cheese or curd is left to mat together; then it is cut in pieces about 
six inches wide; then it is turned over every five or ten minutes; then 
T pile two deep and four deep till the curd has a smooth texture; then 
I grind. It is well worked by forking; then I give it a good rinse with
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warm water about 115-120°; then I fork it over for two or three hours 

before salting; I salt with two and a half to three pounds of salt to 

one thousand pounds of cheese; after salting I work it well over again 

for an hour or more until it is smooth and no salt to be noticed any 

more; then it is ready for the hoop and to be pressed. Press the 

cheese an hour or more before the cheese is pressed for the last time. 

After I take it out of the press the next day, I keep this cheese only 

about three days; then I ship it to the cold storage and keep it there 

till I want to use it. 

If there is any discussion that any other make of cheese is better 

than this method, I would like to hear from them. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: While you are drawing your whey do you keep your 
curd stirred up? 

Mr. Scuutre: No, not unless it is very soft. I put a lot of faith in 
a curd-knife. 

Mr. UppeELonDE: Do you use the agitators? 

Mr. Scuvutte: Yes, sir. I keep it thoroughly stirred. I put in the 
agitator and start it slowly and then we turn on the steam. We keep 
that up 35 to 40 minutes. 

Mr. Rinpr: Mr. Kasper has the gold medal from the National Dairy 
Show, maybe he can tell us something about that. 

Mr. Kasper: I make it the same as I have made it for 35 years. 

Mr. ADERHOLD: Tell us about your curd-knife. 

Mr. Scuutre: The curd-knife that I have reference to is about 3/16. 
inch, that is with the wires up and down, and the other knife is, I think, 
about 3/8 inch, and in case you have a fast working cheese you may 
cut it twice. I would like to ask Mr. Kasper if he makes a matted 
cheese. 

Mr. Kasper: We have a wired curd-knife one-fourth inch from center 
to center, and we use that knife 365 days of the year. 

Mr. ADERHOLD: What temperature do you like your curd at? 

Mr. ScHuLTE: We always cook to 102° and up as high as 106°. 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: How much ac:d do you expect to have in your whey 
just before you expect to cook it the first time? 

. Mr. Scuutre: Not more than 1/8 inch. I believe in giving the curd 
lots of time and not giving it so much acidity in the whey. After the 
whey is all drawn off, I don’t know, I never tried the hot iron so much. 

Mr. UBBELoHDE: At the time the whey is off, just before I cut it the 
first time it will hold .19 per cent of acid. 

Mr. Scuutte: When I draw this whey off I always draw it about 
.16 per cent. It takes about two hours. When your vat is full I would 
suggest that it takes about 20 minutes to draw the whey. 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: I believe that one of the greatest mistakes that the 
cheese makers make, it takes too long to take the whey off. They will 

Nei ee ‘
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figure on drawing their whey when it shows about .16 per cent. It 
may take from 20 to 25 minutes to take that whey off. In order to 
get my acid to .19,—in order to get it dry, I have to start it at not 
more than .14% per cent. 

Mr. ScHutte: That might be some time of the year when this curd 
works faster. 

Mr. UsBELOHDE: The young makers have been told to draw their 
whey at .16 or .17, when .14 or .15 will be better. 

Memper: How quick do you cook the curd up? 3 | 

Mr. Scuutte: We always figure it takes around 25 minutes. 
Member: Would you figure about an hour to one and one-fourth hours 

to get your right cook? 

Mr. Scuutte: I think just about—we will let it run a little first 
before we turn on any steam. | 

MemBer: Do you always use the same amount of rennet? 

Mr. Scuvutte: No, I do not all the year around. I use all the way 
from three to four ounces of rennet, in the summer time not so much, 3 
and in the winter I use more. I think the cheese cures faster with 
more rennet—it has better action. I use in the summer about one per 
cent of starter and I have used as much as two per cent in the fall 
of the year or in the winter. I always get my starter so it is just 
creamy, not that it is wheyed off. 

Mr. UsBELOHDE: How high do you cook your curd, Mr. Kasper? 

Mr. Kasper: 100 to 102°. 

Mr. Uspetonpe: I have had this question asked me lots of times 
from the makers. Does it hurt to leave it lay a little bit longer be- 
fore you salt? I always tell them, “No.” I don’t believe you can run 
too much acid -after you get it milled. 

Mr. Scuutre: If you mat a curd too long before milling it is not 
as good as holding it after milling. After milling I find it does the 

% best work in texture. i 

COMPARISON OF OLD AND NEW METHODS OF 
CHEESE MAKING 

By Wi11am Winner, Second Assistant Dairy and Food Commissioner, 

2 Madison Wisconsin 

One of the objects of the Wiscunsin Cheese Makers’ Association, 

as stated in its constitution, is “The education of its members for : 

better work in the art of cheese making, the care and management of 

factories, and the weeding out of the incompetency in the business 

of cheese making.” 

The science of cheese making has been of comparatively recent de- 

velopment, and, it can safely be said, that much scientific research 

work remains to be done. 

The future welfare and development of the cheese industry depends 

upon and will progress in exact ratio with the development of the 

science and practice of cheese making. By this is not meant alone the
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progress that the individual scientific research worker may make, but 

the extent to which those engaged in the various phases of the cheese 

making industry will become interested and willing to follow the best 

methods and the scientific findings of those few eminent individuals 

who have developed the science and what should be the practice of 

cheese making. Two questions arise. In the practices that are being 

followed today in making cheese in many factories—are we keeping 

pace with the progress of those who have made a scientific study 

of cheese making? Are we making the pest of our opportunities? 

Many of the older makers in this audience no doubt can recall the 

time when the milk was set without the aid of a rennet test. Rennet 

extract had not been thought of. Rennet was prepared daily from 

the dry rennet by the maker and frequently lacked quality and uni- 

formity of strength. Many will remember the old-fashioned wooden 

upright press with the stave hoops without bottoms, fitted with heavy 

screws for each cheese. Pressure was obtained by turning the screws 

down by hand as tightly as possible, then the maximum pressure was 

applied through the use of a heavy iron bar four or five feet in length 

\ . used for turning the screw. Presses of this type required frequent 

tightening and one of the last duties of some of the factory help be- 

fore retiring for the night was to “tighten the cheese.” This was fre- 

quently done late at night and without the aid of a light and fortunate 

was the man who did not at some time experience the thrill and pos- 

sible injury, due to his strength being exerted upon a misplaced bar. 

The cheese maker of that day did not have the aid of the rennet 

test and acidimeter to determine the proper condition of a vat of 

milk for setting. The only guides he had were the sense of taste 

and smell and attention to changing temperatures of the weather. 

Remarkable skill was attained by many old-time makers in deter- 

mining the condition of the milk and later the whey and curd by 

the process of smell and taste and the “feel” or texture of the curd. 

They had a pride in their work that prompted them to do their best at 

all times. Hampered as they were with crude equipment and the lack 

of modern tests, yet they acquired a skill that was remarkable-and the 

quality and uniformity of the cheese made by many of the old-time 

makers would not suffer in comparison with that of the very best 

makers of today. 

Forty years ago, even twenty-five years ago, very little milk was 

cooled. The character and necessity of sterilization of milk utensils 

were not well understood, nevertheless, with all these handicaps 

makers did make cheese of uniform and excellent quality and the at- 

tainment of this was their constant ideal for which they spared no - 

efforts. They willingly worked the hours necessary to make the best 

quality of cheese out of material at hand, and they acquired skill by 

studious and careful attention to every detail of their work from the 

days of apprenticeship. Yield was not the first consideration then, 

quality was uppermost in the minds of the successful makers. 

Since those days of forty or fifty years ago much progress has 

been made in the science of cheese making. Science has taught us
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many things that hitherto were unthought of and science has proven 
the facts in many other things little known or misunderstood in the 
past. Science and invention have given us better cheese factory 
equipment, improved vats, continuous pressure presses and modern 
hoops, curd mills that quickly and smoothly cut the curd into uniform 
pieces, improved curd knives, rennet extracts of wonderful purity 
and uniformity of strength, salt that is pure and always ready for in- 
stant use (doing away with the necessity of pounding up the lumps 
and picking out stony impurities), rennet tests, by the use of which | 
the condition of the milk for setting can rapidly and accurately be 
determined, the acidimeter for quickly determining the amount of 
lactic acid in the milk or whey, the curd test, fermentation test, 
methylene blue test, for determining the quality and to a certain ex- 
tent the bacterial content of milk, the Babcock test for determining 
the fat content of milk, all these have been contributions for lighten- 
ing the burdens and promoting the skill of the cheese makers. But 
have the cheese makers made such use of these aids that there has 
been a corresponding improvement in the art of cheese making? 
And have the ideals of the cheese makers kept pace with these scien- 
tific improvements? 

In quantity of cheese Wisconsin produces more than all other states 
in the Union. The best American or Cheddar cheese produced is 
made in Wisconsin, a record we are justly proud of. Yet notwith- 
standing the position we have attained as leaders in the cheese pro- 
ducing industry of the world, we are faced with certain conditions 
that do lead many most interested in the welfare of our cheese in- 
dustry to fear that our progress is not being properly directed. That 

. we are not making the best of our opportunities and profiting thereby, 
there is plenty of evidence. A small percentage of our cheese is the 
best that can be made today anywhere. Always, the distributors of 
our cheese are asking for better quality. The great trouble is that 

< too much cheese does not bear the characteristics necessary to be 
classed as strictly fancy. In mentioning fancy no particular estab- 
lished gfade is in mind. With the diversified market and the variable 
tastes of the consuming public, such as we have in this country, it 
is a difficult matter to establish a grade and adhere to it that would 
give the people of all parts of the country the kind of cheese that 
would appeal to their tastes. There are those that demand a close, 
firm-bodied cheese of rather sharp, nippy flavor. There are others 
that like a softer texture and milder flavor. And there are still others 
that fancy the open, sweet, mild flavor. Of all of the varied textures 
and flavors that consumers fancy there are two characteristics that 
must be present if the cheese is to be entirely satisfactory. Down 
through the varying degrees of flavor there must run that distinct, 
clean, buttery cheese flavor with a texture and body to suit the vary- 
ing demands. The texture must be smooth. Rough, sandy, coarse 
texture is not desirable and is at all times unpleasant and unpalatable 
to the consumer. 

Cheese makers there are today whose art has kept pace with the
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science of cheese making, as is evidenced by the quality of much of 

the cheese on exhibit at this convention. If the cheese on exhibit 

here were truly representative of the quality of all cheese produced 

in the state, we might well claim that our progress in our cheese 

making art approximates our progress in our science. That too many 

.cheese makers have not kept pace with the science of cheese making 

and are not making the best of their opportunities is quite evident. 

Science has demonstrated that clean, sanitary milk is essential to 

make the very best cheese. Are all cheese makers demanding the 

quality of milk essential to make the best cheese? Are they making 

use of the various tests developed by science to aid in ferreting out 

the faulty milk and thus improving their art? Are they at all times 

employing the best means at their command to make the best product 

possible out of the milk received? Are they at all times giving the 

necessary time and labor to secure the best possible flavor and texture 

from the milk they receive? Are they making the best use of mod- 

ern tests, modern labor-saving equipment and convenience (the things 

the early-day cheese maker did not have) to enable them to give 

more time to the educational side of their profession to the end 

that a better and more uniform product can be produced? A few are. 

Many are not. 

The poor quality and lack of uniformity of the cheese coming into 

the warehouses of the state at almost any time of the year afford 

ample proof of this statement. Visits to cheese factories further 

confirm this inescapable conclusion. Further, to prove that cheese 

makers in their art are not keeping pace with the science in cheese 

making concrete examples are cited. At a factory where a young 

man was acting as cheese maker a vat containing the curd from about 

6,000 pounds of milk was observed. Part of the whey had been re- 

moved and the curd, from lack of stirring, was in a soggy, matted 

condition with every evidence of excess acidity even for a well-firmed 

eurd. The acid content was determined by a boy, a helper, by the 

use of an acidimeter and the whey was said to contain 23 per cent. 

Upon making a test by the use of the hot iron I found the curd to draw 

a string of over one-half inch and this with a raw, lumpy, matted curd. 

The maker, when asked if it was the general practice to allow such a 

curd to take acid to the point where it would string over one-half inch, 

said that he did not know because he “néver could pull acid on the 

hot iron.” Undeniably, this maker’s art had not kept pace with 

science. 

The cheese from another factory was of a very offensive flavor, 

commonly known as “fruity.” It was suggested by the dealer that an 

inspector call at this factory and see if he could help the maker to 

locate the cause of the bad flavor. The maker was approached by 

the inspector for the purpose of assisting him in overcoming this 

trouble, whereupon the cheese maker became very indignant and asked 

the inspector who had sent him. When informed it was the dealer 

who bought cheese, the maker said that if the dealer didn’t want his 

cheese all he had to do was to say so as there were plenty of other
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dealers that would take them. This maker further said he knew that 

his cheese had bad flavors and he knew which patron’s milk was 

making it, but that he was not going to lose any patron’s milk by 

rejecting it or making any trouble about it, and so long as the milk 

would go through the strainer he would take it. Another example of 

the cheese maker’s art lagging far behind in the race with science. 

Like carelessness exists in innumerable factories. Milk improperly 

cared for and often in rusty and dirty cans is regularly and habitually 

accepted by the makers. Frequently, vats are set without the aid 

of a rennet test or acidimeter to determine the proper condition, in 

fact the whole process is all too frequently indolently carried on by 

mere guess work, hurriedly to its conclusion. Many makers frankly 

and truly admit that they make no attempt to make the best cheese 

they know how. They are lacking in suitable ideals. In defense 

of this low standard, this “get-by-with-it” attitude, they plead that 

they would not be paid for the better quality hence why waste ef- 

fort in making it. Another excuse for carelessness and indifference 

is that the cheese all goes to the “grinders” anyway. The examples 

cited are but typical of the many that go to prove that pride in doing 

a thing in the best possible manner, that is, pride in the cheese maker’s 

art and in turning out the best possible product, is woefully lacking. 

Again I am forced to the conclusion that those men engaged in 

the cheese industry in Wisconsin in the early days maintained their 

art in a higher degree in the race with science than do those of today 

engaged in that industry. One of the greatest needs of today is a 

greater pride in the work at hand, and greater heed lest the cheese 

makers’ art becomes one of the lost arts, and a greater realization 

that the foundation and backbone of any industry is dependent upon 

the quality of the product produced. 

I quote the following pertinent remarks from a recent address by 

Commissioner Emery: 

“We boast that Wisconsin is the premier cheese producing state. 

None can truthfully gainsay this proposition. We boastfully say, ‘Is 

not this the great cheese industry wh’ch Wisconsin has built?” So, 

too, King Nebuchadnezzar boastfully said, ‘Is not this the great Babylon 

which I have built?” Yet how long was it after that boastful, arrogant 

utterance that Babylon the Great, one of the world’s wonders, a center 

of the world’s commerce and of the arts and sciences, its life marked 

by luxury and magnificance, had fallen and became a city or ruins? 

“Let Wisconsin’s cheese industry beware lest selt-complacency, 

lack of vision and of ideals, wheedle it to a similar fate.” 

SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS FOR 3 P. M., THURSDAY 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 

PresweNt Reep: I will appoint as tellers and ballot collectors the 

four gentlemen in front of me: Messrs. Arnold Schmidt, Walter 

Schmidt, Hurb Bassnener, and Oscar Damrow. 

The first in order is the election of president to succeed myself. I 

have been elected nine times and never declared myself a candidate.
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I will now make my own nomination, if you want to elect me for the 
tenth time or not. 

Memser: I nominate Mr. H. A. Rindt, of Clintonville, as president. 

Member: I move that the nominations be closed. Carried. 

The tellers announced the result of the ballot. The number of votes 
cast are 210. Necessary to choice, 106. Mr. Rindt received 123, Mr. 
Reed 84, Mr. Kasper 1, and Mr. Fred Marty 2. 

Mr. Rindt was declared president of the association. 

Mr. Rinvr: Gentlemen: I want to thank you for the honor. Your 
time is limited so I won’t say much. I want to assure you that the 
best that is in me you shall have. I wanted to make these remarks 
this forenoon, but did not get a chance. Many times while I am in the 
country, as occasion presents itself, I hear remarks that should not 
be made a practice. We have heard some statements that I did not 
like to hear and it was not for the good of our industry. As a whole 
we all benefit if Wisconsin gets the awards from the National Show, 
it is a credit to the state of W:sconsin and to all of us. So I would 
like to have the members boost and cheer, instead of knocking and 
talking bad things to their fellowmen, in the same line of work, 
because it means something to us all. I thank you. 

+ Mr. Reep: Next in order of business is the election of vice president 
to succeed Mr. Rindt, who has been elected president. Messrs. Herbert 
Kalk, Fred Laabs and A. T. Bruhn were nominated for vice president. 

Mr. Damrow: I move the nominations be closed. Carried. 

The result of the ballot for vice president was as follows: Total 
ballots cast are 189. Necessary to a choice, 95. Mr. H. A. Kalk received 
107, Mr. A. T. Bruhn 63, Mr. Marty 8, Mr. Kasper 1, Mr. Laabs 1, and 
scattering 5. 

Mr. Kalk is therefore elected vce president. 

Mr. Katx: I thank you for the honor and I will try to do the 
best I can. 

PreswvENT Reep: The next on the program is election of secretary to 
succeed Mr. Sammis. 

3 Mr. Uspetonpe: If no objection is raised I make a motion that we 
suspend the general rule and that with the unanimous consent of the 
members of this association we elect Mr. Sammis as secretary to suc- 
ceed himself. Carried. 

PresivENt REED: Next ‘n order of business is to elect a treasurer to 
succeed Mr. Zelm. 

Mr. Upspetonpe: I move the same as before. If, therefore, no ob- 
jection is raised Mr. Zelm is unainmously declared treasurer to suc- 

: ceed himself. Carried. 

Presipent REED: We have on the Board of Directors one to elect 
in the place of Jacob Gempeler. Someone must represent the foreign 
types of cheese as well as the other types. Mr. J. Gempeler was elected 
to succeed Ray Young last year. c 

Memper: I nominate Mr. Jacob Gempeler, Jr. 

Mr. Bruun: As there is but one nomination, I move that the nom- 
ination be closed.
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Mr, Reep: It has been moved and seconded that Mr. Jacob Gempeler, 
Jr., be unanimously elected as one of the Board of Directors for three 
years. Carried. 

Mr. AperHoLp: I think one or two ought to be elected as life mem- 
bers. I want to nominate for life membership Mr. Hubert, who has 
done so much work in judging cheese here, and Mr. Math. Michels, 
who has done a great deal. He has been president of the Butier 
Makers, and Cheese Makers, and a member of the Dairy Commission; 
and also Mr. C. E. Reed as a life member. Seconded. 

Mr. Reep: A motion has been made and seconded that Mr. Hubert. 
Mr. Michels, and Mr. Reed be elected as life members of the associa- 
tion. Are there any remarks? 

Mr. Kasper: Mr. Oscar Damrow, of Sheboygan Falls, should be a 
life member. Carried. : - : 

Mr. Reep: When I was elected president of this association I 
wasn’t a member and I didn’t attend any meetings of this association 
and did not even know that I was president until I read it in the paper. 
I have served nine conventions and now you have elected me a life 
member. I will try to serve you as well as I can, the same as I served 
you before. 

What shall we do with the resolutions? 

Memper: Make a motion to act on them separately. Carried. 

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED 

1. Resolved, That the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association extend 
thanks to the City of Milwaukee for the courtesies extended to our 
association during this convention. 

2. Wuereas, One of our old, faithful and most active members was 
W. C. Thomas, of Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin, editor of the Sheboygan 
County News and the Dairy Market Reporter, who died on December 

= 2, 1923; therefore be it 

Resolved, That we, the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ Association, here 
assembled in convention, hereby express our sincere regret at the 

- loss of this esteemed co-worker, and express our heartfelt sympathy to 
his wife. Be it further resolved that a copy of this resolution be sent 
to the family. 

3. WHEREAS, One of our members, William Waterstreet, died about 
October 20, 1923; therefore be it 

Resolved, That this association here assembled in convention ex- 
tend our sympathy to his family. 

# 4. Resolved, That this association recommend te the board of direc- 
tors that the sum of One Hundred Dollars be appropriated as a con- 
tribution to the National Cheese Association for the year 1924. 

5. Resolved, That this association recommend to the board of direc- 
, tors a change in dates of the convention, providing halls can be pro- 

cured, possibly early in December. 

6. Resolved, That our honorable secretary, J. L. Sammis, be made a 
life member of the association in recognition of faithful service ren- 
dered this association.
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7. Wuereas, It is an unquestionable fact that there are thousands 

of tubercular cattle in the State of Wisconsin; and 

Wuereas, The general public and the cheese makers who are in 

actual contact with tubercular milk are in danger of infection and 

disease, and $ 

Wuereas, The pasteurization of by-products is too expensive and 

not enough money being appropriated for said purpose by the state 

legislature; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the cheese makers of Wisconsin, in annual conventfon 

assembled in the City of Milwaukee, respectfully hereby request the 

state legislature to appropriate enough money to test all dairy cattle 

for tuberculosis; and be it further 

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to all members of 

the state legislature. 

8. WuerEas, Oleomargarine contains nutrition of negligible value— 

no vitamines being present; and 

Wuenrgas, Oleomargarine has a tendency to injure the dairy industry 

of our state; and 

Wuereas, It has taken years of consistent and meritorious effort 

and iarge sums of money to build up the dairy industry; now, therefore, 

be it 

Resolved, By the cheese makers of Wisconsin, in annual convention 
assembled in the City of Milwaukee, that the sale of oleomargarine in 
the State of Wisconsin be prohibited; and be it further 

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to all members of 
the state legislature. 

9. WueErEas, Da‘rying is the largest industry in the State of Wis- 

consin; and 

Wueneas, The State Fair Board has eliminated the cheese and but- 
ter from the premium list; therefore be it 

: Resolved, That we appreciate the good advertising said board has put 
on at the last fairs of the dairy produce; and be it further 

Resolved, That we most respectfully ask the State Fair Board to 
again place cheese and butter in their premium list; and be it further 

Resolved, That the rules governing the exhibit of butter and cheese 
shall be the same, if possible, as is now governing the exhibit of the 
above product by the State Butter Makers’ Association and State 
Cheese Makers’ Association at their state conventions; and be it further 

Resolved, That a copy of the above resolution be sent to the State 

Fair Board. : 

10. Wuereas, The failure of cheese dealers to pay a price differential 
between Fancy and Wisconsin No. 1 grades of American cheese con- 
stitutes a great evil to the cheese industry and works a deep wrong 

to all competent cheese makers; therefore be it 

Resolved, That the members of this association, collectively and in- 
dividually, do their best in bringing about such price differential. 

Resolved, That it is the sense of th’s convention that in building up 

ec
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the quality of our American cheese it will be practical, fair and neces- 

sary to reward competency in cheese making by payment to the maker, 

in addition to his regular income for cheese making, one-fourth cent 

per pound for all cheese produced by h'm of fancy grade. 

RESOLUTIONS TABLED AND NOT ADOPTED 

Wuereas, It is impossible to, at all times make good cheese contain- 

ing thirty-eight (58%) per cent moisture, and : 

sWuereas, Cheese containing less than thirty-eight (38%) per cent 

moisture is unpalatable and lacking in nutrition, and 

Wuereas, Cheese containing a slightly higher percentage of mois- 

ture is both palatable and nutritious; now, therefore be it 

Resolved, That the cheese makers of Wisconsin, in annual con- 

vention assembled in the C.ty of Milwaukee, respectfully hereby re- 

_ quest the state legislature to increase the percentage of moisture in 

cheese, so that cheese may have a moisture content of from thirty-eight 

(38%) per cent to forty (40%) per cent; and be it further 

Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to all members of 

the state legislature. 

Dated, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, January 10, 1924. 

A smilar resolution reading 39 per cent to 40 per cent was also 

tabled after full discussion. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Kasper: I don’t think there is any reason for increasing the 

moisture content. 

Mr. Grunert: I would like to know the reason why you wish to 

increase the moisture from 38 to 40. You know there is more cheese 

made in summer time than in the winter. We can not consume it 

all here. Is 40 per cent cheese better than 38 per cent? There is not 

S as much cheese consumed today as there was two years ago per capita 

and you still want to lower that by putting in two per cent more water. 

You want to make a cheese that will keep. I have been running a 

factory for over thirty years; our cheese was always 38 per cent, if not 

less. Why not keep it 38 per cent? Two per cent water is not going 

to do you any good. We made fifteen million less pounds of cheese 

last year than we did the year before. You should give this very 

serious cons deration before you act upon it. (Applause.) 

Mr. Winper: I would suggest that you give thorough consideration 

to this resolution before it is adopted. A law was passed in 1916 to 

make a moisture standard of 40 per cent. Later our work showed that 

in a great many factories there had never been any attention given 

to what the moisture content of a cheese should be. Some did not 

know what the moisture should be. In the course of two or three years’ 

time the average moisture content of Wisconsin cheese was higher, 

prior to the time that we had a moisture content law. In the years 

1919 and 1920 I visited every warehouse in the State of Wiscons:n. 
It was the unanimous opinion of the cheese dealers of this state that 
40 per cent of moisture was too high. I took an active part in having 
the moisture lowered to 38 per cent. I was firmly convinced that 40 
per cent was doing an injury to the State of W-sconsin, from what I 
saw in the cheese warehouses and by the statements of the cheese 
dealers in this state. I saw cheese in the warehouses that they would
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not even care to handle. They wanted to dispose of it at whatever 

price they could. Some cheese showed to contain less than 40 per cent 

of moisture, yet contained too much moisture to be handled safely by 

distributors of the cheese. A large quantity of cheese is carr-ed over 

from summer months. They have so much trouble with rind rotting 

and cheese going off-flavored, and all kinds of defects that might be 

attributed directly to the too high percentage of moisture in the cheese. 

This convention went on record to make it 38 per cent. For this rea- 

son I am interested in more ways than one. As a matter of law en- 

forcement, 40 per cent is not playing safe. There was practically no 

difference in the number of men that were overstepping the limit. The 

quality of cheese is concerned—if you are familiar with the cheese 

made in your state, you must admit that some of the very best cheese 

we have is well within the standard moisture of 38 per cent. 

Mr. Kasper: In the year 1906 and 1907, when the scoring contest 

was going on in Madison, we made a cheese from 35% to 36 per cent. 

. In 1918 some of the cheese sent over here contained too much moisture. 

Mr. Micuets: The mo’‘sture test was lower than 38 per cent years 

ago, which is the law upon the statute books today. If anybody is 

opposed to this law he does not understand it. It is better to retain 

the law at 38 per cent. The cheese was all tested for the moisture as it 

came in to the University for a matter of three years. At that time 

the records showed up to.38 per cent, the score of the cheese was prac- 

tically the same. From 35 up to 38 per cent there was very little d.f- 

ference in the average score of the cheese received at that time, but 

just as soon as you went above that the score fell three points; that 

meant a loss in quality of the amount on the average. When we know 

there is such a big difference, when you add only 1 per cent of mois- 

ture, it is ridiculous to think of adopting anything else. We should 

not try to go back to a 40 per cent moisture law unless someone can 

show us that we can give you a better cheese in that way. Many cheese 

makers are working for moisture. The time for their work is so short 

that the large amounts of cheese that are drawn off with the whey 

is four or five times the extra moisture that could be incorporated in 

such cheese. Speed always has a tendency to leave a lot of cheese in 

the whey. 

Mr. me We can never regulate the moisture content of the 

average commercial product in the State of Wisconsin by law so long 

as dealers are stepping out and buying it as it is made. I think the 

only thing we should work for is to put a premium upon quality and 

that will regulate the moisture itself. (Applause.) 

Mr. Wixper: The result of our tests, process cheese as well as other 

cheese, does at times go slightly over the present standard. 

Memper: I move that the resolution be tabled. Seconded and carried. 

Four Days Dairy School for Experienced Makers 

Mr. Sammis: For several years past, at the close of the three 

months’ course at Madison, we had a four-day course for experienced 

cheese makers at the Dairy School. This affords an opportunity for 

a man to study one or two topics. It enables a factory man to re- 

view a little and learn a few things perhaps that will bring him up 

to date. We brought over from Madison a carload of young stock, 

some of the dairy boys who are now taking the winter dairy course,
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and who are looking for positions. I now want to call your atten- 

tion again to this four days’ course for experienced cheese makers to 

* be held at the Dairy School at Madison, January 29th, 30th, 31st, and 

February ist. Special topics will be taken during the week. The 

boys think we are going to have our friend, Mr. Kasper, over there, 

and maybe if you can come over there you will learn how to make 

prize winning cheese. On Friday of that week, during this course, we 

are going to have Mr. John Cannon there with different kinds of 

cheese, and that day he is going to explain and teach scoring and 

judging and I think that will interest all experienced makers. It don’t 

cost anything to attend that course. Just get a place to stay and we 

will try to get all we can into you. (Applause.) 

PROGRESS, OBJECT AND PURPOSE OF WISCONSIN 
CHEESE GRADING LAW 

By Maru. MIcHELs, Wisconsin Department of Markets 

The object and purpose of the Wisconsin cheese grading law which 

has been in effect since July 1, 1922, on foreign cheese and since 

February of the same year on American cheese, was, first, to improve 

the quality of all cheese, and, second, thereby to increase the con- 

sumption. 

In the past, especially during the world war period, most of the ie 

cheese was bought and sold on a flat basis regardless of quality or 

curing, which is still more or less the practice. This practice has 

led to much indifference all along the line, from the milk producers 

to the consumers of cheese. Milk producers have become careless 

in the handling and delivery of milk to the cheese factories. The 

cheese makers have become indifferent and unwilling to put forth 

their best efforts because all grades have been paid for on the same 

z price basis. The consumer has become more or less indifferent as 

to whether or not his table or lunch-box contained cheese, because 

much of the cheese has been of questionable quality and often unfit 

to eat. 

The question of quality is by no means a new one. It has been the 

same question for the last seventy years, or as long as cheese has 

been made in this country. I find that, in the earlier Wisconsin Dairy- 

men’s Association reports, the question of quality in both cheese and 

butter was discussed in about the same fashion as it is today. 

I find that in 1878 the per capita consumption of cheese in the United 

States was eight pounds, the highest point ever reached in this country. 

Cheese consumption has dwindled since until 1920, when we find the 

per capita consumption of cheese was given as 3.8 pounds. The 

consumption, however, is again on the increase as the latest esti- 

mate by our Federal Government is given as 4.2 pounds per capita. 

To increase the per capita consumption of cheese we must first 

guarantee the consumer a uniform quality of well-cured cheese, and 

second, to keep it before the people all of the time and offer it through 

the retailer at-a more reasonable price than is being done at the
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present time. The present wide spread in the price from wholesale 

dealer to the consumer is out of all reason and must be narrowed 

before the maximum amount of cheese is consumed. Because of the 

high food and vitamine value cheese will be more eagerly sought 

in the future than it has in the past, provided, however, that the retail 

price is kept within reason. I predict that by 1930 the consumption of 

cheese will be more than five pounds per person because a better made 

and better cured cheese is offered to the consumer than ever before. In 

addition, the food and vitamine value are just beginning to be ap- 

preciated. There is just one thing wrong at this time and that is 

the unreasonably high price asked by the retailer on the small packed 

and so-called “New York” cheese. The wholesaler seems to think, 

by allowing the retailer to ask these high prices, that he will be more 

willing to push cheese. This is all wrong and if the present price 

of 45 cents and 50 cents per pound to the consumer is maintained con- 

sumption will again drop instead of continuing to increase. 

In the earlier days of cheese making in Wisconsin, the cheese was 

held at the factories until fall and winter when it was divided ac- 

cording to the amount of milk delivered by the patrons instead of 

the money as is now the practice. This practice soon produced men 

who made it a point to look for prospective cheese consumers or 

buyers early in the season, buy the cheese from their neighbors at 

an agreed price according to quality. As more buyers came into the 

* field and competition became more keen, the cheese has not only 

brought better prices but faults have been overlooked and are still 

being overlooked by a system of paying for cheese on a flat price basis. 

This system has driven many good cheese makers out of business and 

I am glad the day has arrived when the good cheese maker is being 

recognized for putting forth his best efforts and I hope that before 

another twelve months pass a substantial price difference between 

No. 1 and Fancy cheese will be made. This difference in the price 

because of the extra work and a loss in yield should be about one and 

a half cents per pound, one-half cent going to the cheese maker and 

one cent to the farmer. If we ever get to this point I am sure 75 per 

cent of our make of cheese will be Fancy, with the balance as No. 1, 

with practically no No. 2 cheese being made. 

We are receiving at the present time from- cheese makers, farmers, 

bankers and business men, as well as from small delegations of such 

men coming to our offices, requests for help to organize them so that 

all cheese may be bought and sold on a graded basis only. 

I feel that the cheese maker is the only real factor in the way of 

bringing about a differential in the price between Fancy and No. 1, 

many cheese makers would rather continue on the old flat basis than 

to take the extra pains necessary to produce Wisconsin Fancy cheese. 

The cheese maker has been willing to accede to the wishes of the 

dealer in thinking that with his cooperation he is helping himself by 

a saving of time and a better yield. This is a delusion, as the saving 

ot time, without question, means a lower grade of cheese and a bet- 

ter yield of high-quality cheese can only be obtained by setting the
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milk early enough for slow “cooking” at a temperature of not over 

100 degrees. Speed and high temperature are the cause of much | 

loss of cheese in the whey. 

The cheese dealers of this state are opposing the buying of cheese 

by grade for fear that they may lose some of the cheese factories now 

shipping cheese to them. Nevertheless, now is the time to get out of 

this old rut which is very shallow, due to the agitation over, and dis- 

cussion of, the Wisconsin cheese grading law. 

Up to the time when we got ready to call all those into court who 

refused to use the Fancy stamp, no matter how good or how high the 

score, very few Fancy stamps were worn enough to make them appear 

as second-hand stamps. I am glad to say, however, that at this time 

all of the cheese, American and foreign, are stamped properly and 

without much fault-finding. z 

Unless we are willing to properly grade all cheese we have no right 

to ask the state nor individuals to spend their efforts and money te 

produce a better article than necessary to receive prevailing prices ¥ 

for the time being, for there is no question that the flat prices paid 

by the cheese dealers have hampered all instructional as well as 

inspection forces in their work. Why make the cheese makers hold 

and care for the cheese at the factories a longer time when no one 

is willing to reward them for doing so? Swiss cheese has of late 

been shipped at only two weeks of age and the three-day holding 

order in American cheese has been violated by both the dealers and 

cheese makers. 
What we are all interested in is a greater consumption of Wiscon- 

sin cheese. The only avenue open to accomplish this is to not only 

make a uniformly high-quality cheese (Wisconsin Fancy), but to cure 

it sufficiently in cold storage to satisfy the taste of the consumers. 

This statement is borne out by the so-called grinders who in a short 

= time have gained a tremendous sale for their cheese, which would 

have been impossible had it not been for a uniform blend or curing 

on all of their product when marketed. 

It may be of interest to you to give you the tabulated results to a 

- questionnaire sent out some time ago to all cheese makers of the 

state. While answers to these questions are still coming in daily, I 

will give you the result of the first 267 received. 

Questionnaire 

1. Do you believe that cheese of Fancy quality gives more general 
satisfaction and is worth more money to the consumer than cheese 

of No. 1 quality? Ans. Yes. 231; no, 29. 

2. Do you believe that the demand for cheese would be increased 
and that cheese prices would be higher if a greater percentage of all 
cheese made were of Fancy quality? Ans. Yes, 226; no, 30. 

3. Do you believe that it is advisable for Wisconsin, as the greatest 
cheese-producing state, to attempt to produce a greater percentage 
of Fancy quality? Ans. Yes, 237; no, 13. 

4. Do you at present receive a higher price for Fancy than for No. 
1 cheese? Ans. Yes, 7; no, 245 (estimated 1/35 or 65 in state).
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5. Under such conditions do you make any special effort to pro- 

duce a high percentage of Fancy cheese? Ans. Yes, 67; no, 160. 

6. Do you believe that a uniform price differential between Fancy 

and No. 1 cheese should be established? Ans. Yes, 238; no, 12. 

7. What price differential per pound would you suggest? Ans. Aver- 
age one and three-quarters cents. 

8. With such a price differential established, do you believe farm- 

ers would deliver a higher grade percentage of milk better suited for 

manufacture into Fancy cheese? Ans. Yes, 202; no, 35. 

9. With such a price differential established, what percentage of 

your total output during a normal year do you estimate would be a 

Fancy quality? Ans. Average, 76 per cent. (Range 30 to 100.) 

We all feel proud of Wisconsin as the first dairy state in the union 

and particularly so as a state producing about 70 per cent of this 

nation’s cheese or, speaking in round numbers, about 350,000,000 

pounds, valued at $85,000,000. A difference of one cent per pound 

may mean only about $1,000 for an individual factory, yet all of 

Wisconsin’s make, it would represent three and one-half million dol- 

lars annually. This is a vast sum of money and surely we ought to 

do everything in our power to maintain the very highest standard and 

excellence of our cheese. 

While I am pleading for better cooperation all along the line and 

in particular from our cheese makers, yet I feel that the past year 

in particular shows up remarkably well for the men concerned in the 

manufacture and handling of Wisconsin’s cheese. There is, however, 

the greatest need for all of us to join and use our best efforts in 

producing a uniformly high quality of cheese and to see that it is 

well cured and-put before the consumer in the best possible condi- 

tion. Just as soon as we lag behind in the quality of our production 

of cheese we invite competition from New Zealand, Switzerland and 

our western states. 
New Zealand the past year has been crowding Canada in the English 

markets and we had New Zealand cheese shipped into this state last 

year. It was my good fortune to go through three cars of New Zealand 

cheese at Plymouth and I want to assure you that the quality was of 

the best. This cheese was all in the shape of 80-pound Cheddars, 

made from pasteurized milk, and was shipped into this state in the 

face of high freight rates and a duty of five cents per pound. Imported 

Swiss cheese commands a high price in this country because the 

homemade cheese lacks in curing, being rushed into the markets be- 

fore it is fit to offer to the consumers. 

Let us all unite our efforts and do what we can to prove to the 

consumer that Wisconsin’s cheese is a little better than can be had 

anywhere else in this wide world. We have the men and the facilities. 

Why wait? 

Badger cows produce 10,000,000,000 pounds of milk annually. This 

is enough to fill 384,000 express cars, making a train 3,800 miles long. 

This train would reach from San Francisco to New York and back 

to the Missouri River. If the annual production of 350,000,000 pounds
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of Badger cheese were put together it would form a block 800 feet 

square by 100 feet high, or more than three times the size of our beau- 

tiful $7,000,000 state capitol. 

In conclusion I want to say that we welcome suggestions and well- 

meaning criticism at any time and hope to hear often from the cheese 

makers in particular. It is the cheese maker who should demand 

that the cheese be properly graded and insist that proper price dif- 

ferentials will be made. 

DISCUSSION A 

Mr. Grunerr: I must contradict some of Mr. Michels’ statements 

about the grading system of Wisconsin. As long as Wisconsin is in 
the hands of 500 inspectors and graders we can never be a real ‘suc- 

cess. I have always held that the Bureau of Markets is not the place 

to make a law. They should rather exercise the police duty to see 

whether there is too much mo’sture content or not. The grading is 

absolutely unreliable. I will give you the history of one week’s re- 
ceipts. I received one box of cheese from Sheboygan County that 
was stamped Fancy and they were not Fancy. at all. If this was con- 
tinued you cannot realize how much that would hurt the name of 
the Wisconsin cheese. You cannot have a Bureau of Markets and ap- 
point 500 inspectors where there are 2,800 factories. That is the wrong 

way to go about it. It is a detriment to the trade. You ought to leave 
this stamping business to the dealers, who ought to form an associa- 
tion. We receive 30 or 40 cars of butter and we grade that and do 
not seem to have any trouble about it. Your stamp:ng on some cheese 
would not go anywhere in some cases and it would certainly not go 

as No. 1. That is why our cheese consumption is decreasing. But 

that is what the cheese dealers are up against. The cheese consump- 
tion should increase. The assertion that Mr. Michels made, I think 
he believes all that himself, but the price has something to do with it. 
The cheese retails from 40 to 45 cents per pound. Why does that re- 
tailer do this—is it because the process cheese makes the price? The 
same price is received for the process cheese as for the bulk cheese. 
The cheese importations in the last two years has increased 20,000,000 
pounds and they don’t give you water in your cheese. I would sug- 
gest that you should not switch your factories. Don’t let your Ameri- 

: can cheese makers make brick cheese in the summer time or the 
brick cheese makers make American cheese—don’t make any changes 
in these factories, but have them stick to just one grade. The state 
claims they have no power to regulate the grinders cheese. I am not 
opposed to those who want to eat grinders cheese, but I do not care 

for it. 

Presipent Reep: There is a motion before the house to let Mr. 
Grunert continue his speech, but he must stick to the subject of the 
grading system. Motion carried. 

Mr. Gruenert: They made roquefort cheese out of cow’s milk in 
France, but you have done nothing in regard to process cheese so far. 
If the Bureau of Markets has the power to rule on the grade why 
haven’t they the right to rule on all kinds of cheese? Is this justice 
to all of you? I want to call your attention to the dangers that you 
are coming to. Your increased consumption, in spite of the grading law, 
was 22 million pounds, but you did not make up one-third of what 
you lost. We have imported 69,000,000 pounds of imported cheese— 
this is 40,000,000 pounds more this year than it was two years ago. 
That is a serious question to consider. Why don’t. the Europeans eat
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your American cheese? This is a matter to think about and talk 

about. I thank you. . 

Mr. Mucuets: I would say that anybody can look these figures up 

and see if Mr. Grunert is right or if I am right. You can get them 
4 from any dairy publication. 

Memper: This gentleman spoke about 500 graders in the state, I 

think the most of the cheese is graded by the cheese dealers at the 
present time. I think in fact 90 per cent of it. 

Preswent Reep: I should judge about 98 per cent or 99 per cent 
is graded by the dealers and not by the makers themselves. 

Mr. Grunert: I welcome things of this kind. If we dealers in Chi- 

cago would pay you fancy prices for your No. 1 cheese, 90 per cent of 

your cheese would come in Fancy, if it was Fancy or not. This is the 

foundation of all the trouble. If you establish a source where your 

cheese is shipped to and locate it, and inspect it, then, and not until 
then, can you demand a price for your Fancy cheese. Iowa accepts 
the grad‘ng of a cheese and so does New York. Is it graded by a man 
who is not interested in the dealer or in the cheese maker? Then 
you will get fancy price for your cheese, and not until then. 

Mr. Husert: I claim that a good many cheese that are branded 
are misbranded. I took particular notice during the scoring of the 
cheese in the room back there of Class 3 cheese. I believe there were 
eleven Class 3 cheese marked Fancy, six of those the judges threw 
out, they were barely No. 1. The further we got into the Class 2 
cheese, the higher the scores were, but there were a number of 
cheese marked Fancy back there that scored 87 and 88. Now, some- 
body is using that stamp or leaving the kids at home use it, but the 
stamp is not being used in the proper place. Another statement has 
been made that Mr. Davis and myself were responsible, more or less, 
for the Fancy class, that the score was put to 92. Now I want to say 
for myself I held that we shouldn’t have a “Fancy” cheese in Wis- 
consin that didn’t score 95 or better. I was not responsible for the 
92 score on Fancy. The State of Wisconsin should have 95 or better, 
that is the trouble back there, they are stamped “Fancy” at 92 score. 
(Applause. ) 

Mr. Hupert: Mr. Michels stated that the Canadian price went down 
where the United States price went up. I believe it was his inten- 
tion to show that the American cheese had increased in quality. I 
believe Mr. Michels was wrong when he made that statement, that 
the American cheese price has gone up, because we had better con- 
ditions in this country to market our cheese than the Canadians had 
across the line. That, I believe, is one of the reasons that the Canadian 
cheese has gone down while the American cheese has gone up in the 
last three years. 

Mr. Micuets: I would say that the trouble that Mr. Grunert and 
Mr. Hubert try to point out to you in the grading of cheese is, that a 
lot of Fancy stamps are put on a poor quality of cheese. I think they 
stretch it very far because there is so little cheese graded by the 
cheese maker that it would amount to nothing if it were the case. The 
real trouble is that the whole thing has been befogged in the open 
market by not using the Wisconsin Fancy at all, and those that use 
it are put in a handicap because of the one who does not send a Fancy.
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HOW I MAKE COLBY CHEESE | 
By Ernst Manpet, Colby, Wisconsin ; 

Mr. President: First of all I insist on getting clean, sweet milk. I | 

do this by keeping close watch that the milk is in good condition, and | 

I also look after the patron’s milk cans so that they keep them clean. 

When I have about one-eighth of the milk in the vat I add my starter, 

about five pounds to every 1,000 pounds of milk. It depends on the 

time of the season. In winter we turn on the steam at once. When 

J have the vat of milk in I try and have it at the right temperature, 88°. 

I add one-half ounce of color to every 1,000 pounds of milk. I then set 

the milk with three and a half ounces of rennet to every 1,000 pounds 

of milk, so it will take about three hours from setting to dipping. The * 

time from setting to cutting is 35 minutes. I cut 3/8 inch cubes. 

Then I put on the agitator and stir from 10 to 15 minutes. At the 

same time cut the curd off the side and bottom of the vat. Turn on 

the steam gradually, so I have it cooked up from 100 to 104° in 35 

minutes, so as to have a firm cook on the curd at time of drawing 

the whey. 

When the whey is drawn down quite well to the front end of the 

vat, we pour on about one pail of cold water to every 1,000 pounds of 

milk. We then work it through so as to have it granular. Then we 

pour on the same amount of water and work it through again. We 

then ditch it so the whey can drain out, and keep on so as to get it 

dry enough for salting, which takes about 30 minutes. I use 244 

pounds of salt for every 100 pounds of cheese. Then work in the salt 

well, drain again 10 to 15 minutes. The curd is then ready to pile in 

the hoop. 

DISCUSSION 

Member: How ripe is your milk at setting? 

= Mr. Manve: It will run down from three to three and a half. 

Memser: Do you know how much acid it has? 

Mr. Manpet: I aim to have it so it just shows on the hot iron. Draw- g 
ing whey is from .14 to .15 per cent acid. 

Memser: How long do you leave this cold water on it? 

Mr. Manne: Not very long—just pour it on. We work it twice and 
do not leave it on any length of time. 

Mr. Gertacu: How cold do you cool down your curd? 

Mr. MaNvEL: We do not intend to cool it down too much. We stir 
it 15 minutes before we turn on any steam, Setting time is three hours. 
After you stir 15 minutes turn on the steam after that. A lot of mois- 
ture is expelled by the time you start your steam. 

Mr. Laass: I am not a Colby cheese maker myself, although I have 
had considerable experience with Colby cheese making. In the first 
place my experience in Colby cheese making leads back to 1887, when 
my father started a factory three miles from where I am living now.
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te : The different ways that I have known hgw Colby cheese is made is 

since the year 1887. All that I did at that time was just pump in the 

water. My father heated up his milk to about 82°, then took our home- 

made rennet extract, and in about 45 minutes I cut it. Then he cut 

it into cubes with knives about three-fourths inch and he cooked the 

curd up to about 98° and held it from the time of setting to the drawing 

of whey for about four hours. Then he drew the whey, stirred that 

curd and kept it very firm unt:l he thought it was just right. Then I 

had to go out to the pump and pump water until the curd was down 

to about 72° I pumped the water under the vat at that time until the 

curd was about 72°, and then when the curd was 72° for some time, 

we salted it. Then we hooped the curd and pressed it. Later on, as 

time went by, the process changed somewhat and was hurried along. 

Now, the making of the Colby cheese was first introduced by Mr. ae 

Simon, Mr. Mandel and a few others, and when they made a success of 

this the dealers came there for it. Until about five or six years ago 

_ everybody in our sect on turned into making what they called the Colby 

cheese. They hurried the farmers to get in their milk, and heated it 

up to any temperature, put their rennet in—five ounces to 1,000 pounds— 
then they cut it pretty fine, drew out the whey, put in a little salt, 

mixed it up and put it in the hoops—then in about two hours it was 

all done. 

Up unt] that time I had always branded my cheese, “Colby” cheese 
E for 18 years. Later I came to the conclusion that I would change the 

name from Colby cheese and had a stamp made and put on the cheese— 
“Pinetree Cheese.” I didn’t even stamp all my cheese that way. By 
selecting your cheese and giving the trade the best you got, and putting 
a brand on there, no matter what you call it, if you have a uniform 
article you will not have to try to sell it. They will come to you and 
get it. Now, I find that in a good many instances where you sell Colby 
cheese most people have the wrong idea about it. They think the Colby 
cheese should be open. A good Colby cheese ought to be of smooth 
body, pretty close, with a good texture so that it will not break. A 
cheese of about 38 per cent in the summer time ‘s all a good Colby cheese 
will stand. I think during the months of September and October, and 
probably November, it would stand a little higher moisture content, 
but not during the summer months, unless you can sell it right out 
quick and have it used at once. = 

Mr. Rinpt: And you have tried to mat that style of cheese—the 
Pinetree style—and you have rinsed it through? What would be the 
results if you had matted that curd after it was rinsed with water 
in the summer when the weather is hot and you had your milk to 
102 or 104? 

Mr. Laass: We thought at that time if that was cooled down to a 
certain stage, it would help the lactic acd to cool down. It stays at a 
high temperature. I had a cheese maker who made a different process 
entirely. Before all the whey was out of the curd he added enough 
cold water to cool the curd to 90° and then he drew all the whey, and 
in that way it never matted. 

Member: While the flavor sometimes is not just right, yet if it is 
made right the gas does not show up. We have run that factory since 
1898 and I have no trouble with our patrons. They listen to anything 
we tell them and never have any trouble with them. We made matted 
cheese this summer and made it soft, on the same order that the Colby 
style was made. We had only two days that was real hot. I called it 
a No. 2 cheese, but we didn’t have any huffed cheese. 

MemBer: What is the acidity of whey when you draw it? 

Mr. Laass: Between .14 and .15 per cent.
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Mr. BruHN: How long de you hold it? : 

5 Memser: About an hour. 

Mr. Brucw: Is there any noticeable increase of acid at that time? 
How much salt do you use? 

Memper: About 2% pounds. 

Member: Do you get more for your Colby cheese than we do for the 
American cheese? 

Mr. Laass: I do not know what you are getting for the American 
cheese. 

MEMBER: What is the difference between a good American cheese 
and the Colby type? 

Mr. Laass: None, they are both American. 

: THE USE OF HOT WATER AFTER MILLING . 

By AxsBert GRUENSTERN of Marion 

Ladies and Gentlemen: No doubt a good many of you, probably all 

of you, have used hot water some time or other and know what it 

means to use hot water after milling. A good many use it only when 

they have a hot water system, but I found it more effective to use it 

in the summer than in the winter time when there is no gas. The 

average American cheese factory is not very warm and very few have a 

cover for their vat, consequently their curd cools too cold for good 

pressing; that is one reason why I use hot water. Uusally you have 

poorer flavors in the winter time than in the summer, because the 

milk is two days old and kept around the barns, which produce a bad 

flavor; but by using hot water it tends to take out some of this bad 

flavor germ if you get it hot enough. This partly pasteurizes the germ 

in your vat. I make cheese just about on the average of what the 

s ordinary cheese maker does, like Kasper. But after the curd has 

teken on about three-fourths or one inch of acid; you do not require 

as much hot water if you do not have as much acid. If you have 

more acid leave it in the hot water longer. Put on about ten gallons 

of hot water to every one hundred pounds of curd. The water is 180 

or 190 and that will warm up your curd to 140 or in that neighbor- 

hood and you leave it on just long enough so that it gets soft—just 

enough so it begins to stick. I draw off the water and add salt, leave 

it until it is cooled off considerably and then salt it as usual and hoop 

it about thirty or thirty-five minutes after salting, and I find that the 

cheese closes up much nicer that way and you have a better cheese. 

The amount you need of hot water depends upon how hot you have it. 

There is no loss of yield. If you have a separator, the little that is 

lost in the vat you will recover in the whey where you use the hot 

water. The cheese that is pressed up cold has a lot of mechanical 
defects.
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. Uppetoupe: You use this hot water system in the winter time? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: Yes. : 

Mr. UsseLonpe: Have you ever used it in the summer time? 

: Mr. GRUENSTERN: Yes, sir. 

Mr. Ussetonpe: How does it work in the summer time? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: As a rule the flavors are better, you have no rea- 
son to go about this process because you have no bad flavors to wash 
out. You can make just as good a cheese with the hot water in the 
summer time, but in the winter time when you haven’t as good m‘Ik; 
even in the summer time you probably will have better luck with it 
by using hot water. 

I am using the hot water now in the winter time. We mill a little 
sooner in the winter time, but I mill my curd and stir it two or three 
times until the whey starts running because if more white whey runs 
we leave it lay a little longer. Now, at the present time we are run- 

5 ning eight thousand pounds a day—two of us work pretty fast. While 
we are pulling it out of the channel I have one of these heating nozzles 
and heat my water as hot as you can get it. I take four pails of that 
and put it in at each end, by that time he has my side stirred once 
and his side stirred once. Start it that way two or three times. Some 
of the boys then wonder why I pull my curd out of the channel. It is 
well stirred, it has no chance to mat. When I first wash it with hot 
water I spread it well over the vat. 

Mr. Scunemer: Is it possible to pasteurize in the center of the curd 
by putting the hot water on it? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: It is hard to tell how hot the center of that curd 
would get. I imagine if the water is 200 degrees there will not be much 
difference, and in twenty minutes it is going to be as hot inside as 
outside. There might be a slight difference. It will be sufficient enough 
to pasteurize the offensive bacteria. . 

Mr. Scunerer: Is it possible to destroy them? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: You have to leave it there twenty minutes. It 1s 
recognized that at twenty minutes it is 145 degrees, which is sufficient 
to destroy most any bacteria. We are safe at 170. The state only rec- 
ommends twenty minutes at 145 for the by-product such as whey. 

Mr. ADERHOLD: If you remove that water, what is the temperature 
of the curd? 

Mr. GruensterN: It varies at times, I find it somewhere around 135 
It don’t hoop until it is down to practically 90. It cools quicker in 
the winter time. 

Mr. Loewe: I would like to ask Mr. Kasper if twenty or thirty 
minutes’ hot water on the curd is not too long to keep it in such hot 
water? 

Mr. Kasper: I never tried that. We generally have our curd laying 
in the vat one and one-half or two hours. It don’t make any difference 
if you take water at 130 or 135. I think it would injure the curd. I 
just rinse it in the hot water. 

Mr. GruensTerN: Have you ever tried to use hot water when you 
have had gas?
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Mr. Loenr: I tried it once seven years ago. 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: Why d‘d you use it? It improved your curd when 
you have this kind of a milk or curd, didn’t it? 

Mr. Lorur: You also destroy the lactic acid when you use your hot 
water. You would have too sweet a cheese. 

MemsBer: Doesn’t your curd get stringy at this temperature? 

“Mr. GRUENSTERN: Yes, it gets tough-like, rubbery-like, that is, when 
you pulla plug of that cheese after it is out of the press. After a while it 
breaks down and becomes very smooth in texture. I had a cheese here 
last year in the scoring contest that I made just that way. That was 
a winter make. I have a cheese here in Class 3. It is too green to be 
scored. It was only three weeks old. I sent one down in fair shape 
but it was so green, so I don’t know what it will score. I had one 
last year that scored 96 so it can’t be injurious to the curd. 

Mr. UsBELOHDE: There was a Cheddar out here that was scored. It 
came from Marinette County. He said it was the hot water process. 
It was a very green cheese, but it was a very nice cheese, as nice as 

I ever saw. 

Mr. GERLACH: Would it be an advantage to cool that curd down again? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: It is only the first water that washes off any fat. 
After that you don’t notice much loss in fat, your press is cleaner in 
that process than any other way. There isn’t much chance for any loss 
of fat if you use the hot water, that is during the pressing process. It 
will cool down sufficient itself if you leave it in the vat and stir it 
often enough. In the average American cheese fattory it is around 
65 temperature. 

Mr. WestpHAL: At what acidity do you grind your curd? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: If you have a slow working curd it requires a 
little more—I leave it until it shows about .6 on the ac‘dimeter and if 
it works a little faster I grind on about .5. 

Mr. WestpHaL: Then from about that time until you hoop, how long - 
ss will it take? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: I usually work it a while, so that you get it smooth 
before you put on the water. If you put the water on right away there 
will be a larger amount of fat loss. If you work it about one-half hour 
or forty-five minutes you have less fat loss. 

Mr. WestepHaL: Then going through this process from that time 
until salting, how long does that take? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: A half hour or better. 

: Mr. WestpHAL: You do not salt it until it is cooled? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: I put on a little salt at first so it won’t stick to- 
gether too much. As soon as I have it dra‘ned I work it again until 
it is cooled down. I salt, probably, three or four times. In that way 
I get the salt worked in even and you have a very nice curd and 
hoop it around 90. 

Member: I was wondering if holding it at 135 you would be pas- 
teurizing it? | 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: Yes, sir.
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Member: If it is pasteurized I do not see how it holds the flavor, also. 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: Well, it does. 

Mr. WestpHAL: I would like to have Mr. Gruenstern explain it more, 
why it should hold the Cheddar flavor. Pasteurized cheese should 
be different than ordinary cheese. 

Mr. Rinpt: While this is under discussion, I have had considerable 
experience in that particular hot water process and there are a few 
things when you talk about 145 degrees, keeping that curd in that 
temperature, remember that your curd is nowhere near that tempera- 
ture and by adding that water you are raising the temperature of 
the curd and not the water. Unless you do that quick and dash it 
down aga‘n, you are going to ruin your texture. I find that this isa _ 
big advantage as far as uniformity is concerned. There are days 
when your milk varies. You have more acid than you should have 
and by using this hot water at 140 and dashing it, you are rinsing a 
certain amount of that acid away. You are getting a better cook— 
you are really getting a second cook and you are improving it. Now 
in the salting also, I do it just as Mr. Gruenstern does—you have to 
use a little more than otherwise. It dissolves quicker and runs off 
quicker with the hot water. There is no fat in the press as you have 
drained everything off of your curd. We have done it for ten years 
already. The cheese I had on exhibit here last year that scored 98% 
was a hot water cheese. If you let the hot water on for twenty or 
thirty minutes you might injure the curd. Five gallons hot water 
for every 100 pounds of curd. 

Member: How is that cheese in about five or six weeks? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: It is very good. Last year that was made in Sep- 
tember—that was almost four months old. 

Mr. WestpHaL: He said ten gallons of hot water to every 100 
pounds of curd? 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: No, I said five gallons. I use two pails to every 
100 pounds of curd. There is a danger of getting it too hot. If it 
gets too stringy, you should not get it too hot. Just enough so that 
it gets soft and rubbery-like. 

Mr. Kasper: Last fall, some time in September, we carried on some 
experiments to see if there was any difference. We couldn’t heat our 
water any hotter than 135. We generally have our water 130 degrees. 
We took one 105 and another 130, and you couldn’t tell the difference 
between that cheese. They were practically alike. We used the same 

e amount of water for both. 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: If you have your water warm enough to wash off 
the loose fat and this white whey that accumulates after milling, it 
does not mat. If you just want to wash it off it is necessary to carry 
on this kind of process that Mr. Kasper uses, but if you want to heat 
up your curd you have to have the water hotter, of course. There is 
just one thing that I wanted to say as to why I use the hot water pro- 
cess, it hastens the manufacture of cheese. I can make just as good 
a cheese w‘thout the use of this boiled water as I can with it, but it 
requires about two or three hours more time. The average cheese 
maker doesn’t get his milk in until 9:00 or 10:00 o’clock, and he, of 
course, wants to get out of the factory as soon as possible. I be- 
lieve you can hasten the process from one to two hours by using this 
hot water. 

Mr. Rinpr: I have experimented with flavors. I put 6-7 makes in :
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a cooler. Every month I took one out. The flavor will not develop 
as fast as it will on a good vat-made cheese, but it will stay sweet 
for a much longer time, and after a year you will get a flavor, not 
that exact original nutty flavor, but still that may be a better flavor. 

CHEESE EXHIBIT CRITICISM 

By Mr. W. F. Huserr, Sheboygan 

Ladies and Gentlemen: This year we left the criticism off the 

program, and I thought I was going to get out of saying anything. 

You will have to say something about the cheese in the other room. 

I am going to begin with cheese from Class 1. 

There are 64 entries, out of those 64 entries the judges put 54 in 

the Fancy Class and 10 in Grade 1. I think that is remarkable. The 

first 10 or 12 we pulled we could hardly tell the difference in. When 

we got to scoring off those cheese we had 16 cheese that we put on 

the table in Class 1 that we judged very close. I think it shows that : 

the cheese makers that sent in Class 1 cheese used good judgment 

in sending them here. In Class 2 we didn’t find as good a cheese. 

We found a good many more off-flavored cheese. Some of those 

were stamped on the side of the cheese, “Washed Curd,” A good many 

of those had been stamped Fancy by either the maker or the dealer. 

There were 82 out of Class 2 that were fancy and 34 Grade 1. 

In Class 3, which is your November and December cheese, we found 

we had 89; 59 Fancy; 28 Grade 1; 2 Grade 2 cheese. 

Class 2 was as nice a lot of cheese as I have ever seen. The average 

seore of our cheese this year is: 

95.09 for Class 1. “ 

93.76 for Class 2. 

92.06 for Class 3. t 

- 92.68 for Colby type. 

We found a good many cheese in there that were branded Fancy Bi 

on the side which the judges placed, according to their score, in 

Grade 1. In Class 3 there were 11 cheese that were stamped “Fancy.” 

Out of those we left 5 in the Fancy grade and 6 in Grade 1. One thing 

I would like to tell you and that is that you will notice there are some 

longhorns there. They are very irregular in size, they are not uniform. 

They are from 10 to 14 inches in height. I wish something could be 

done. Last year we tried, through the Division of Markets of Wis- 

consin, to establish a uniform standard size of cheese form. The 

daisies and flats are very uniform, but the longhorns are not. 

DISCUSSION 

Memeser: Isn’t it true that a lot of the cheese would be in the Fancy 
class if it wouldn’t be for the appearance of the cheese? 

Mr. Hupert: No; quality is what counts. We mark them down on 
appearance—we didn’t mark the cheese down on appearance unless 
it was way off on appearance and then we cut them. We went for 
texture and flavor mainly. We didn’t cut anybody on account of size
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of hoop. We didn’t hit them very hard on the appearance of the 
cheese, while some of them should have been scored down. 

Mr. Lopur: I have a plan of making longhorns which is a good one. 
I use a regular dairy scale. You can get every longhorn very even 
after you have them hooped if you make them weigh about 12% or 
18 pounds on the scale and you will never have them off. That is the 
only way you can get even longhorns. You cannot guess at them. 

Mr. Husert: We can put over a cheese with a good appearance much 
easier than with a poor. 

THE USE OF CULTURES IN SWISS CHEESE 

A letter from Mr. Casper Jaggi, Albany, Wisconsin: 

Mr. J. L. Sammis, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

. Dear Sir: I received both of your letters. Many thanks for them. 
I think that I would like to go to the convention and speak about 
“The Use of Cultures in Swiss Cheese Making,” as you have asked 
me to do. I think that I will send a cheese to the convention, too, but 
I am very sorry to say that I cannot go there myself because, since I 
clarify the milk I can now make good Swiss cheese once a day all 
winter, which I could not do before. 

If I were making Brick cheese like I always did in winter before 
I knew anything about clarifying, then I think that I could go. Clarify- 
ing certainly is a great thing and so are the cultures. The milk I get 
here is very bad at times, and the cheese maker that was here before 
said that it was impossible to make Swiss cheese out of it. 

I had trouble the first year I was here, too, but since I am using 
the cultures everything is going just fine and since I clarify the milk 
the cheese is coming still nicer and better. I am certainly very thank- 
ful for what you and Mr. Gere have done for me. I wish that you 
would send me the Bulgaricus Starter in winter, too. I can gladly say 
that the Bulgaricus, the eye culture and clarifying the milk are three 
great things in Swiss cheese making. At least they are to be credited 
for the good luck I have. 

I appreciate Mr. Gere’s interest and yours in this matter very much. 
Very truly yours, 

Casper Jaqcr. 

NECESSARY IMPROVEMENTS IN OUR SWISS CHEESE 
- FACTORY METHODS 

By Mr. C. M. Gere, U. S. Department of Agriculture 

The manufacture of Swiss cheese is unlike the process or the method 

of manufacturing any other cheese, since in other cheese we have a 

standardized process or practically so. In other words, we have con- 

trol of the various factors which enter into the process so that the 

finished product can be controlled, if the factors can be controlled. 

In Swiss cheese, in the past it has been altogether a different problem. 

We' have had to have the best type of milk, even then there were 

certain factors that could not be controlled. Before entering into neces- 

sary improvements in the manufacture of Swiss cheese, we should 

perhaps outline briefly what the qualifications of a good Swiss cheese 

of Fancy or No..1 are. The quality standard on our domestic Swiss
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cheese is of course the imported Swiss cheese and that is the quality 

standard that we have to measure up to, and a cheese to measure up 

to these qualifications must have, of course, not too many eyes, 

smooth texture, and sweetish flavor, white in color, and plenty of salt. 

To meet the qualifications of this flavor has been the aspiration of 

our cheese makers. 

Our first scientific work was in 1900 by Freudenreich & Jensen in 

Switzerland, and later was followed by a book outlining the methods 

as used in Switzerland, and published by Peter and Held. These 

methods were, of course, introduced into our: Swiss cheese districts 

by cheese makers who had formerly worked in Switzerland. The 

application of these methods as used in Switzerland have never met 

with the same degree of success as they did in the mother country, 

due probably to the climatic conditions and the larger quantities of 

milk handled. 

Along about 1910 the United States Department of Agriculture saw : 

the possibility in the developments of the standardized method in the 

manufacture of Swiss cheese and the Bulgaricus organism was isolated 

in the form of a pure culture. This was found to contribute largely to 

the uniformity of flavor in the cheese. This organism develops acid 

at a higher temperature than our lactic that we use in our American 

cheese making. It is probably the only way of suppressing the ab- 

normal condition in Swiss cheese. We have no acid and we cannot 

ripen the milk to any degree that will assist us to get through the 

process of suppressing acidy fermentation. It is necessary to use this 

acid organism to suppress it and use an organism which will grow in 

this high temperature in cooking Swiss cheese. The Bulgaricus or- 

ganisms are especially adapted for this purpose. This organism has 

always been grown unconsciously by the cheese makers in the prep- 

aration of their sour in the home-made rennet. The later develop- 

ments we have that by controlling all these factors and ofttimes in 

our rennet we have casein fermentations in the rennet. 

By inoculating Bulgaricus we can suppress the abnormal fermen- 

tation that appears in the manufacturing of process. Following the 

Bulgaricus was the isolation of the eye-forming organism. This is 

characteristic of the Swiss cheese. During the winter months the 

usual practice is to discontinue the manufacturing of Swiss cheese. 

A lot of factories have trouble during the summer months with this. 

It has been a great thing in standardizing flavor in cheese and assist- 

ing in getting the cheese open in such high temperatures in the cur- 

ing process later. There are a few things in the eye-forming culture. 

You should have curing rooms that are cool enough to stop its action. 

Unless the cheese can be cured below 60 it is hard to control the : 

fermentation that goes on working in the cheese. We found that to 

be true in some cases. 
If this organism is used in a very good milk we do not get so much 

of this over-working, but in using milk that is heavily contaminated 

it works more vigorously and more difficult to stop its action. There 

are certain factors that enter into the right controlling of the tem- 
.
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perature that must be observed in the eye-forming culture. It is a 

wonderful factor in protecting a uniform cheese and uniform flavors. 

In the factors following the development of eye-forming culture is the 

work of our cheese makers at Madison. We inaugurated a course 

about three years ago, I believe, and during this time over one hun- 

dred cheese makers attended this course and have learned the methods 

of handling the cultures and more recent developments of handling 

their sour and home-made rennet and every case where the cheese 

makers have gone out into factories they have improved the cheese 

and the milk supply and more profit to the producer. 

Along with these other developments we found that some methods 

of controlling the temperature of handling or curing our Bulgaricus 

and even home-made rennet was desirable. The usual practice in the 

old days, where they took chances on the climatic conditions, where 

they placed their home-made rennet in a warm place and took chances 

on the results—we now have an incubator of two temperatures, one 

a higher for the Bulgaricus and a lower temperature for the home- 

made rennet. This makes an absolute control of this factor and is 

very important. Then by applying the methods of the preparation 

of Bulgaricus in the home-made rennet or the Bulgaricus in the milk 

standardizes that part of the process. We have found trouble in get- 

ting a line on the milk that was giving us trouble in this connection, 

we have developed the method of Methylene Blue. 

One of the later developments is the working against the glass 

problem. With an excessive amount of fat in proportion of the solids 

or casein, as we might say, a standard has been worked out that if 

we got the proper ratio of the fat to the casein we can hold the glass 

in check in every instance. The older way was to use water before 

setting and after, and washing the fat out. By making a casein test 

and a fat test we can tell exactly. what fat and casein content to reach 

to assure you a good product, as far as glass is concerned. 

Along with these problems it was found necessary to find some 

test for grading milk whereby the amount and type of contamina- 

tion could be determined on fresh milk such as received at cheese fac- 

tories on twice-a-day delivery. The Methylene Blue reduction test, in 

conjunction with the fermentation test, was found most suitable for 

this purpose. By working out a standard of time for the reduction 

ot the Methylene Blue, together with the condition of the fermentation 

test, the source of poor milk could be readily located. 

Together with other problems was the long existing difficulty with 

Glaesler cheese, which is brought about by the excessive amount of 

fat in proportion to the casein in the milk for Swiss cheese making. 

By the old process of manufacture, this was combatted by the use of 

water added before and after heating, thereby washing the fat out in 

proportion to the amount of water added. In conducting a series of 

experiments it was found at certain periods of the year that it was 

necessary to reduce the fat to a certain ratio to the casein to avoid 

making Glaesler cheese. This was, of course, the aim in the old method 

of using water after heating the milk. After the proper ratio of the
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fat to the casein had been established, the Walker Titration method 

for testing casein, together with the Babcock test, made a very simple 

and effective method of determining how much to standardize the 

milk to avoid Glaesler cheese. 

With reference to the standard of high quality Swiss cheese, we note 

that the outstanding feature of a high-grade Swiss is the eye forma- F 

tion. It is generally known that a cheese which has a good eye for- 

mation usually has a good flavor and texture. The control of the eye 

formation has no doubt been one of the greatest problems in the manu- 

facture of domestic Swiss cheese. While a cheese with a good eye for- 

mation usually has all the other qualities, we also have two other 

classes which may have equally as good texture and flavor as the 

cheese of the high standard, but due to an excessive eye formation 

falls into the Class I and Class II. As a matter of fact the average 

factories operating under the old system do not average over 25 per 

cent of Fancy, or cheese of the highest type. Even by the use of the 

culture or the best methods that could be devised heretofore the eye 

formation could not be controlled. 

Clarification has been found to greatly improve this condition. It 

also improves the texture of the cheese, and makes it possible to pro- 

duce a high percentage of fancy cheese from milk delivered once a 

day, something which has never been accomplished with any great 

degree of success in this country. Since the use of the Bulgaricus, 

the eye-forming cultures have in the past been presented at this con- 

vention, we will not discuss their merits in detail except to bear in 

mind that one or both of these cultures have been prominent factors 

in establishing the success of improved methods in Swiss cheese making. 

The latest development and, no doubt, the most essential step to- 

wards standardizing the method of making Swiss cheese is clarifica- 

tion, or centrifuging the milk, to control the eye formation. The 

causes of this great difference in eye formation and texture in cheese 

from clarified and unclarified milk have not been fully determined 

from a scientific standpoint, however, in actual factory practice it 

has proven a great success. Among the first factory experiments in : 

connection with the clarification for Swiss cheese were conducted at the 

government plant, Grove City, Pa., from milk delivered once a day. 

Cheese was made from centrifuged milk and milk which was not 
centrifuged. The results were as follows: 77.6 per cent of the cheese 
from milk which was centrifuged graded Fancy, 7.1 per cent No. I, 
15.3 per cent No. II. The cheese made from milk which-was not 
centrifuged graded 30.3 per cent Fancy, 52.3 per cent No. I, 17.4 per 
cent No. II. 

In our cheese work here in southern Wisconsin we have five fac- x 
- tories which have taken up clarification. One of these plants had the 
milk delivered twice daily and at the other four the milk was de- 
livered once a day. Four of these factories have averaged 81.9 per 
cent Fancy cheese since they began to clarify and 92.1 per cent Fancy 
and No. I. : 

Four of these plants began clarification at the most critical time
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= of the season for the manufacture of good cheese, July and August. 

As further evidence of the success of clarification these factories re- 

ceived a straight price for each month’s cheese of 34 cents to 39% 

cents, against 29 cents to 36 cents of the average factory. 

While clarification has, no doubt, proven to be a great accomplish- 

ment in standardizing the process of Swiss cheese making, there are 

certain factors which enter into it and must be regarded to insure 

success. First, milk must be sweet and of good quality if delivered 

once a day. If milk is delivered twice a day it should be cooled, 

either at the farm or at the factory before centrifuging, otherwise 

trouble with foam will be experienced. In warm, fresh milk this 

foam works down slowly and causes too much delay in the cheese 

making process. If an attempt is made to coagulate this milk with- 

out first removing it, or breaking this foam, an uneven coagulation of 

the milk will result when the rennet is added. From milk delivered 

once a day this trouble does not occur, even in heating aged milk to 

90-95°F. before centrifuging and very little trouble is experienced 

= with foam. In the case of milk delivered warm twice a day a tem- 

perature of 85-88°F., or even a little lower, seems to give good results 

and little or no trouble with foam. Centrifuging at a high speed 

seems to result in a more marked influence on the eye formation. 

In summarizing the developments in the manufacture of Swiss cheese, 

we have before us an outline of the necessary improvements. 

: First. The use of the Bulgaricus in the preparation of home-made 

rennet and sour, or in the milk starter if rennet extract and eye-form- 

ing culture is used. 

Second. The use of the eye-forming culture if the curing room tem- 

: perature can be controlled the year around, otherwise use it during 

the cool months where difficulty is experienced in opening the cheese. 

Third. The use of the incubator in controlling temperatures of the 

= home-made rennet, sour and Bulgaricus. 

Fourth. For every Swiss cheese maker to attend at least the two 

weeks’ course at the University of Wisconsin, given for Swiss cheese 

makers, or better, the regular three months’ Dairy course, and learn 

all the tests including the Babcock, casein, use of the lactometer, 

Methylene Blue and other tests, together with standardizing and 

handling the cultures. 

Fifth. Clarification, including equipping plants with good sanitary 

pumps, piping, to handle the milk conveniently and with as little delay 

as possible after it reaches the factory. It has been proven that it is 

possible, by carefully following these methods, to produce as high or 

even higher percentage of Fancy and No. 1 cheese from milk de- 

livered once a day than factories operating twice a day under the 

old system. 
DISCUSSION 

Mr. Ziesune: How did you handle the situation with regard to foam- 

ing and temperature? 

Mr. Gere: We had to cool the milk down to 85-88°F. to break your 

foam down. 

Bees =
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Memser: At what temperature do you operate your clarifier? 

Mr. Gere: We have worked with a temperature of 90-95°F. with 
cool milk that has been aged and 85-88°F. with milk delivered twice 
a day. 

Mr. UspeLonpe: Is the result as good now with making Swiss cheese 
once a day as it was formerly making it twice a day? . 

Mr. Gere: Yes, we find that it is more successful. It is a great 
advantage to the cheese maker. 

Mr. Jace: Before I clarified I could hardly make a nice No. 1 cheese. 
It was always pin holey. There was a lot of slime and stuff in the : 
milk. I did my best and couldn’t do any better. Well, I put my 
starter in before clarifying, then I put my clarifier in and it takes out 
the dirt. I find the poor stuff is out and I find a nice cheese with good 
flavor—no pin holes. 

Mr. Gere: Now are there any further questions about clarification? 
If not, we will go on with the stinker discussion here. Mr. Lenherr, 
will you open the discussion on that? 

Mr. Lenuerr: In that regard we couldn’t say just exactly where it 
comes from, yet at the same time we find out that it is the milk, that 
is, what we call the bitter milk, by having a mixture of that, it is a 
case that some of that milk will not be cooking as much as it will with 
the rest of it, and that leaves a certain moisty, soft cheese. That white 
stuff could not be pressed out. That will leave those spots that are 
called stinky. 

Mr. Gere: By the use of the good strong sour—by a good Bulgaricus 
culture—we are able to suppress the stinker and have stopped it. I 
believe in Madison they have made a statement that they experimented 
and found that the cultures of the stinker organism added to the 
cheese and worked the cheese toward production of the stinkers, and 
in every case where they used the Bulgaricus organism they were able 
to suppress the stinker trouble. They inoculated the milk, enough 
for two kettles of cheese, with a heavy inoculation of stinker organism : 
and added Bulgaricus to one kettle and nothing to the other, and that 
would get a stinker cheese in the kettle where they didn’t use the 

: organism. We were able to clean it up with the use of the Bulgaricus. 

Memser: The season when you get stinker cheese is during July 
and August and I think that is because of older milk which is given 
only once a day. 

Mr. Gere: That is something we didn’t know in connection with the . 
clarifier. It assists in making a better showing of clarified cheese, which 
is always firmer and cleaner. 

Mr. Marty: I have noticed a good deal by going around from fac- 
tory to factory. It was during the stinky epidemic—it was during the 
drouth of the year and perhaps cows, to a large extent that come in, 
in the latter period of their lactation. They have gone into a second 
flush during the spring of the year. Now, for good cheese making, the 
original intention was that all cows should become freshened in the 
spring of the year and as the period of the lactation went out, the 
cheese maker changed his method some to the latter period of the year. 

In my opinion there is no secret about the stinker at all, if you only 
look at your milk, if you make individual tests of your milk. It is 
no more or less than milk that has improperly precipitated from the 
casein. It is milk where the rennet action didn’t work upon a certain 
portion of your milk and it left a milky fluid go into your curd, and
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never was properly cooked out. You have noticed the wild floaters. 

I have had cheese makers stop stirring in the kettles during the pro- 

cess. The bulk of the trouble was in the bottom of the kettle. They 

were floating curd between the top and bottom of the kettle that it 

took longer to settle than others. 

Mr. Wverricu: I overcame that last August and July with a home- 

made sour and a good rennet; it was overcome right away. 

Mr. Gere: Glassy cheese is a cheese that breaks like glass during the 

curing process. Seams come through the interior of the cheese and this 

throws it into No. 2 class. We would like to hear how you overcome 

this glass. 

Mr. Ziesunc: This summer in June I had some glass in there until 

I started to separate the milk from 500 or 600 pounds in the kettle. 

You reduce your fat to about one of fat to .78 of casein. I had con- 

siderable trouble in June, but after I began standardizing to that ratio 

of fat to casein I didn’t have any trouble with glassy cheese. 

Mr. Gere: Did you ever add water before setting? 

Mr. Oprenuermer: Yes, sir. I think the proper way is to separate 

your milk to get some of that fat off. 

Mr. Gere: It has been the usual practice for years and years to 

add water before setting, or use water to wash out the fat after setting, 

or skimming it is a matter of proper ratio. The cheese makers have 

worked it out in a practical way. In our work we have established 

a standard ratio of casein to fat. By making a test once a week 

you have absolute control of this glassy proposition. 

Standardized Milk for Swiss Cheese 

. Mr. Gere: Will Mr. Lenherr give us some ideas on standardized milk 

for Swiss cheese? How should it be done? 

Mr. Lenuerr: Well, I think by organizing a joint committee we 

should go before the legislature and tell them what we want. 

Mr. Gere: As Mr. Lenherr suggests, I should say it would be a very 

fine movement to appoint a committee to go before the legislature and 

get an adjustment there. 

Mr. Marry: I believe that we are properly within our r-ghts to ask 

for a hearing before the joint committee of the legislature with the 

ultimate possibility of getting some rules for the standardization of 

milk for Swiss cheese. A number of years ago I was informed that 

practically every bit of imported Swiss cheese that lands in our coun- 

try is partly skimmed. We got a law through and it is on our statute 

books, to permit any fat content in Swiss cheese as low as 43 per cent. 

Why not have it more definitely stated as lawful to properly standardize 

your milk for the manufacture of Swiss cheese when found so neces- 

sary. A committee should be appointed here before the wind-up of 

this session to formulate and place this matter before the legislature 

in that way. I am satisfied that our State Dairy and Food Department 

will aid you along that line to standardize the milk for the manufac- 

ture of Swiss cheese. 

Mr. Winper: It is well understood that the fat shall not be less than 

43 per.cent. The definition of cheese requires that cheese be made 

from whole milk. This limits the fat to at least 3 per cent, but it is 

also a direct violation of the law if you take from the milk any part 

_of the fat it contains. Complaints are coming in recently that cer- 

tain makers are doing this thing and other makers of other cheese are
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asking for protection under the law. It is held at the present time 
that to remove any fat from the milk is a direct violation of the law. 

Mr. Gere: We have tested quite a good deal of Swiss cheese where 
we have done standardizing. In some instances it was necessary to 
skim as low as 2.8 per cent in the beginning of the manufacturing 
process, and I think we had from 46% per cent to 47 per cent fat in 
the cheese. I think the best way to handle that is as Mr. Marty 
suggests, to appoint a committee. 

Milk Delivered Once a Day for Swiss Cheese 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Gere: I am wondering, Mr. Jaggi, if you could tell us about 
Swiss cheese made from milk delivered once a day. You have had 
some experience in that connection. 

Mr. Jacci: I find I can make a lot better cheese from milk delivered 
once a day than the other way. I cool it down myself and I get a 
nice cheese. Now that I clarify it, it is better since the farmers de- 
liver the milk once a day. 

Mr. Gere: We have three or four factories who have made cheese 
and clarify on once-a-day basis. The first work was done at Brod- ‘ 
head and that averaged around 70 per cent and 90 per cent Fancy , 
with once-a-day milk. We have factories at Monroe that have always 
made cheese from milk delivered once a day. They have had better 
luck with the cultures. 

Mr. ZiesuNnc: Well, I took the milk once a day and clarified all the 
milk, and took so much fat away. I have no trouble at all. I make 
cheese only once a day. 

Mr. Gere: How much Bulgaricus did you put on your stomachs? 

Mr. Ziesune: Around two teaspoonfuls to each stomach. I used 
the home-made rennet. In the month of August, I have, I think, about 
90 per cent Fancy No. 1 cheese. 

~ Mr. Weurricu: Tell us about how you made your home-made rennet. 

Mr. Ziesunc: The way I fixed my rennet, I set it 24 hours and I 
kept the temperature up to about 80 or 85°F. I put in one teaspoon- 
ful of Bulgaricus and let it set in the incubator for 24 hours and then 
I took it out and let it set for about six hours, to let it cool off, and I 
did the same way with the sour. Leave it in the incubator for 24 
hours at 102°F. to 106°F. I had pretty good sour. 

THE SWISS CHEESE SCHOOL AT MADISON 

Mr. Gere: The past three years we have put on a two weeks’ course 
in the University of Wisconsin in cooperation with the Southern Wis- 
consin Cheese Association. Those courses have been especially for the_ 
Swiss cheese makers. Two weeks is a limited time to cover the manu- 
facture or process of Swiss cheese. It would not be possible to take 
a new man in and teach him Swiss cheese making, but we have found 
that a man who has had experience, we can teach him the cultures, 
the sour, the rennet and what the meaning of a good sour and home- 
made rennet should be. What the acid:ty should be and the strength 
of the sour and the rennet and how to use it. All the tests that will 
apply in a cheese maker’s work. The Babcock test, lactometer in con- 
junction with the fermentation test, its application and the method of
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handling his cheese, measuring the strength of his solid grind. A 

touch of bacter.ology, so he knows what we mean when we talk of milk, 

so that he can explain to the farmers to bring sanitary milk to the 

cheese factory. This course will start the 4th of February and if 

there are any members here in the Swiss cheese district, or Swiss 

cheese makers who are desirous of taking the course, they should get 

in touch with the Secretary of the Southern Wisconsin Cheese Makers 

Association, at Monroe, Mr. Henry Elmer. 

Mr. Marty: The main object of this course is to teach experienced 

cheese makers. I want to assure you that I hope that we will be suc- 

cessful enough to retain Mr. Gere’s aid as an expert along that line in 

the future and I hope that he will always have time to give two weeks 

every year to help us, because I think his work is a revolution in the 

Swiss cheese industry. The school is for the general good of the Swiss 

cheese industry. It was originally held at Monroe, but we didn’t have 

the facilities for testing, laboratory work, and bacteriology work. We 

were handicapped to such an extent that we found it more advisable 

to take the class to Madison where everything is available for the 

students. 

f Every man that took that course under Mr. Gere has gone back well 

i pleased with it. After Mr. Ziebung had taken his first two weeks’ 

course, he took first prize at Milwaukee on Swiss cheese. He went the 

following week to Monroe, Green County, and took first prize there. 

He attributes his success absolutely to this two weeks’ course. You 

will find it worth while to spend your time at the school. 

HOW TO MAKE WASHED CURD CHEESE 

Mr. Kuen: To begin with, I add starter and stir it in thoroughly. 

I turn on steam gradually after I have all the milk in. About 86 is 

about the right temperature. I make a rennet test and I set it. The 

rennet test should be about 2, 2% or sometimes 3, on the Marshall 

test. I add about 3 ounces of rennet to 1,000 pounds of milk, to curdle 

in 20 to 25 minutes. Then I cut my curd into % inch cubes, some- 

times smaller, but not any larger, and I stir this about 10 minutes 

with my hands. Then I use the rake and I keep stirring it until it 

is time to draw the whey. I generally draw the whey an hour or 50 

minutes, at which time I have % inch of acid. Then I draw it off 

at once. If I have to stir the curd I do it, if not, I bind it on the side. 

Then I cut it in str.ps of 4 inches. Then I turn it over. I do this 

about four times. Then I double it and after I have it doubled I gen- 

erally keep the two pieces right together and then keep turning it the 

same as I did before and try to keep the pieces as square as possible. 

I mat this for about perhaps 1% hours, sometimes not that long, 

depending on how the curd works, at which time it should have 1% 

inches of acid when it is ready to grind. I pour the cold water over it, 

I cool it down to about 86, but I don’t leave the water on very long. 

. Then I gutter and let the water drain off for about 15 minutes until 

it is pretty dry, then I add the salt at the rate of 2% pounds salt to 

1,000 pounds of milk. I let this lay for about 10 or 15 minutes and 

; then I put it in the hoops. 

i Mr. Gruenstern: Isn't there a great danger there of having too 

much water in the curd? 

Mr. Kuent: I never had that trouble. I get it off as quickly as 

possible. Just as soon as the curd is milled I start to work it over 

right away. 

Memper: What temperature is the water when you wash it? 

Mr. Kuent: Right out of the well—cold water. 

= Saws
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Mr. Usseronpe: In regards to incorporating more moisture by wash- 
ing the curd w'th cold water, there is danger, we will admit that. There 
shouldn’t be any more moisture in the curd if everything is all right. 
As a rule we work this just a little bit fast. The idea is to get your 
milk just right, cooked right, and get your acid to work fast enough 
and get the curd firm enough and have it thoroughly dry. When 
your whey is all off there is no danger then. I think a lot of the boys 
are misled with this washed-curd system. I don’t call it washing it, I 
call it rinsing it with cold water. 

Mr. Kvuent: It makes a very nice cheese though. It is ready for 
the trade in about three weeks. 

Mr. Uspevonpe: I never used the warm water process until after 
I used the cold water process. My experience has been that by rinsing 
the curd with the cold water your cheese cures faster, and I presume 
washing your curd with the warm water makes it slower in the curing. 
With the cold water process it cures faster. 

Mr. Rinpt: Then it is understood from your experience that the 
cold water process cures up sooner than the warm water process. 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: I don’t know, I haven’t used the warm water long 
enough. ° 

Memser: Is there danger of causing an open cheese w'th the cold 
water? 

Mr. Ben Weser: I find I can do that with brick cheese; I can get 
the same by rinsing with cold water. 

Mr. UsseLtonpe: This curd must be just right. Work it the way 
you ordinarily do and put cold water on that and you will add from 
1 to 4 per cent more moisture. If we salted when it was at the 
right stage without washing it with cold water it would have at least 
1 or 2 per cent less moisture than if it was washed with cold water. 

Mr. ADERHOLD: I have seen considerable cheese made by this process 
and I watched one of the New York men show our factory men how 
to go about it. He was sent here for that purpose, and he cooled the 

: curd down to 70 and that was done in about six minutes, but there was 
about 600 pounds of curd in the vat and there were over 20 big pails 
of water used in those six minutes. Now that curd, after milling, had 
been stirred a few times and then it was piled about seven inches deep 
clear across the vat and the whole thing saturated with water quickly. 
It was worked through and the water drawn out, and immediately that 
process was repeated. That was done three times inside of six minutes. 
Two men each had a big pa‘l and a fork. Now you can assume in 
that case the curd was being soaked six minutes. It probably would 
take up some water. In other instances there was less help where the 
water wasn’t as handy, where it took three times as long to cool it 
down. 

In Syracuse they cautioned me that it was very necessary that the 
curd be very firm in using this process for a cheese that is to be kept 
a considerable length of time. This so-called cold water curd cheese 
that is made in Wisconsin, the flavor will not quite hold out. It will 
be inclined to be somewhat flat and bitter as compared with the cheese 
that is not so washed. 

Mr. Sammis: I think it would be interesting to ask the members, 
who make this type of cheese, what temperature they said it was 
right to have the curd after using water. 

Mr. Kuen: At about 68.
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Mr. Upsetoupe: I raise my temperature to about 80 in the cold 

weather. During the summer months between 70 and 75, then I use 

more salt. These New York men advised you at first to use 2%4 pounds 

of salt, then they raised it to 2%4, but I use 3 pounds, unknown to the 

New York instructor, with better results. : 

Mr. Rinpt: By using more salt you expel some water and get a 

better texture. 

Memper: While we are discussing washing curds, while we could 

discuss the warm water wash, I use warm water. The reason I do that 

is that I have a condensory in connection with my factory. We could 

get a little more cream out of our whey by washing with warm water. 

I believe the time is ripe when we must stop all standardization of 

; milk, or let the cheese maker standardize. 

Mr. ApERHOLD: They are somewhat in the same position that the 

Swiss cheese makers are. 

Mr. Rinpr: Is there any law regarding that? They have their 

product standardized so that it must not contain less than a certain 

percentage of fat. 
e 

Mr. UspeLoupe: The advantages of making washed curd cheese was 

pretty well covered by the gentleman who spoke before I did. I don’t 

know that there is any great advantage in making this washed curd 

cheese. The only real advantage that I can see in making this washed 

cold water cheese is that you get a cheese that will cure out faster in 

the hot weather. Only certain markets call for that. Unless there is 

a law for that, I wouldn’t advise it because your risks are too much. 

Mr. Sammis: I would like to ask Mr. Ubbelohde if the cooling of 

curd prevents gas. 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: I have had no experience in that respect. I had 

only two days of gas this summer, it being my first experience in 

using cold water. I kept that cheese longer than I would ordinarily and 

it was pretty tough. 

Mr. Sais: With,the washing with cold water the main effect is 

to keep back 1 or 2 per cent of water in the cheese. 

Mr. Ussetonpe: Unless they have a good place to get rid of it, I 

wouldn’t try it. > 

Mr. Sammis: That is, you would like to have it sold before you 

make it? 

Mr. UBBELOHDE: Yes. 

Memper: It checked the gas for the time being but after it got 

where it began to warm up again we found out that gas forms as fast 

as ever. 

Mr. Rixprt: When they get warm again they grow so much faster. 

Mr. Usseronpe: In order to make a good washed curd cheese you 

have to put in a good hour to two hours longer than any ordinary con- 

dition of cheese.
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PRIVATE OR COOPERATIVE FACTORIES—WHICH? 

By Mr. F. H. Carpenter of Stetsonville 

Ladies and Gentlemen: I have always said cooperative ownership 5 
is best. Why should I go and invest my money in a factory and maybe 
tomorrow you all go against me? For example, about six miles from " 
me stands a factory, which used to receive ten thousand or twelve 

= thousand pounds of milk a day. Now it stands with doors shut and 
it has no patrons. 

Right on my corner stand two factories with the lot between us. 
One is privately owned and the other cooperatively. Why? Because 
the farmers were discouraged with private-owned factories and they s 
wanted to run their own business. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. Lrnptow: I can buy a factory and run it cheaper than a coopera- 
tive factory. 

Member: What rent do you pay? 

Member: They thought the cheese maker would take more interest 
in it, having his own money in it, but some of them will take as much 
interest with the farmer’s money as their own, with some aga.n it 
is just the opposite. 

Mr. Samis: ‘I would like to ask why he should invest his money 
in a factory? Why not let the farmers own their factory? 

Mr. Carrenter: That is what I think. Let the farmer own his own 
factory, and invest his own money in it. 

Mr. Ussetonpe: The farmer is running the business—the cheese 
maker has no money tied up in there. They pay them wages enough 
so they can afford to take an interest in the factory. 

Mr. Rinpt: One thing must be taken into consideration, there is 
¥ many a district in the State of Wisconsin where the farmers have 

taken hold of it several times. They have failed for some reason or 
other. Maybe because they were not united, but in this particular case 
I have noticed there seems to be no other way unless somebody else 
whom they have faith in will take hold individually and buy it and ; 
run it. 

Mr. GRUENSTERN: I believe it doesn’t make any difference who owns 
the factory as long as there is harmony. I believe any good cheese 
maker can purchase any factory in any loaction and make it go in 
most instances. The farmers, on an average, are used to changing 
every year or so, but we should get them accustomed to have a cheese 
maker for a long time, and then they are not so apt to complain, but up 
in our section there are more cheese factories owned privately than 
cooperatively. 

Mr. Rinpt: Mr. Gruenstern thought it would make practically no 
difference as long as the management was right. That holds true in 
many instances. There is one little difference there. Some factories 
have had good men, but some little thing has come up between the 
patrons and himself and they build a factory across the road. 

Mr. GrUENSTERN: I had some experience with a privately-owned 
cheese factory and a cooperative factory. I ran a cooperative factory 

ee
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for nine years and I found that I was sick and tired of it and so I 

quit and made a home of my own. I had a good bunch of farmers 

and they had a lot of money. After an inspector came around they 

wanted me to go out. They made me throw out the separator. Some- 

body came over there and condemned it. I lost seven hundred dollars— 

they didn’t fix anything. They thought, “if you don’t want to run it, 

somebody else will run it.” So I quit and bought my own factory and 

I am satisfied with it. I believe if a cheese maker runs a factory he 

can run one just as clean as a cooperative. Although we have some 

very good cooperative factories that have been built lately, they built 

them good because they had to. Some burned down, so they had to 

rebuild. Where these two factories are running on one lot, it is too 

bad that two factories are that close together and both trying to make ’ 

a go of it. I hope the time comes when the factories in the state will 

be built under the superv:sion of the state department, and they will not 

allow factories three or four rods from one another. 

Mr. Rrnpr: We found such condition several years ago, trying to 

get them under the Railroad Rate Commission. If we could get them 

there we would have one big thing to contend with, that is, whether 

other business would come under the same rule. We introduced it to 

the Equity and we found it is a very hard problem. It seems we should 

have protection, but just how that thing can be done I don’t know. 

WHAT CAUSES CHEESE TO SPLIT? 

: DISCUSSION 

Mr. Rinpt: We have noticed, and no doubt all makers have, that 
there are times of the year when cheese will open, and it splits cross- 

ways. It might be very close the first week, it might be very close 

the first three or four months, but it will open lengthwise. What 

causes cheese to split? Let us have a discussion if anybody knows 

what the cause of it is. 

Mr. ApeRHOoLD: In a certain factory in Dodge County, for a year 
or two they had considerable trouble in cheese splitting. This was 
brick cheese. They had our scientific men working on it from Madi- 
son, who are bacteriologists, and this cheese seemingly was very good 

to begin with and the milk seemed good. The factory was clean, whey 
was pasteurized, but after the cheese was a few weeks old it would 
split in the center and the flavor would go wrong. Some of it was 
shipped out to the trade and this same thing would take place if it 
was shipped out and it seemed they were unable to find the cause. 
It must have been some bacterial cause. Now with American cheese 
we have what I used to call blisters with the daisies, twins and ched- 
dars. Sometimes over night a large blister will ra‘se in the surface. 
I have seen it split across the top within a half inch from the surface. 
That might be caused by the same thing that caused those brick cheese 
to split. I have never heard much of any explanation about this. 

: Mr. Rinpr: It seems to be a hard problem. I have heard if the 

cheese had more acid it might not do so, just exactly what the cause 
of that is I don’t know. 

Memser: I have heard already that there is some yeast fermenta- 
tion that takes place in that cheese. I have seen cheese that is closed 
and solid and possibly after two weeks on the storage floor they have 
opened up possibly an inch or so. After cutting open they found some 
yeast. It seems to be something different from a gas or a pin hole. 
I don’t know whether it is pasteurized. Perhaps cans are be:ng washed 
with the same rag that the housewife used to wash her bread pan. 
This may have caused it. 

a8 ace”
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Member: I believe I could give you an explanation on split cheese. 
To begin with, I am running a farm factory and am a cheese maker 
myself, but I am not making the cheese, but I am just managing the 
factory. A year ago th.s last summer we had quite a lot of trouble 
with split brick cheese, that split inside and outside. Well, I didn’t 
know exactly what to do; I knew there was some cause for it and I 
knew it wasn’t the cheese maker’s fault, 99 out of 100 are not to blame 
for any of those causes. It is in the cows. If the cows give good 
milk, if it goes in the natural way to the factory, you are going to 

5 make good cheese. So I went to Mr. Stewart and had him examine 
this thing. He worked a whole day and made tests. In the evening 
we had a demonstration on the farm, and after that time he went to 

. a farmer to which we directed him to go. We knew where the bad 
stuff came from because we found how he washed the pails and cans 
and looked after the milking machine on th's place. I watched the 
milking and noticed that he took that milk and mixed it all thoroughly 
and left part of it on the farm where it belonged and brought the rest 
to me. I have a well that has always ice cold water. I took care of 
that can of milk. Next morning I stirred that milk along with my 
milk and that man’s milk, and tested it. That man’s milk had a pe 
culiar sour taste to it. Mr. Stewart told us to make a cheese curd 
test of the two different milks and we did, and there was no difference. 
The curd test showed them all right, so we got busy, and went and 
took a sample from each cow. He had about twenty-two cows and 

there were more than half of those cows that showed up bad. Two 
bottles didn’t curdle. Quite a number of those cows had a regular 

bottle of cheese, so we got those cows thrown out of the factory and 
we got good cheese. In hundreds of cases the farmer brings that kind 
of milk. It is simply a contagious disease. 

Mr. Kasper: I don’t know why cheese splits up so much. I tell you 
what I think. Years ago we used to have some of our Canadian friends 
here to tell us how to make cheese. If the milk is just right, and the 
acid is just right, and it is made just right, it won’t split. They would 
stay closed. There is another thing, I think, that causes this. I got an 
old press there yet. I tell the men to tighten up and press the first 
thing. You spol the cheese if you don’t tighten the press. I took 
some cheese out of the press and I am going to try it out. If a cheese 

: that is pressed and cooled down to a certain degree, and it is knitting 
right after a certain amount of pressure is applied, it is set and if 
you are crowding it there, it is re-knitting it again. 

The Americas are small, but I applied as much pressure to them as 
I did to cheddar. The cheese I over pressed and tried after a month or 
two, I found it a flaky substance and I put it close to a furnace and it 
seems that after considerable time it was on a flake-like order and 
fell apart. It was due to overpressure. That is what I blame it to. 

Mr. ApERHOLD: Years ago, before we had the continuous presses in 
many factories, the first thing that was done in the morning was to 
tighten up the press and keep it tight for several hours, and it didn’t 
cause the cheese to split. é 

Mr. Cannon: I would like to say a word about hot and cold water 
cheese, and then do not go home and make it, unless you get some- 
body like Mr. Ubbelohde to help you. If you intend to make a cold . 
water cheese, try to get somebody that understands that game. I don’t 
understand why the cheese dealers don’t send an instructor if they 
want that cheese. I looked over the Idaho cheese. If Idaho continues 
to make that class of cheese Wisconsin is go ng to suffer, so I wouldn’t 
advise you to change, but stick to the real thing; you. will come out 
better in the end.
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HOW TO PREVENT OPEN QUALITY BRICK CHEESE 

DISCUSSION 

Memper: I made a great deal of brick cheese in my life and I be- 

lieve I just covered the territory of open brick cheese. I find the 

trouble in your curds. If you get in trouble today, get your curd 

tested tomorrow. : 

Mr. Cannon: That doesn’t always follow. 

Mr. Rint: I have found where a curd test hasn’t told me anything. 

I have made other fermentation tests, but in that particular case it 

was for the purpose to find pin holes and bad milk, and I didn’t get 

it. I didn’t think the curd test was intended for that. 

Mr. Uspevoupe: I had two days of gas. I never had gas w:th cold 

water and didn’t know what I was up against. I had it on Sunday for 

the first time. Monday morning I took in every speck of milk in my 

factory myself. I worked hard that day and still had gas. I had a new 

starter. I called up the cheese maker to send me out a new starter. I 

rece:ved eighty thousand pounds of milk that day. I put that pail of 

starter in and I didn’t have any more gas. 

. HOW THE PRIZE CHEESE AT SYRACUSE WAS MADE 

By Mr. P. H. Kasper 

The prize cheese that I made scored 99, 98.5 and 97.5. The cheese 

that scored 99 was made in June. We put that in storage to sell the 

next year. For this cheese we set the milk at 86 and we used about 

1 per cent starter. We used four ounces. of rennet to one thousand 

pounds of milk. It took about fifteen minutes. We used a knife on which 

the wires are one-fourth inch apart from center to center so that it 

cuts it up about one-fourth inch. After it was cut crossways we 

loosened the curd from the side of the vat, then we turned on the steam. 

: It took fifteen to twenty minutes to warm the vat to 104° and it was 

kept in the whey about 104. Then we stirred it with the rake until 

the curd was firm. In two hours from the time the vat was warmed 

the curd was stirred to one side of the vat. When the whey was all 

off this curd was matted and cut in strips about six inches wide, and 

it was turned over every five or ten minutes. We kept on piling it 

that way for about one and one-half hours, until it was ready for the 

mill. About 11:30 we put it on the curd mill and let it run through 

the mill and we kept stirring it and the curd was kept in the vat until 

about 2:30. The curd was very dry and there was no white whey 

there whatever when it was milled. - 

Now, this cheese was rinsed with water about 105°, probably 100°, 

and salted 214 pounds to the thousand. The first that scored 99 was 

kept in the curing room since June. We kept three or four days’ cheese 

back and we have one box in Plymouth in storage yet. I selected my 

exhibition cheese. I put two or three away of every cheese that I find 

that looks pretty good. I put them away to exhibit. Another thing, 

don’t leave your cheese in the cold storage if you want to exhibit it, 

because that cheese should be home ten or twelve days, no matter
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how hot it is. If there is anything bitter about it, it will show up. 

My cheese is getting better acquainted and I am getting better ac- > 

quainted. 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. MenpeL:. What kind of starter do you use? * 

Mr. Kasper: I use a Hansen starter. I would rather lose a hundred 
dollars than that starter. I wrote to the Hansen people to get some 
lactic. The starter must be just so. If your starter is over ripe it 
will show it. 

MemsBer: Just how often do you make your starter, every day? 

Mr. Kasper: I don’t go according to directions. I never knew : 
anything about a starter until Mr. Aderhold showed me. He came 
over to my place one day, we were still stirring our curd. He said 
don’t you use a starter, and I said no. Mr. Aderhold then asked me if 
I had any lactic ferment here and I said yes. “Now I will tell you 
how to start it,” Aderhold said. I took that little jar of lactic foam 
and put it in a bowl of pasteurized milk and set it on Sunday. He 
didn’t come, so I set that bowl in cold water until we pasteurized a 
can of milk. We carried that starter along for over a year. 

Mr. Uspetonpe: Speaking of cutting your curd, don’t you find it 
better to cut your curd on the soft side? 

Mr. Kasper: Yes, I used to let it get too firm. We cut it soft. Our 
separator tells just exactly what we are doing with our curd. 

Mr. Rinpr: Any more questions? 

MemsBer: How long do you keep your prize cheese before you 
paraffin it? 

Mr. Kasper: Hight or ten days or longer. This cheese stood in the 
curing room since September. 

s THE ANNUAL CONVENTION BANQUET : 

The Convention banquet, Thursday night in the Auditorium dining 

room, was a big success. The tables were filled, and the entertainment 

by singers, dancers, story-tellers, and the orchestra, together with a few 

community songs by the diners, filled the hour from 6:00 to 7:30, after 

which the audience went upstairs to the Convention hall and saw the 

movies on Cheese Making in Switzerland and in Argentina. The ban- 

quet has now become an attractive feature of each annual convention, 

. for both the members and their lady friends. 

THE HONORARY MEMBERS’ DINNER 

A jolly crowd of Honorary Members and officers sat around the big 

table Wednesday night from six to eight o’clock, at the Republican 

Hotel. Stunts, stories, cigars’ and features too numerous to mention 

filled the time after dinner. Fred Marty’s card tricks took first prize. 

Plans for a bigger Convention next year were discussed. The vote ares 

for another dinner next year was unanimous.
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STATE PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS 

OF AMERICAN CHEESE 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

CLASS 1. AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE, MADE BEFORE 

SEPTEMBER 1, 1923 

q@) First Prizes, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

i in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. 

5 cash from De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 

One box Metal Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., Akron, 

Ohio. (See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

(2) Second Prize, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Wis. Cheese Mak- 

ers’ Association. 

«) ‘Third Prize, for American Cheese in Class 1. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

_ Association. 

(4) Fourth Prize, for American Cheese in Class 1. vi 

Iey-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from The J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 

dotte, Mich. 

(5) Special Prizes for American Cheese in Class 1. 

$40 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 

and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall, of 

the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 

cheese made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated on 

the entry blank. $10 additional if the cheese takes first prize 

in this class. The cheese must score at least 95 points. No 

: maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch can 

go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be entered 

in this class. 
(6) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 

for highest scoring cheese in this class made with Hansen’s 

Rennet Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 

7) $5 cash from the Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, for the best cheese 

in this class made with “Morton’s Flake” cheese salt and so 

E stated on the entry blank. 
«s) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 

offers one subscription to the lowest scoring cheese in this class. 

CLASS 2. AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE, MADE DURING 
SEPTEMBER OR OCTOBER, 1923 

@) First Prize in Class 2. 

$10 in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. 
% cash from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 

me Box Buckeye Metal Polish from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 
Akron, Ohio. 

: (10) Second Prize in Class 2. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. 

ay Third Prize in Class 2. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 

a Association. 

qz) Fourth Prize in Class 2. : 

2 Iey-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from The J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 
dotte, Mich. 

Special Prize in Class 2. 

«13) $40 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 

ANE
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and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marschall ee er Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall’s Rennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. $10 cash additional if the cheese takes 
first prize in this class. The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be en- 

, tered in this class. 
(14) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 

for the highest scoring cheese in this class made with Hansen’s 
Rennet Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 

The Wisconsin Dairy eee Green Bay, Wis.,.offers three 
$35.00 gold watches, yellow go a case, 17 jeweled, Elgin move- 
ment, for the best cheese in class two, made with our rennet 
extract, and so stated on the entry blank. No one maker or 
factory can receive more than one of our watches. 

(45) For the best daisy, as above. 
(16) For the best twin, as above. 
az) For the best longhorn, as above. 
as) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 

es one subscription for the lowest scoring cheese in this 
class. 

: CLASS 3. AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE, MADE ON OR 
AFTER NOVEMBER 1, 1923 

(19) First Prize in Class 3. 

#2° in gold from Stoelting Bros. Co., Kiel, Wis. 
5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 

The Pyramid Oil Co., ape, offers for first prize in Class 3, 
a Parker Duofold self-filling fountain 7: nee ball point, 
guaranteed 25 years, complete with gold band and clip. 

One box Buckeye Metal Polish, from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 
Akron, Ohio. (See also Sweepstake Prizes.) 

(26) Second Prize in Class 3. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese f, 
Makers’ Association. 

The Pyramid Oil Co., Minneapolis, offers as second prize in Class 3 
a gold-plated, genuine Gillette new type safety razor, with 
gold traveling case. 

(21) Third Prize in Class 4. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

(22) Fourth Prize in Class 4. 

= icy-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from The J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 
dotte, Mich. 

Special Prizes in Class 3. 

(23) $40 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year 5 filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall’s Rennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. $10 cash additional if the cheese takes 
first prize in this class. The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be en- 
tered in this class, : 

(24) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen's Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 
for the highest scoring cheese in this class made with Hansen’s 
Rennet Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 

The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York 
City, offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring 
cheese in this class. 

CLASS 4. AMERICAN CHEESE MADE BY THE COLBY PROCESS : 

AND SO STATED ON THE ENTRY BLANK 

(25) First Prize in Class 4. 

$15 cash from A. Grossenbach Co., Milwaukee, Wis. 
$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
One box Buckeye Metal Polish, from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. (See also Sweepstake Prizes.)
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(26) Second Prize in Class 4. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair from the Association. 

(27) Third Prize in Class 4. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag from the Association, if there are 

10 or more in this class. 

(28) Fourth Prize in Class 4. 

Icy-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from The J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 

dotte, Mich. 

Special Prizes in Class 4. 

(28) Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, and 

17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of the 

. Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best cheese 

made with Marschall Rennet Extract, and so stated on the entry 

blank. $10 cash additional if the cheese takes first prize in this 

class. The cheese must score at least 95 points. No maker can 

get more than one watch, and only one watch can go to the 

= same factory. At least ten cheese must be entered in the class. 

(30) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 

for the-highest scoring cheese in this class made with Hansen's 

Rennet Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 
(31) 3 First Clark Co. Colby cheese. Security State Bank, Colby. 

(32) 5 First Marathon Co. Colby cheese. Security State Bank, Colby. 

(33) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 

offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring cheese in 

this class. 

SWEEPSTAKE PRIZES IN CLASSES 1, 2, 3 AND 4 

(34) yunt emccnare Prizes, for the one best cheese in Classes 1, 2. 
and 4, 

Silver Loving Cup, engraved with the Winner’s Name, from W.C. 

Thomas of the Sheboygan County News and Dairy Market Re- 
porter, Sheboyean, Falls, Wis. 

$25 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the highest 
score on American Cheese, any shape, and $12.50 additional if 

the winner is shipping his cheese regularly to A. H. Barber & 

Co., at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 
$5 from the State Bank of Manitowoc for the best cheese in 

classes 1 to 4. 
One oaete of Bandages from, L. O. Rehm Bandage Factory, 

el, Wis. 
Four complete Cheese Hoops, any regular style, from Damrow 

Bros. Co., Fond du Lac, Wis. 

(35) Second Sweepstake Prizes in Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

Silver Loving Cup. engraved with the Winner’s Name, from W.C. 
Thomas of the Bhs tay ear County News and Dairy Market Re- 
porter, ene sees Falls, Wis. 

$15 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the second 
highest score on American Cheese, any shape, and $7.50 addi- 

tional if the winner is shipping his cheese regularly to A. H. 

Barber & Co. at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 

- (36) Third Sweepstake Prizes in Classes 1, 2, 3 and 4. 

Silver Loving Cup, engraved with the Winner's Name, from W.C. 
Thomas of the Baebes ga County News and Dairy Market Re- 
porter, Sheboygan Falls, Wis. 

$10 from the A. H. Barber Cheese Co., Chicago, for the third 
highest score on American Cheese, any shape, and $5 additional 
if the winner is ante e his cheese regularly to A. H. Barber 
& Co., at Chicago, Plymouth or Dodgeville. 

SPECIAL PRIZES ON AMERICAN CHEESE, ANY STYLE, 

CLASS 1, 2,3 OR 4 

$60 cash from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., Plymouth, Wis.. for the 

best American Cheese, any class, made in the county named, 
and so stated on the entry blank as follows: 

(37) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
* from Clark County.
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(38) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
trom Clark County, ¥ 

(39) $3 First prize trom Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Eau Claire County. 

(40) $2 Second prize trom Krait Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese $ 
from Kau Claire County. 

(41) $3 First Prize trom Kratt Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from lowa County. 

(42) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from iowa County, 

(43) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese : 
from Langlade County. 

(44) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Langlade County. ‘ 

(45) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Lincoln Coney: , 

(46) $2 Second rrize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Lincoln County. 

(47) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese : 
from Marathon County. 

* (48) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Marathon County. 

(49) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Outagamie County. 

(50) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Outagamie County. 

(1) $3 First Prize from.Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Shawano County. 

(52) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Shawano County. Z 

(538) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Waupaca County. 

(54) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Waupaca County. 

(55) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Portage County. 

(56) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese ; 
from Portage County. 

(37) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Bee County 

(58) $2 Second ize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Taylor oe 

(59) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Wood County. 

(60) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., for American Cheese 
from Wood County. 

PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS OF SWISS CHEESE 

fe Special Sweepstake Prizes on Wisconsin Swiss Cheese, Classes 
5 and 6. 

(61) Bundle of Bandages for the highest texture score on American 
‘Cheese at the Convention, from H. L. Mueller, Sheboygan Band- 
age Factory, Sheboygan, Wis. 

Walter Voechting & Co., Sheboygan, R. 2, offer: 

(62) One bundle Twin Bandages for the highest scoring Flat. 
(63) One bundle Daisy Bandages for the highest scoring Daisy. 
(64) One bundle L. H. oe for the highest scoring L. H. 
(65) $5 from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the best 

American Cheese from Fond du Lac County, and so stated on 
the entry blank. 

(66) $25 from Oakes and Burger, Cattaraugus, N. Y.. for the highest 
scoring American Cheese at the Convention from any state, 
made in the Oakes and Burger hoops, and so stated on the 
entry blank. 

(68) $40 Gold Waltham Watch, 16 size, with 25 year gold filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marschall Dairy eh pet Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall’s Rennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. $10 cash additional if the cheese takes 
first prize in this class. The cheese must score at least 95 points. 
No maker can get more than one watch, and only one watch 
can go to the same factory. At least ten cheese must be en- 
tered in this class. 

(69) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 
fer the highest scoring Swiss Cheese made with Hansen's Ren- 
net Extract and so stated on the entry blank. S 

D. Picking & Co., Bucyrus, Ohio, offers: 3 
(70) $5 cash for the best Swiss Cheese made in a kettle manufactured 

* by this firm, and so stated on the entry blank.
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PRIZES OFFERED TO WISCONSIN MAKERS OF DRUM SWISS 
CHEESE, CLASS 5 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

q71) First Prizes for the Highest scoring Drum Swiss Cheese. 

& from the De Laval oop Co., Chicago, Ill. 
me box Buckeye Copper Polish, from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 
Akron, Ohio. 

(72) Second Prize for Drum Swiss Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association. 

(73) Third Prize for Drum Swiss Cheese. - 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

(4) Fourth Prize in Class 5. : 

ia ead Vacuum Bottle, from The J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 
Otte, ich. 

(75) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 
offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring cheese in 
this class. 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR WISCONSIN BLOCK SWISS CHEESE, 
CLASS 6 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

(76) First Prizes for Wisconsin Block Swiss Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association, providing there are ten or more exhibits 
in this class. 

(77) Second Prize for Wisconsin Block Swiss Cheese. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

(78) Third Prizes for Block Swiss Cheese. 

f $5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
x (79) Fourth Prize in_ Class 6. 

Icy-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from the J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 
dotte, Mich. 

Special Prize on Block Swiss Cheese. 

(80) $10 from the J. S. Hoffman Co., Mt. Horeb, for the best block 
cheese from makers shipping cheese to this office. 

(81) 10 Block Cheese boxes are offered by Doyon and Rayne Lumber 
Co., Barneveld, for the best block cheese from lowa County. 

(82) 10 Block Cheese boxes, offered by the Mt. Horeb Lumber Co., for 
the best Dane Co. block cheese, from makers trading with us. 

(83) $5 eee from Iowa and Dane Cos., Jacob Marty a Barne- 
veld, s. 

(84) $5 First Block from Town of Brigham, Iowa Co., and so stated 
in erie on the entry blank. Barneveld State Bank. 

{3} 3p Secone lock from Iowa Co., Leslie Starry, Cream Buyer. 
4 (36) mmer, for First Block from Iowa Co., Daniel Davies & Son, 

- Barneveld, Wis. 
(87) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 

> offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring cheese 
in this class. 

PRIZES OFFERED TO WISGONSIN MAKERS OF LIMBURGER 
CHEESE, CLASS 7 

: : (See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

= (88) First Prizes for the Highest Scoring Limburger Cheese. 

& from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 
; me box Buckeye Copper Polish, from Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. 

1.
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(89) Second Prize for Limburger Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese 
Makers’ Association, if there are ten or more entries. 

(90) Third Prize for Limburger Cheese. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

(91) Fourth Prize in Class 7. 

Icy-Hot 1-Pint Vacuum Bottle, from the J. B. Ford Co., Wyan- 
dotte, Mich. 

Special Prizes for Wisconsin Limburger Cheese. 

(92) $40 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year ee filled case, 
and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 
the Marschall Dairy Laore oe Madison, Wis., for the best 
cheese made with Marschall’s Rennet Extract, and so stated 
on the entry blank. The cheese must score at least 95 points, 
and at least ten enteries must be made in the class. $10 cash 
additional, if the cheese takes first prize in the class. No 
maker can get more than one watch and not more than one 
watch can go to the same factory. 

(93) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 

for the highest more cheese in this class made with Hansen’s 
Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 

(94) $5 from the Conley Foil Co., 511 B. 25th St., New York, N. Y., for 
the_best eS Cheese SP in tin foil. 

(95) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City, 
offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring cheese 
in this class, 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR WISCONSIN BRICK CHEESE, CLASS 8 

(See also Special Prizes, County Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

(96) First Prizes for the Highest Scoring Brick Cheese. 

$5 from the De Laval Separator Co., Chicago, Ill. 

One box Buckeye Copper Polish, from the Buckeye Chemical Co., 

Akron, Ohio. 

(97) Second Prize for Brick Cheese. 

$25 Leather Cushioned Rocking Chair, from the Wisconsin Cheese 
c Makers’ Association. 

E (98) Third Prize for Brick Cheese. 

$20 Leather Traveling Bag, from the Wisconsin Cheese Makers’ 
Association. 

Special Prizes for Brick Cheese. 

(99) $40 Waltham Gold Watch, 16 size, with 25 year F8 filled case, 

and 17 jeweled adjusted movement, from A. J. Marschall of 

the Marschall Dairy Laboratory, Madison, Wis., for the best 

brick cheese made with Marschall’s Rennet Extract, and so 

stated on the entry blank. The cheese must score at least, 95 

points and there must be at least 10 entries in the class. $10 

additional if the cheese takes first prize in this class. No 

maker can get more than one watch, and not more than one 
watch can go to the same factory. 

(100) $50 cash from Chr. Hansen’s Laboratory, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis., 

for the highest scoring cheese in this class made with Hansen's 

Rennet Extract and so stated on the entry blank. 

(101) $5 cash from the Morton Salt Co., Milwaukee, Wis., for the best 

cheese in this class made with “Morton’s Flake” Cheese Salt, and 
so stated on the entry blank. 

(102) $5 cash from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the 

best brick cheese made in Dodge County and so stated on the 

entry blank. ‘< 

(108) $5 cash from the Winnebago Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, for the best 

brick cheese made in Washington County, and so stated on the 

entry blank. 
$15 cash from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co., Plymouth, Wis., for the best 

prick cheese made in the county mentioned, and so stated on % 

the entry blank, as follows:
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(104) =$3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Barron County. 

(105) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Barron County. a 

(06) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Columbia County. - 

107) $2 Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Columbia County. " 

(08) $3 First Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Dodge County. . 

4109) $2_Second Prize from Kraft Bros. Cheese Co. for brick cheese from 
Dodge County. 

«i12) 10 Brick cheese boxes offered by Eggum and Johnson Co., Mt. 
Horeb, for the best brick cheese from Dane County makers 
trading with us. ‘ 

(413) 25 box Cigars, from David Harris, Barneveld, for the best Brick 
from Iowa County. 

(114) $3 First Brick from Iowa and Dane County, Jac. Marty & Co. 
Barneveld. 

4115) $2 Second Brick from Iowa and Dane County, Jac. Marty & Co., 
Barneveld. 

4116) Gallon of B-K from Jones & Starry, Barneveld, for the second 
brick in Iowa County. 

4117) The New York Produce Review, 173 Chambers St., New York City 
- offers one annual subscription for the lowest scoring cheese in 

this class. 

SPECIAL PRIZES OPEN TO MAKERS OF ANY CLASS CHEESE 

Fill out entry blank fully to compete for these special prizes. 

4118) $10 First. Offered by the Worcester Salt Co., Detroit for the 
highest scoring cheese made with Worcester Salt and so stated 
on the entry blank. 

(118A) $5 From the Holstein-Friesian Association of Wisconsin, L. L. 
Oldham, Secretary, Madison, Wis., for the best cheese, any 
class, at the Convention. 

(119) $10 First. From the Federal Asbestos Co., Milwaukee, for the 
best cheese from a factory having a storage room insulated 
with sheet cork, and so stated on the entry blank. 

Mid West Creamery Co., Plymouth, Wis., offers $20 in cash prizes 
for the highest scoring cheese sent to the Convention by 
cheese makers shipping cream to the Mid West Creamery Co., 
as follows: 

(120) $7 ware Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at Plym- 
outh, 

(121) $3 Second Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at 
‘ Plymouth. 

(122) User Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at Mani- 
owoc. 

(123) 35 oot Prize for shippers to Mid West Creamery Co., at Mani- 
: owoc. 

(424) = $3. First Prize to users of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, Marion. 
(125) oe Scand Prize to users of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, 

arion. ; 
126) $1 Third Prize to users of boxes from Rogers and Johnson, Marion. 
(127) =‘ $3: First Prize to factories checking at Plymouth Exchange Bank. 
(28) ee Prize to factories checking at Plymouth Exchange 

ank. 
(128) $5 First Prize from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. for the 

best cheese “make up” score from factories shipping cream to 
this firm. Only one prize to any maker. 

(130) $5 Second Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(431) $5 ‘Third Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(432) $5 Fourth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(133) z Fifth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(134) 5 Sixth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(435) $5 Seventh Prize as above from the Sheboygan Fa'ls Creamery Co, 
(136) $5 Eighth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(137) $5 Ninth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Creamery Co. 
(138) $5 Tenth Prize as above from the Sheboygan Falls Credmery Co 
(189) = $5 First Prize from the Manitowoc County Cheesemakers’ Asso- 

ciation for the best cheese sent by any of their members and 
so stated on the entry blank. 

(140) $3 Second Prize, as above, from the Manitowoc Co. Cheesemakers’ 
Association. 

(141) $2 Third Prize, as above, from the Manitowoc Co, Cheesemakers’ 
Association for the best cheese sent to the Convention by any 
of their members and so stated on the entry blank.
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(142) $5 Savings Account from the State Bank of Howards Grove to 

their patrons. 

(443) $3 First. To patrons of the Embarass State Bank. 

(444) $2 Second. To patrons of the Embarass State Bank. 

(145) ae oe For makers using vats from Wm. Rindt Hardware Co., 

mbarass. 

(146) «= $5 First. From State Bank of St. Cloud, for makers checking = 

with them. 
3 

a47) 38 Seon rom State Bank of St. Cloud, for makers checking Sus 

w em. 

(148) $2 Ste S From State Bank of St. Cloud, for makers checking 

w em. 
(149) $5 First. Farmers State Bank of Calvary, for their patrons. 

(150) 3 Second. Farmers State Bank Calvary, for their patrons. 

(151) 2 Third. Farmers State Bank of Calvary, for their patrons. 

(452) $5 First. From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at 

Kewaunee. 
(153) $3 Second. From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at ~ 

Kewaunee. 
? 

(154) $2 Third. From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at ae 

Kewaunee. 
(155) apie From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at 

goma. 

(156) ieee From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at %e 

goma. 
* 

(157) ree From the Algoma Produce Co., to their shippers at 

goma. 
(458) $5 from Alex Schaller, Barneveld, for the best Block Brick or 

Round Swiss from Iowa Co., or Dane Co. 

(159) $2.50 in Victor Records from J. W. Pryor, druggist, Barneveld, for 

the best cheese, any class, town of Brigham, Iowa Co., written 

on entry blank. 
(160) Ford Inner Tube, from E. G. Kendrick and Son, Barneveid, for 

best cheese, any class, in Dane or Iowa County. 

(161) 50-Ib. Bag Pillsbury Best, from D. Baumgartner, Jr., grocer, 

Barneveld, for the best cheese, any class, in lowa Co. 

(162) 5-Ib. can Seal Brand coffee, from Roach and Kjorlie, Barneveld, e 

for the best American cheese, town of Brigham, Iowa Co., writ- 

ten on entry blank. 
(163) $5 ‘First, any class, from Clintonvile State Bank to their patrons. 

$15 in three prizes offered by the Wisconsin Cheese Producers a 

Federation, Plymouth, for cheese sent to the Convention from 

any Federation factory and so stated on the entry blank, pro- 

Vided that the cheese must score at least 93 points, and not - 

more than one of these three prizes may go to the same maker, 

as follows: . 
(164) $7 for the highest scoring cheese. 

= (465) $5 for the second highest. 

(168) $3 for the third highest. 
5 

PRIZES OFFERED FOR CHEESE MADE IN THE LEADING 

COUNTIES 
2 

(See also State Prizes, Premiums and Diplomas.) 

Prizes for Cheese Made in the Counties Sending the Largest Num- 

ber of Cheese to the Convention. 

(201) $10 Prize offered by the Convention President, Chas. E. Reed, 

Thorp, Wis., as first prize in the leading county. 

(202) One Nafis Automatic Acidity Test, complete, from Louis F. Nafis, * 

Inc., Chicago, as first prize in the leading county. 

(303) $5 cash from the General Laboratories, Madison, Wis., as first ~ 

prize in the second leading county. 

(204) $5 Gillette Safety Razor, offered by Secretary J. L. Sammis, Madi- 

son, Wis., as first prize in the third leading county. 

(205) Finest make E. J. B. trier from the A. H. Barber-Goodhue Co., 

Chicago, for the best cheese from the fourth leading county.
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COUNTY PRIZES OFFERED BY CHEESE DEALERS AND OTHERS 

For the Highest Scoring Cheese in the County Named 

& County Prize Amount Donated by 
<= (206) Brown First $3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(207) +=Brown First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
3 (208) Brown Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(208) +=Brown Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
et (210) Brown Third $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

. (211) = Calumet First $3.00 First National Bank, Brillion. 
Be (212) = Calumet First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
* (213) ~=Calumet Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 

3 (214) Calumet Second #300 First National Bank, Brillion. 

t (215) = Clark First 3.00 Mores Cheese Co., Marsh- 
> eld. 

i. (216) = Clark Second $2.00 SS Cheese Co., Marsh- 
g- eld. 

t ; (217) Door First $3.00 C. A. Strauble-Co., Green Bay. 
q ~ (218) Door . First 3308 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 

t. (219) Door Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
5, 4220) Door Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

ee" (221) Door Third oe C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
t (222) Dodge First 5.00 preg er Co., Chicago. Classes 
= -2-3 only. 
a 4223) Dodge Second $2.50 ee Co., Chicago. Classes 

-2-3 only. 

of 4224) Dodge Third $1.00 tem vee Co., Chicago. Classes 
-2-3 only. 

(225) Dunn First $5.00 foe en Co., Chicago. Classes 
-2-3 only. 

(226) Dunn Second $2.50 1 ee Co., Chicago. Classes 
ae only. 

(227) Dunn Third $1.00 Sere ee Co., Chicago. Classes 
~2-3 only. 

& 4228) Green First $5.00 Brodhead Cheese & Cold Storage 
Co., Brodhead. 

f (229) Kewaunee First _ $5.00 Glandt-Kuffan-Priebe Co. Ke- 
waunee. 

te (229A) Kewaunee Second $3.00 Glandt-Kuffan-Priebe Co. Ke- 
waunee. 

f (230) Kewaunee Third $2.00 Glandt-Kuffan-Priebe Co, Ke- 
Rey waunee,. 

jj 4231) Kewaunee First $3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
? 4232) Kewaunee Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(233) Kewaunee Third $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
t (234) Langlade First $5.00 First National Bank, Antigo. 
4 (235) Langlade Second $3.00 First National Bank, Antigo. 

= (236) =©Langlade Third $2.00 First National Bank, Antigo. 
t. (237) ~=Langlade First $3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
t (238) Langlade Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
t. (239) Langlade Third $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
J. (240) Langlade First $3.00 in trade, Antigo Hardware Co. 

. 4241) Langlade Second $2.00 in trade, Antigo Hardware Co. 
st (242) Langlade First Wilson dress shirt, J. J. Lemperur. 

& (243) Langlade First oo Curd Fork, J. H. Howe Cry. 
# + ‘0. 

(244) Manitowoc First $3.00 First National Bank, Brillion. 
* (245) Manitowoc First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
tf. 4246) Manitowoc Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 

& (247) = Marathon First $3.00 Fe oe Cheese Co., Marsh- 
i eld. 

5X (248) Marathon First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
ca (249) Marathon Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
z (250) Marathon Second $2.00 Cae Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 
2 4251) Marinette First $3.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 

(252) Marinette First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
(253) Marinette Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 

es (254) Marinette Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
= (2"5) Marinette Third ie C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
of (256) Outagamie First 3.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 

S48 Ss (257) Outagamie First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
F 4258) Outagamie Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
j (259) Outagamie Second $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 

aa - (260) Oconto First 33-00 Cc. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
a 4261) Oconto First 3.00 Great Northern Pail Co., Gillett. 
za oe (262) Oconto First $3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
 s- (263) Oconto Second $2.00 Great Northern Pail Co., Gillett. 

5. 4264) Oconto Second $2.00Pauly & Pauly Co., Manitowoc. 
i. 

ft. ; : 
a et ‘ 
aa 
Ae
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County Prize Amount Donated by 
(265) | Oconto Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(266) Oconto Third $1.00 Great Northern Pail Co., Gillett. 
(266A) Oconto Third aes Cc. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(267) _~— Pierce First 5.00 ee Co., Chicago. Classes 

-2-3 only. 
(268) Pierce Second $2.50 sped Co., Chicago. Classes 

1-2-3 only, 
(268A) Pierce Third $1.00 ee Co., Chicago. Classes 

~2-3 only. 
(269) Shawano First ara Cc. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(270) Shawano First 3.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Green Bay. 
(271) Shawano Second $2.00 Pauly & Pauly Co., Green Bay. 
(272) Shawano Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(273) Shawano Third $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(274) Waupaca First $3.06 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(275)  Waupaca First $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(276) Waupaca Second $2.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(277) ~=Waupaca Second $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(278) Waupaca Third , $1.00 C. A. Strauble Co., Green Bay. 
(279) Winnebago First $3.06 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(280) Winnebago Second $2.00 S. D. Cannon, Neenah. 
(281) Wood First $3.00 nee Cheese Co., Marsh- . 

eld. 
(282) Wood Second $2.00 Cee Cheese Co., Marsh- 

eld. 

‘Waupaca, Shawano and Outagamie Counties. * 

(283) $5 First. From A. A. Washburn, Clintonville Gazette and Tri- 
County Dairyman. 

(284) $3 Second. From A. A. Washburn, Clintonville Gazette and Tri- 
County Dairyman. 

(285) $2 Third. From A. A. Washburn, Clintonville Gazette and Tri- 
County Dairyman. 

(286) Kewaunee $5 First in Class 1. Dairymen’s State Bank, Kewaunee. 
(287) Kewaunee $3 SecondinClass1. Dairymen’s State Bank, Ke- 

waunee. 
(288) Kewaunee $5 First in Class 2. Dairymen’s State Bank, Kewaunee. 
(289) Kewaunee $3 SecondinClass 2. Dairymen’s State Bank, Ke- 

waunee. 
(290) Kewaunee $5 First in Class 3. Dairymen’s State Bank, Kewaunee. 
(291) Kewaunee $3 SecondinClass 3. Dairymen’s State Bank, Ke- 

waunee. 

POST OFFICE PRIZES FOR CHEESE IN ANY CLASS 

Bear Creek or Clintonville Post Office Prizes. 

(301) ‘First Brick. Box Preservation Tablets. R. Milbauer, Druggist. 
(302) First American. 2 Gallons Sulphuric Acid. R. Milbauer, Druggist. 

eZ (303) Second American. 1 Gallon Sulphuric Acid. R. Milbauer, Druggist. 
(304) Third American. 1 Gallon Sulphuric Acid. R. Mi'bauer, Drugsist. 
(305) Fourth American. 1 Gallon Sulphuric Acid. R. Milbauer, Druggist. 
(306) Blue Mounds. Second on Block. Sack of Mother Hubbard Flour 

from Farmers Exchange, Blue Mounds. 
(307) Blue Mounds. First on Brick. 1 year subscription from Times 

Printing Co. 
(308) Blue Mounds. First Brick or Block. $2 Pocket Knife from E. 

Bey, for our trade. 
(309) iwenyines First, American, $5, First National Bank of Clinton- 

ville. . 
(310) ‘Clintonville, First, Brick (or L. H.), $5, First National Bank of 

Clintonville. : 
(811) Clintonville, Second, Long Horn Boyce Motometer, Clintonville 

Motor Car Co. 
(312) Clintonville, First, $5, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 

(313) Clintonville, First, 2 years subscription to the Clintonville Trib- 

une, 
(314) Clintonville, Second, $3, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 

(315) ‘Clintonville, Second, 1 year subscription to the Clintonville Trib- 
une. 

(316) Clintonville, Third, $3, American Cheese Exchange, Clintonville. 
(8317) ~—‘ Clintonville, Third, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 

(318) Clintonville, Third, $1 cash, from the Clintonville Tribune. 
(319) Chiatanetite, Third, Big Box Preservation Tablets, from Harold 

(320) Clintonville, Fourth, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 
(821) Clintonville, Fourth, $2, American Cheese Exchange, Clintonville.
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(322) Clintonville, Fourth, Buck horn two-blade knife, M. B. Lendved 

2 Hardware Co. 
(823) Clintonville, Fifth, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 
(824) Cea rOEvitle, Fifth, Ever Ready Razor, M. B. Lendved Hardware 

‘0. 
(325) Clintonville, Fifth, $3 shirt, from Malik Bros. Department Store. 

(326) Clintonville, Sixth, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 

(327) Clintonville, Seventh, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Ciintonville. 

(328) Clintonville, Eighth, $2, Dairymen’s State Bank of Clintonville. 

(329) Cumberland, First on Twins, $5, Cumberland State Bank. 
(330) Cumberland, First on Twins, $5, Island City State Bank. 

‘ (331) Cumberland, Second on Twins, $5, S. W. Hines Mercantile Co. 
(332) Cumberland, Third on Twins, $5, Johnson and Eckle Co. 
(333) Cumberland, Fourth on Twins, $5, The Company Store. 
(334) Cumberland, First on Y. A., $5, Cumberland State Bank. 

(335) Cumberland, Second on Y. A., 500 letter heads from the Cumber- 
land Advocate. 

(336) Colby P. O., First, Colby cheese from Clark Co., $5, from Colby 
State Bank. 

(837) Colby P. O., Second, Colby cheese from Clark Co., $5, from Kraus 
and Kersten. 

(338) Colby P. 0., Third, cheese from Clark Co., Auto Strop Razor, 
from Colby Hardware Co. 

(339) Colby P. O., First, Colby cheese from Marathon Co., $5, from 
Colby State Bank. 

r (340) Colby P. O., Second, Colby cheese from Marathon Co., $5, from 
Kraus and Kersten. 

(341) Colby P. O., Third, Colby cheese from Marathon Co., Flash Light, 
from Zillman Bros. 

(342) Gillett, First, $3. Given by the Bank of Gillett. 
(343) Gillett, Second, $2. Given by the Bank of Gillett. 
(344) Gillett, Third, $1. Given by the Bank of Gillett. 
(345) Gillett, First, $3. From Citizens State Bank of Gillett. 
(346) = Second, $2. From Citizens State Bank of Gillett. 
(347) Third, $1. From Citizens State Bank of Gillett. 

$45 in 9 Highland Post Office Prizes Donated by 9 Firms. 

(348) Highland, First, $9 
(349) Highland, Second, $8 
(350) Highland, Third, $7 
(351) Highland, Fourth, $6 
(352) Highland; Fifth, $5 
(353) Highland, Sixth, $4 
(354) Highland, Seventh, $3 
(355) Highland, Highth, $2 
(356) Highland, Ninth, $1 
Amount Donated by 
$15.00, R. M. Egan, Cheese Broker. 

5.00, Highland State Bank. 
5.00, Kreul Hardware Co. 
5.00, Pierck and Cody, Genl. Mdse: 

Z 5.00, H. Lewis, General Merchandise. 
5.00, P. N. Henning, Cream Buyer. 
3.00, Thos. S. Aide, Ford Garage. 
2.00, Geo. McGuire, Barber. 

$46 in 9 Post Office Prizes Donated by 16 Hartford Firms Listed 
Below. 

(357) ‘Rubicon or Hartford P. O., First, $10. 
_ (357A) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Second, $8. 

(358) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Third, $7. 
(358A) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Fourth, $6. 
(359) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Fifth, $5. 
(359A) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Sixth, $4. 
(360) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Seventh, $3. 
(360A) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Eighth, $2. 

> (361) Rubicon or Hartford P. O., Ninth, $1. 
Heppe Cash Store Walderbach & Kelly 
Leach & Christenson A. C. Hagen 
Hartford Coop. Co. Geo. R. Schaller 
F. C. Wienefeld I. L. Bonniwell 
Geo. J. Luttropp Esser & Schmidt 
Schauer Bros. Chas. H. Lohr 

1 Dr. J.G. Hoffman H. F. Lohr 
F. L. LeCount Otto Wollner & Co. 
(362) Marion, First, $5, First National Bank, Marion. 
(363) Marion, First, Quart Thermos Bottle, L. M. De Vaud Co., Marion. 
(363A) eae First, Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tube, Hoffman Bros., 

‘arion.
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(364) Marion, First, $1 credit, Spengler and Martin, Marion. oe 
365) Marion, Second, $5, First National Bank, Marion. 
366) Marion, Second, Quart Thermos Bottle, L. M. De Vaud Co., Marion. = 
367) Marion, Second, $1 credit, Spengler and Martin, Marion. a 
a Marion, Third, $3, First National Bank, Marion. 
372) Marion, Fourth, $2, The Marion Advertiser, Marion. 
373) Marion, Fifth, $1, The Marion Advertiser, Marion. 
370) Marion, Third, $1 credit, Bence and Martin, Marion. : 
371) Marion, Fourth, $2, First National Bank, Marion. ie 
374) rin First on Long Horns, $3, Farmers and Merchants Bank, < 

arion. < 
(375) wee Second on Long Horns, $2, Farmers and Merchants Bank, 

arion. eo 
(376) Neenah, First, $5, First National Bank, Neenah. 
(377) Neenah, Second, $5, National Manufacturers Bank, Neenah. < 
(378) Neenah, Third, Carpet Sweeper, BE. E. Jandry Co., Neenah. 
(379) Neenah, Fourth, Rosewood Trier, Wm. Krueger Co., Neenah. 
380) Plymouth, First, $5, State Bank of Plymouth. + 
381) Plymouth, First, $5, Plymouth Exchange Bank. 
382) Plymouth, First, Gallon of B-K, from Erwin Schwenzen. . 
383) Plymouth, Second, $3, Plymouth Exchange Bank. 
384) Plymouth, Second, $3, State Bank of Plymouth. 
385) Plymouth, Second, 1 case of Detro, from Erwin Schwenzen. 

(386) Plymouth, Third, $2, State Bank of Plymouth. : 

387) Plymouth, Third, $2, Plymouth Exchange Bank. af 

388) Plymouth, Third, Oiled Apron, from Erwin Schwenzen. Me 

in 389) Shawano, First Daisy, $5, Wisconsin National Bank, Shawano. 

(390) Shawano, First Long Horn, $5, Wisconsin National Bank, % 
Shawano. 

(391) Shawano, $5. Wisconsin National Bank, Shawano. 
For the best cheese from any maker having a child under five 

years old and so stated on the entry blank, in writing. 
(392) Sneee Second, Large Flash Light, Farmers Hardware Co., 

awano. 

(398) Shawano, Third, Guaranteed Jack Knife, Farmers Hardware Co., < 
Shawano. 

(394) Thorp, First, $5, Peoples State Bank of Thorp. 
(395) Thorp, Second, 33 Peoples State Bank of Thorp. 
toery Thorp, Third, $2, Peoples State Bank of Thorp. 
397y- Thorp, Fourth, $2.25, Flannel Shirt, from the Farmers Store. 

COUNTY PRIZES OFFERED BY THE ASSOCIATION 

For the Highest Scoring Cheese from the Counties Named, Win- 
ning no other Prizes: 

County Prize Amount Conditions 
(401) ~+Barron First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(402) Barron Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(403) Buffalo First $2.50 If five or more entries from county 

(404) Buffalo Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(405) Chippewa First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(406) Chippewa Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

- (407) Columbia First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(408) Columbia Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

(409) Crawford First $2.50 If five or more.entries from county. 

(410) Crawford Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(411) Grant Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

(412) ~~ Grant First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(413) Green Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(414) Jackson First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 

(415) Jackson Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

416) Jefferson First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 5 

417) Jefferson Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

(418) Lafayette First eS If five or more entries from county. 
(419) Lafayette Second 2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 

420) Lincoln First ee If five or more entries from county. 
421) Lincoln Second 2.50 If ten or more entries from county. : 

422) Portage First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. . 

(423) Portage Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(424) Ozaukee First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
424A) Ozaukee Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
425) Polk First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. ra 

426) Polk Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
(427) Richland First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
(428) Richland Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
428A) Rock First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
429) Rock Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 4 

420) St. Croix First $2.50 If five or more entries from county. 
431) St. Croix Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. : 

‘4335 Sauk First oer If five or more entries from county. 
433) Sauk Second $2.50 If ten or more entries from county. 
Similar prizes will be awarded in any other counties not listed if there 

are ten or more entries from this county. 

..-
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R Additional Prizes, Too Late to Classify. 

= (434) $5 First from Dow Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, to their shippers. 

oe (435) $3 Second from Dow Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, to their shippers. 

€ (436) $2 Third from Dow Cheese Co., Fond du Lac, to their shippers. 

. i (437) $5 First from Citizens State Bank, Bear Creek, for cheese from 

% Outagamie or Waupaca County. 

vas (438) $3 Third from Citizens State Bank, Bear Creek, for cheese from 

=e Outagamie or Waupaca County. 

ee (439) $2 Third from Citizens State Bank, Bear Creek, for cheese from 

= Outagamie or Waupaca County. 

Be (440) $5 First from Wolf Valley Dairy Co., to their cream shippers. 

es (441) $3 Second from Wolf Valley Dairy Co., to their cream shippers. 

% (442) $2 Third from Wolf Valley Dairy Co., to their cream shippers. 

. Prizes for Brown, Kewaunee and Manitowoc Counties. 

; oo (443) $3 from R, C. Jorgensen, Denmark, for the one best cheese from 

z three counties. : 
. (444) $2 from R. C. Jorgensen, Denmark, for the best cheese from 

ge = Brown County. 
jt. (445) $2 from R. C. Jorgensen, Denmark, for the best cheese from Ke- 

: oo waunee County. 

t. (446) $2 from.R. C. Jorgensen, Denmark, for the best cheese from 

z Manitowoc County. 

“—s (447-452) $6 from R. C. Jorgensen, Denmark, for the six next best from 

the three counties. 

> (453) $5 from the Denmark State Bank, for the best cheese from the 

three counties. 
(454) $2 from the Denmark State Bank, for the best cheese from the 

“2 second county. 
(455) $2. from the Denmark State Bank, for the best cheese from the 

e third county. 
‘ (456-458) $3 See the Denmark State Bank; $1 for the second in each 

county. 
(459-461) $3 es the Denmark State Bank; $1 for the third in each 

county. 
(462) Rice Lake P. O., $7 First, donated by three Rice Lake banks, 

Barron County Bank. 
(463) Rice Lake P. O., $5 Second, donated by three Rice Lake banks. 

5 . Citizens State Bank. 
(464) ‘Rice Lake P. O., $3 Third, donated by three Rice Lake banks. 

f First National Bank. 

FS (465) $7 First from Fond du Lac County Dairy Assn., for the best from 

om as the county. 
(466) | $5 Second from Fond du Lac County Dairy Assn., for the second 

i best from the county. 

ft. (467) $3 Third from Fond du Lac County Dairy Assn., for the third best 

tt. from the county. 

tf. $30 Five P. 0. Prizes for Glenbeulah, provided there are five or 

im fe more entries. 

Ag = (468) $3 First, Glenbeulah P. O., from the State Bank of Glenbeulah. 

j (469) $5 First Glenbeulah P. O. from W. D. Scott & Co., of Glenbeulah. 

jj. (470) $2 Second Glenbeulah P. O. from the State Bank of Glenbeulah, 

5 (471) $5 Second Glenbeulah P. O. from Wm. Mueller Hardware Co., 

fs . Glenbeu'ah. 
os (472) $5 Third Glenbeulah P. O. from Herman Froelich, Glenbeulah. 

e Se (473) $5 Fourth Glenbeulah P.O. from Frank Chapman. Glenbeulah. 

ae eo (474) $5 Fifth Glenbeulah P. O. from Burmeich Bros., Glenbeulah. 

f (4735) $5 First from Suring State Bank, for their patrons. 

Jt. POST OFFICE PRIZES FROM THORP, WISCONSIN 

ft . (475A) First. $5 to checkers at the Farmers Exchange Bank. : 

She (476) Second. $3 to checkers at the Farmers Exchange Bank, 

4 ie (477) ~—‘ Third. $2 to checkers at the Farmers Exchange Bank. 

ft. (478) ‘First. $5 in trade from the Garrison Mercantile Co. 

3 = (478) Second. $3 in trade from the Farmers Hardware Co. 

f= (480) Third. $2.50 in trade from Red Arrow Garage. 

sf. (481) ‘Fourth. $1.50 in trade from Browick Meat Market. 

= (482) Fifth. $1.50 in trade from Klanda Shoe Store. 

f- (483) Sixth. $1 in trade from John LaTasse, barber. 

J. Post Office Prizes in Class 1. 

of 
at (484) _ First. $3 cash from Hausman and Johnson Furniture Co. 

f- (485) Second. $2 cash from Tureene Electric Shop. 

ft. (486) Third. $1.75 in trade from John Bauerfiend, tailor. 

ft. : 4487) Fourth. $1.50 in trade from Geo. F. Becker. 

to 

see (ests? 
‘ 
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Post Office Prizes in Class 2. 

(488) First. $5 in trade to traders with Thorp Mercantile Co. 
(489) Second. $3 in trade from Thorp Hardware Co. 
(490) Third. A 30x3% inner tube from Thorp Auto Sales Co. 
(491) Fourth. Five gallons oil from West Brook Tank Line Co. 
(492) Fifth. Subscription to the Thorp Courier. 

Post Office Prizes in Class 3. ‘ é 
(493) First. Fire and Theft Policy on Ford car, from L. P. Walsdorf. > 
(494) Second. $3 Eversharp pencil from Wolf Drug Store. 
(495) Third. $3 in trade from Snyder and Snyder. 
(496) Fourth. $2.50 in trade from John Schultz. 
(497) Fifth. Five gallons auto oil from Hansen and Zabrowski. 
(498) Sixth. One year’s subscription to Thorp Courier. 

POST: OFFICE PRIZES FROM CHILI, WISCONSIN 

(499) $5 cash from the Chili State Bank. 
(500) $5 trade from H. Degner Hardware Co. 
(501) $4 trade from Rush Bros. Garage. 
(502) $4 trade from LaBell and Michels. 
(503) $3.25 trade from Chili Co-Op. Products Co. 
(504) $3 trade from Direct Supply Co. 
(505) $2.50 trade from Alfred Anding Garage. 
(506) $2 trade from A. Hogenson, Postmaster. 
(507) $2 trade from R. J. Breseman, restaurant. 
(508) $1 trade from Geo. Selk, barber. 
(509) $1 trade from Hotel Chili, Geo. Kucher. 

EXHIBITORS, PRIZES, SCORES AND CHECKS, 1923 

Class No. 1. American Cheese Made Before October 1, 1922. 

Name and address Prizes Score Check 

H. J. Kuschel, Seymour...............2, 23, 45, 48, 138 98.75 $ 21.81 
208. N. Berra; SUBtrore + <5 sos svn einen s te eeeousion Mae 4.46 
A. F. Zelm, Plymouth............1/3 of 98B, 1/3 of 48C 95.25 7.28 
Fred Dettmering, Merrill...........0.c.cseeseseccesss 94.25 4.92 
Ed. Sleger, Stangelville............1/2 of 5A, 128A, 129 97.50 13.59 
Adolf Duescher,. Lena 6) 2.6.5 2 a. eines oven senses soueD 3.84 
Bas A: VOU; Onell, oy. sic oc css dreus s tees csoapans Cees 8.00 
Baw, F. Winter, Gillett 5.53 2255 6 awe coed ee eens 7.91 
Alfred E. Giese, Beaver... 0. si. esse tis necelsccece css 9400 3.01 

zs Frank J. Sleger, Stangelville ..............eeceeeee0+ 92.50 3.20 
August. Brandt; Kewaunee a0 s6 6.10% f0 Sse sk oeeene pe Se 5.46 
James Mattek, Jr., Deerbrook..................31, 133 96.00 9.55 
Edwin H. Schroeder, Wayside....................---. 91.50 4.73 
Louis H. Sabrowsky,. Morrith iic5o.00 5... «oe Sisieie cose e.n ey SE 4.02 
Louis A. Schneider, Two Rivers...................... 91.50 2.93 
L.-J. Buckhols, Manawe -o..0c- 5 sics (occ v's caves vessatee a Coe 4,82 
Walter Popp, Marinette (Comp)...................... 91.00 4.39 

Walter Reisner, Bonduel .:........2...10..00s02+0-0- - 90.50 3.84 
Geo. Sommers, Wausau ..........5c.cc.ccesecsecess. 91.62 3.24 
Edwin W. Fleming, Avoca...................1/2 of 29 95.00 6.72 
¥.30, Gotten, amv 5 <5. a sieccae's = sainser ves enemas etre 5.22 
Roy 8: Pingel, CRM <6. wes ds 55S a nae oe ee OED 8.09 
A. F. Zelm, Plymouth (Comp.).......5...-.......---.. 9162 8.21 
J. F. Bachman, Promont «<< 3... 00's nan et os sa Re 5.14 
Q. Olson; Martintown «0. 52 eines wcrwicen tn ccnescens sy Smee 6.48 
Barl Stettler, Muscoda ...........0sesecesecssecccses 9150 6.38 
Fred Detmering, Merrill (Comp.) .................... 94.50 6.95 
Adam Klonowski, Wisconsin Rapids.................. 89.50 3.30 
Paul EB. Ott, Wausau... 025 ios cee edesesicds cvinscecesies, S020 4.02 
A. L. Richardson, Dodgeville..............28, 187, 219 96.37 11.45 
Wemfl Sonnenberg, Cato’... 0.c 5. ess ck sees selec SOOO 6.28 4
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O. P. Safford, Oconto .......... eee eee e tee e eee e ete 90.75 8.23 

M. Lyons, GIAAED woo. Godicc avo es teats cease ne cs 149. 98.00 9.27 

Lorenz Krueger, Alma Center....-----++eeeeererereee 94.75 4.63 

L. J. Breher, Sheboygan. ........seeeeeeeeeerererecce 96.75 6.09 

Fred Carpenter, Stetsonville...........--ese2-e++- +88 95.25 7.55 

Edw. F. Horn, Beaver Dam......-.-+++seeeeeerereeree 93.75 5.01 

~ Arthur Johns, Luxembourg .........+-.0eeeeeeee eee 93.75 4.74 

D. D. Korth, Antigo..........-.e cece e cece e cree neces 91.50 3.67 

M. I. Helmbrecht, Antigo.............++++++-+-30, 132 96.87 11.13 

Reinhard Jacob, Sheboygan .......-..++-eeeeeeeeeess 94.25 5.98 

|i Frank J. Koenig, Stangelville..........-...-.---.-181 97.00 13.60 

Henry J. Loehr, Calvary.1/3 of 47, 1/3 of 127A, B, C, 88 96.75 8.81 

, Oscar Stock, Manitowoc .......-.--++eeseee reser eee 

veeeeeeee1/5 Of 101, 1/2 of 167, 1/3 of 97, 1/3 of 98 96.25 9.63 

Ferdinand H. Schultz, Kiel............0+..020000++-92 95.75 11.52 

Joe F. Herold, Maribel...........--eeeeeeeeeeeeee ese 95.25 10.64 

A. F. Zelm, Plymouth (Comp.)......----+++++eeeeeeee 95.75 5.30 

M. A. Klemm, Manitowoc (Comp.).....----++++ss+eere 95.75 5.03 

BE. O. Klemm, Manitowoc...........--+-seeeeree esses 94.50 5.01 

Walter Popp, Marinette Phe oo eRe hse wae sue eteeT oete 6.10 

A. L. Wagner, Chilton...........2..00+-eee022++--115 96.87 8.13 

Joseph Henseler, Marshfield ......-.---++++e+eeseer ee 96.00 5.55 

Jour Bavick OOOO. i). ap. c oc ce sss ese cee ese ce ces ee | 9425 3.92 

H. W. Behrens, Plymouth.............0--seeeeeeeeeee 91.00 3.81 

Leo Schlichter, Fairchild..............-.2++-000+ +26 94.50 4.98 

Albert Gruenstern, Marion ........-----+ese++-+e+22+ 95.50 5.64 

Edw. Gruenstern, Marion............-+---+++++---151 96.00 6.82 

D. D. Korth, Antigo (Comp.)..........-+22eeeeeeeee++ 89.50 5.03 

Louis Rudersdorf, Platteville........--..-.-+eses-+++ 91.00 2.75 

Louis Bremmer, Chili ............0. 202s eset eee rere 91.25 3.84 

Louis K. Korth, Antigo...........00sssseeeeecerceeess 94.00 4.83 

A. J. Blahnik, Kewaunee..............-20cteeeeeee ees 98.25 4.56 

Gottfried Moser, Beaver Dam...........-..-..0++++++ 93.00 3.74 

H. A. Kalk, Sheboygan Falls...........ese+eseeeeeeeee 96.75 6.09 

TF A WiMGE CHNLONVINO:. 3 bss. 5 ss beet snes ees SETS 7.64 

Bie Weert ON cis oleae p's siels So cavintvicines, SO 1.46 

Chas. Schafer, Plymouth ..............1/3 of 98B, 48C 95.25 187 

Otto Weyer, Manitowoc............100, 135B, 166, 83D 96.75 20.41 

Arthur H. Woldt, Reedsville...............-..110, 111 95.50 11.96 

Erwin O. Wunsch, Cleveland..........---++-++++e++++ 96.25 5.70 

Carl R. Peters, Shawano.............----eeeeeeee ees. 94.50 2.63 

Milton Haupt, Manitowoc.........1/5 of 101, 1/2 of 167 96.25 7.97 

Ernest A. Tracy, Plymouth.............--.--+--.-83H 95.25 9.61 

W. E. Breseman, Granton............-..++++++-24, 117 97.87 13.28 

F. H. Schroeder, Abrams............0++-ee+ee0+++-143 97.00 16.13 

Henry D. Schmidt, Sheboygan Walls; sc. (oot «98K 91.00 14.06 

John Lemkuil, Plymouth ..........--...-+2++-++---84 93.50 6.71 

Edward Peck, Coleman ..........+++-+eeeeeeeeeeeeees 94.25 5.19 

Joln Humbels Gratiot 12... sive cco 3. etsccee esse o> 95.00 4.46 

Curtis L. Walker, Osceola.........0..-eeeeceeeeeeee es 90.00 7.10 

C. H. Bremer, Chili (Comp.).......04--.0eeeeeeeeee ees 89.50 2.38 

Chas. Wey, Soldiers Grove.........+-+eeeeeeeees eee 91.00 3.28 

Louis Rach, Granton ..........020eee+ee+++++-25, 118 97.50 10.09 

Herman Kalkofen, Greenwood ........--+++++++-++-++ 91.00 4.02 

z Albert Drone, Muscoda ........-.-+++ee+eeee eee eeeees 94.75 4.37 

Richard C. Walther, Platteville..............---+--185 94.50 U.18 

O. W. Freimund, Thorp...........000+-eeeeee2+++-186 97.12 8.40 

John Greenheck, Lone Rock..........----.--1/3 of 204 96.00 7.08 

B. W. Radel, Muscoda............--.--+-+--1/3 of 204 96.00 17.74 

A. C. F. Witt, Marshfiéld...............-2----+-40, 160 97.50 12.89 

“Le
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Name and address Prizes Score Check ay 
Grover H. Schuler, Elkhart Lake...................91 96.00 8.43 : 
RiCh. Gotter Spaneer x2 v.00. « t otise Ns ek cows oas.ccte snes ke 2.47 S 
Leo Lepley, Vir@GGas o..06 563 ics eke waa c bese cis waits set aD 4.46 . 
BH. Peters, Sugar Buah sc... :.6 cae s sa. sss senescets ys; MOO 5.64 S 
A. H. Hein, Clintonville............1/2 of 5A, 164, 48A 97.50 16.86 oe 
Joseph F. Junk, Brillion....................1/5 of 101 96.25 5.91 5 
H. G. Wiskow, Clintonville.........3, 156, 157, 162, 83G 98.50 13.72 E 

* POH; Rasper, Roar (00R a) 6 scan cs want se tniea se santaee = 
-+++e+0.-152, 153, 83A, 83E, 1, 4, 21, 44, 48, 80, 81,82 99.25 91.69 ; 

A. Helse, Birnamwood |... Se cig ese ses ce ches peenccc ce S00. 4.37 = 
Emiel Boeing, Gillingham...................1/3 of 204 96.00 8.73 y 
Vic. Miller, Richland Center................2...+.--- 95.00 9.70 * 
Otto W. Sixel, Cleveland. .1/5 of 101, 1/3 of 97, 1/3 of 98 96.25 8.36 
Geo. Fisher, Jr., Spencer.........eseeeeeeeeees +34, 186 97.63 11.40 a 
Eugene Buergi, Dodgeville ..:..........seseeeseeeees 
C. H. Schneider, Merrill...........02+eee+ee++-196 97.00 19.28 
John Tischhausen, Tilleda .............seeeeeeeeeees 95.00 4.46 3 
Louis J. Miesen, Platteville......................-+-+ 91.00 2.75 
opt: DOU, Waasa ees voc. ss ogr sce ctl nens 5, ee eee 4.91 
Buford Wood, LaFarge .........0..sseceeeeceseeeeees 89.25 5.21 : 
John Fischer, Boaz (Comp.) ..........0.cceseereseee> 95.00 3.97 

Class No. 2. Cheddars, Flats, Daisies, Made After October 1, 1922. 
August Brandt, Kewaunee .............0.0-00e20++--- 95.00 $ 5.17 
Wm. Plausky, Peshtigo ..-.......220sc.eseccs20..145 94.75 6.86 
Leslie Shanahan, Merrill ..........ccccceeeeecsseeees 94.25 4.40 
T. J. Gjermundson, Shepley ...........sseecesceeseess 94.00 5.30 
Louis H. Sabrowsky, Merrill (Comp.).............-... 91.00 5.03 
WGA, VOU COCK. vn coteka od eeinvst nda swarn se acu 5.60 
Herbert Kanits; Morrill =. oo. occ cn 500 50d ivcen sence 3 SOO DAO 
Edward Peck, Coleman ..........-...secceecceenss-- 9400 5.56 
James Mattek, Jr., Deerbrook .........2-eeececeeecees 94.25 5.40 " 
Arnold H. Kohler, Black Creek...........-.+--.++++-. 87.00 2.65 
Harl Gerlach, Coleman ......0--02-.s0+¢eecesesecess 87,50 1.90 
Herman Schmidt, Wallace, Mich...................+.. 91.00 4.63 
Barl B. Whiting, Gilott sf... 30 cee sticonecievasioss Same 4.10 
Ernest Wenger, Clayton ..........eeececeeceececeeees 94.25 4.66 
John Greiner, Appleton «2.0.26. cscccceccececcesences 95.15 5.00 : 
Ferdinand H. Schultz, Kiel.............+20+2++++++-93 95.00 5.96 t 

. Edwin H. Schroeder, Wayside....................114 93.50 6.89 
Guy J. Strong, Wallace, Mich..............-.-2+----8- 96.75 5.40 
Emil Sonnenberg, Cato...1/5 of 101, 1/3 of 87, 1/3 of 98 96.25 8.86 
John A. Papiennick, Thorp.............ceececeeesees 94.50 5.23 = 
Joseph Henseler, Marshfield ..............+-+++---+-+ 95.75 7.53 
A. W. Hahn, Plymouth..........1/3 of 48C, 1/3 of 98B 95.25 7.80 i 

Henry J. Loehr, Calvary............ceeee2ee0+++-8, 85 98.25 17.26 
Arnold Krone, FAM VES oo ois 6 5 0s 5 ks eee viawal os see ee 4.30 

H. J. Kuschel, Seymour ..........0-eeeeeeseeeee- 139 98.00 11.81 
C. H. Schneider, Merrill.................-.7, 9, 32, 195 98.50 15.25 
Chas. Boyer, Platt ../...0.. . cnc cersscceccces song ease tee 4.83 
Joe Schmittfranz, Thorp..........ceceseceescoee e169 95.00 4.17 
Earl B. Whiting, Gillett (Comp.)............:......--. 91.00 4.77 
John Levy, ROWRRNCG=... <5 sess stab ides te vscyieule ces Cee 4.80 
‘Wm. B.- Mather, Pie, N. Vs. 5s <aisve ee cient op stevie anaes BLO 7.59 
Jos, Siebold; Clintonville: «....< 0 sesso soinseocscicsae - 90-00 6.06 “ 
H. W. Behrens, Plymouth..........ceeeeeeeeeee+-98C 95.00 7.43 
Carroll Clarson, Boscobel ...........s+eee+e+ee+++184 95.00 7.93 : 
Rich: Gotter, Spencer-... . oasis ctcvess vtnes sveasteess: SSUO 5.83 
L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls..............-..2----+- 96.50 6.03 
Martin. Kubits, Wd gar oi o:s/560000 0006s bs ociec ees e80s 180 00.00 9.23 2 
Arthur Johns, Luxembourg .................128B, 130 97.13 10.28
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H. H. Solie, Trevor..........sseeceeecsessereceeeeess 
90.00 2.17 

: Milton Haupt, Manitowoc .....++++seeeerererrererree 95.00 5.96 

: BW. H. Braun, Manitowoc ......-++eeeeereeeereeres esse 91.25 3.20 

> Liuis K. Korth, AWD. <<. 00 ivcedvesso ores eeveee LB 96.75 6.73 

& CG. A. Bremmer, Chili.......-----+seeeesererec crete 94.25 5.40 

& Otto Duebner, Manitowoc ......-eeeeeeeeeeereee reese 93.50 4.36 

a H. A. Rindt, Clintonville. .........eeeeeeeeeee+ 
+163, 87 96.75 14.13 

fe Otto Weyer, Manitowoc ....-..-.+eseerreereesrestree 94.00 5.30 

& Oscar H. Neuser, Winneconne ......-+-+++e+erererree 91.50 3.56 

ex Louis Rudersdorf, Platteville .....-.-+++++++eseereeee 91.50 3.77 

J D. J, Fitzgerald, Hden ..........2ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeers 91.25 2.93 

s ‘A. J. Reiss, Cascade...........seececreeereeeeereee
s 91.25 4.20 

< } Fred Indermuehle, Brownsville......---.+++++++++++° 94.00 5.30 

. Albert Gruenstern, Marion ......---+++-++esssererree 95.75 5.73 

f Bert McKinney, Mineral Point.....-.-+++++++esseerree 86.00 4.35 

. Chas. Bleser, Manitowoc .......-++eeseeeeeeeeerseees 95.00 4.70 

o> Fred Ott, Marion .....--...-eeesseeerrrrer cesses 95.75 5.73 

; Christ Bhend, Pardeeville .......+-+++e+e+eseer reese 95.00 5.70 

§ A. C. F. Witt, Marshfield........-.--..--++++++-4L 161 96.25 9.93 

: Ed. Walther, Platteville ......--.-+-++seereereereceee 93.25 5.26 

C. A. Kraak, Richland Center .....----+++++s+ererreee 93.25 8.18 

= Albert Drone, Muscoda ......--++++eeeerresterrererne 94.00 6.83 

B. R. Wiskow, Adel ........-.-eeeeeeeeeeeee ees en 94 95.00 10.49 

: Herman Kalkofen, Greenwood .....-----+++eerrereeee 94.75 5.86 

O. F. Gruenke, Granton........-.-+-eeeeeeeer errr rere 96.00 6.10 

: > Andrew Peterson, Muscoda ...-----+++e+e++esrerrree 91.50 4.56 

“ L. J. Blahnik, Kewaunee ......-.+e+eeeeeeeee errr cree 91.25 3.93 

Herman Adams, Excelsior ......-5--+++e+eseerseeeee 94.25 4.66 

= W. EB. Breseman, Granton .....-.+++--eeeeeeeeeereeee 94.50 5.23 

: A. H. Hein, Clintonville .........6.0seeeeeeeeer er rree 91.50 4.03 

E Abe. Nelson, Stitzen ......--..-+eseeeeeeeee re eereres 91.50 4.56 

% D. D. Korth, Antigo ..........-- ee eee cece eee reece 91.50 4.30 

er H. G. Wiskow, Clintonville .......----++eeeeereeeeere 95.75 6.00 

x B. H. Peters, Sugar Bush..........--.-----+++---++-- 96.00 5.57 

tf P. H. Kasper, Bear Creek..83B, 83F, 6, 10, 22, 42, 154, 155 99.00 46.00 

x R. B. Hickok, Boscobel .......-+-+-+seeeeeeeerrrerees 94.75 4.86 

2 A. D. Stout, Richland.........--+-
e-e eee eee erence ee 95.00 8.88 

eS - J. B. Neefe, LaFarge........-eeceeeecee eee ceecrecees 93.75 TAL 

f- John Tischhauser, Tilleda ........+.+eseeeeeeeer rere 95.50 20.21 

Ss Louis J. Miesen, Platteville .......+-+-+e+seeeeeereree 91.50 4.30 

& Geo. H. Seannell, Campbellsport ........-...-+++-+++- 90.00 3.17 

= : Chas. E. Helm, Morrisonville........-+---++e++eeeee e+ 94.75 9.31 

; i J. G. Aune, New Richmond ........-+++++eeeeeeeeeeee 91.50 6.95 

sas Blmer Eyerson, Avoca .......0-e+eee reese eens ese ee ns 91.25 6.85 

ft Chas. Mullen, Spring Green Beet uk Gla coke HPAL Eh 29: SERO 5.46 

o Class No. 3. Long Horns, Young Americas and Squares, Made After 

aa October 1, 1922. 

Reinhard Jacob, Sheboygan .....-.++seeeeeeeeeeeeeee 94.25. $ 11,51 

. ie Carl Riesen, Windsor ......-..+-+e+eeeeeeee reeset 91.25 3.22 

. Oswald Rietz, Calvary ......-------2+eeeeee sree reer 91.00 4.91 

= fe Oscar Stock, Manitowoc ......--+-s+-seeeee reece eres 

S wi cececeeees-83C, 95, 96, 18, 14, 99, 135, 135A, 165 97.50 52.47 

e Z Arnold H. Koehler, Black Creek.....-.-.-+++eeeeeee 91.00 3.91 

: ce Adolf BE. Duescher, Lena.......-.0-+-ee
ee cece eereeeee 91.25 5.01 

= Ee Aug. Brandt, Kewaunee ...-.--.--+++seeeesereeere eee 96.75 13.90 

z : Reinhard Loehr, Fond du Lac.....-...+-+sseeeseeeees 91.25 5.28 

2 Eee Henry J. Loehr, Calvary. .1/3 of 47, 1/3 of 127A, B,C, 90 96.75 9.20 

ge Albert J. Loehr, St. Cloud.......-.+s0e+escereeeeeeees 

vececsscseceseeeeess1/8 of 47, 1/3 of 127A, B, C, 89 96.75 13.20 

ee Jos. N. Berres, Stratford ......---.+++++++ee++++-48B 95.75 18.75 

gees 
esi B ieee 

2
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Name and address Prizes Score Check 
O. F-Rtoltemann RR IOhs Sooo oes hoes se wa cea Rie EOD 11.26 
AGW. Hahn, Pigments ooo 6s. coc evacds cues eses SLSO 5.12 
Brod: Hi, SEMA ICH sos ins 0b v6 as oin'e es 5 acd 00st ROOD 5.47 ; 
Rueben Widman, West Bend-....................2++. 93.00 4.67 
Casper Loberger, Oconto .........0ecsccccccccesecces 91.25 3.22 : 
Albert G. Wagner, Chilton: ..3 6655.6 ceis cis scctee cans DESO 4.06 
Homi Sonnenbers, Cato... os ico ac ccaiscsoseseeessvee STS 5.80 
A. L, Bjornberg, Merrill ...........cccccccccccccceces 96.76 4.54 
SOG. SOVOMG, AIOOMED: 55.50 50o's 5 <5 'c s0idis bo o's «Sais ese de ven MEAS 4.46 
Arnold H. Kohler, Black Creek...........0.eeese000. 94.00 4.35 
©. H. Schneider, Merrill... 20... .....2.50000000s000283 97.00 8.05 
HW. Belirens, PIsmouen =o... 5.5.5 cs Geos oss eaens ESO 5.39 
C. F. Heckman, Cleveland ................00.s0.0206. 96.18 6.28 
Fred H. Kalkofen, Granton ....:..........c:cceee004- 94.25 6.77 : 
Otto Duebner, Manitowoc .................c0eee eens 93.00 6.26 
EH, Rindt, ‘Clintonville <5. soe s co sccs st pce acces ds B00 5.76 
AS. elas, Cascades 5 6c Se aie ain nin’ css tivepu ct ens ise 2 LOO 5.18 : 
Erwin O. Wunsch, Cleveland ...................12, 86 97.75 12.68 
UD, BL, Tw, BOR oy Sic ok aies on ninth ae dean oe ED 6.13 
B. H. Junker, Manitowoc ...........0....csceeeescees 94.00 6.67 : 
Hdwin W. Klug, Greenleaf......02.5......0ccceeeees+ 91.50 4.39 
lonry Slowsrt, Wale oo oc aoc gins bse este stp dee aboot oon OD 7.39 
Theo. G. Woldt, Chippewa Falls....................-. 91.50 5.39 
Henry Nolte, Cleveland -20 65. | ccc so csce.iccs sess sche s 19000 6.82 

Elmer H. Braun, Manitowoc ..................20--2-. 91.00 4.18 
Arthur H. Woldt, Reedsville..................112, 1138 93.50 9.94 
Otto Weyer, Manitowoc: .. 02... ececcesscesececse nce 9500 7.08 
L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls ................00sc00- 97.25 TAT 

A. J. Reiss, Cascade (Comp.).............eeeeeeeee-e- 91.00 6.91 
Albert Gruenstern, Marion ..................2-..-2-. 96.00 5.90 
J.-A, SEOTRKS, EMMDCRE oss os vg oo esses amas eves. caa.c07 S000 5.49 

A. J. Blahnik, Kewaunee .................0000se000-- 91.50 4.06 i 
Herman Kalkofen, Greenwood .................2+2+2- 93.00 6.47 
©. 8. Greunke, Cramton 563 oi. 6 jos. wieok voce Soienacus es SATS 5.45 

Andrew Peterson, Muscoda ................ee0e-2-2++ 94.00 6.41 
AL C.F. Witt, MarahGield 0130 csc canccccecwe sta dons oS okaS 6.24 
E. H. Peters, Sugar Bush................11, 15, 46, 141 98:00 19.69 
Ay T. Stewart, Withee 5.0.60. 5 5 ose ccecaeeenses soe 89) BAUD 4.03 

- Eugene Buergi, Dodgeville .................eeeeeee-+ 93.50 4.15 
John Wisner, Boas: eos. cin wn cnn co skeen eesyage ets Oe 3.37 
Rea KR. Welsch; Londra 6. ooo sses.< vaounscens tee cse ace 32 

Class No. 4. American Cheese Made by Colby Process. 
Rich. M. Schmitz, Unity. .......2....0.0-ss2+e00+--18 95.00 $> 8.24 
Way: Olson; Abbotsiand .3 oc c.sies'cesscscsecs ecaccwase COEDO 7.22 
Adolph Peterson, Abbotsford ...............0---+-+++ 91.25 5.09 
B. ¥. Grosdman, Waterloo... <0... 6 cncsccecccsscceesc SLO0 5.84 
Ernest Mandel, Colby... .......0.0000se0e20s 016, 19 96.00 21.92 
Math. Holemann, Unity... ..6s.cc.cs ses oeestwcyess ckt Saee 8.71 
Harry A. Olson Abbotsford 5s o.s cece cosesalacdese ONS 5.69 
Oscar Stock, Manitow0e --.0...sscececsevescortectease StO0 2.41 
HW, Behrens; Plymouth: «52.6 - x scas te ccscseveccoss  OLeO 5.76 
1..:3, BEDUDCM, THMBDORO os. 05 ssc stines<cdtceN caes cy 8600 2.03 
Pred-W. Bass; Cartes: oo sess cs viens civic cee se svt ecscgs  OLO0 4.95 
Bert. McKinney, Mineral Point ..............-..++++. 87.50 4.86 
A. J. Blahnik, Kewaunee ........6...0cscccescsassces 94.00 7.16 
Carl R. Peters, Shawano .........ccccccccccescceccces 94,00 6.36 < 
Gottfried Moser, Beaver Dam ............--.-.----159 94.87 9.65 
H. A. Kalk, Sheboygan-Falls ..........0scccccecceees- 94.25 7.30 
Elmer H. Braun, Manitowoc .......+-seseeeseeeeeeees 91.00 5.48 

L. J. Breher, Sheboygan Falls .............2seeee0++- 94.00 6.10
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Lester R. Hilderman, Northland...............00000++ 91.25 4.29 

Alvin F. Jindra, Two Rivers...........0-¢-+20eeeee+++ 94.75 6.58 

A. H. Hein, Clintonville ...........0- sees e cere e eee 93.00 5.54 

Theo. W. Mech, Bonduel ..........---+++2eeeee etree 94.00 4.83 

Anton Rank, Antigo ..........-- sees cree eect erence 91.00 3.42 

Class No. 5. Drum Swiss Cheese. 

> Ernest Wenger, Clayton...........49, 1/2 of 50, 52,177 96.00 $ 48.95 

John Hubacher, Darlington .......-----++seeeeeeereee 95.00 37.00 

Jacob Aeschlimann, Argyle ..........---+++e+eeeeee++ 94.50 44.52 

Alex Hoerburger, Argyle .......-.--+-eeeseeseeeeeeee 93.50 48.07 

Robt. Emmenegger, Gratiot ........--++e+eeeee reer 94.50 40.92 

John Rechsteiner, Blanchardville .....-.--.++++++++++ 93.50 34.07 

John Bussman, Gratiot ...........ee sees reece teres 94.25 32.74 

Christ Ubert, Monroe .........5-eeee eee eeeeeeeeecee 92.50 35.12 

Hans Studer, Darlington .......-..++-+eeeeeeeeeeeees 94.00 33.85 

John Luthi, Brodhead ..........+.20++eeeeeee eee s+ 58 95.75 30.65 

Jacob Niffenegfer, Darlington ........--.-+++ee+eeees 93.25 36.28 

Eugene Wirz, Darlington .......+-.-----+++0++eeeeeees 95.50 48.47 

Alois Niederberger, Darlington .......-.+--++++s++0+ 95.00 41.20 

Valentine Zibung, Argyle ..........---0++++0+--51, 193 98.00 42.75 

Class No. 6. Block Swiss Cheese. 

Leopold Hildebrand, Mt. Horeb............56, 181, 238 95.00 $ 10.65 

‘Arnold Schmid, Barneveld...............-216, 218, 223 93.25 6.45 

Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds.........-.--++-..++++- 

vieceasescesesees 1/2 Of 50, 55, 58, 180, 227, 229, 231 96.00 26.80 

; Ulrich Furrer, Hollandale...............232B, 234, 236 92.00 5.70 

Joseph Lauber, Blanchardville .......--+++++++++++ -57 94.00 10.50 

Class No. 7. Limburger Cheese. 

: Ernest W. Jung, Juneau ...........+.++++++++-61, 122 96.00 $ 10.24 

Martin Kammer, Basco .......---eeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeee 94.00 4.60 

A. Blatter, Brace, «<<<. <.2 545 ce cccccceecedeccecsss 93.50 6.44 

Anton Motz, Monroe...........+++++++++++++59, 62, 128 99.00 10.20 

Gottlied Zulliger, Rice Lake.............--++s+-eee+-+ 92.75 4.20 

Edw. F. Horn, Beaver Dam.............---++1/2 of 123 94.50 5.51 

Gottfried Moser, Beaver Dam............------64, 158 95.00 12.42 

August Martini, Monroe ..........-.00-eeeeeeeeeeee es 94.50 2.26 

John Minnig, Monticello...........+.+++-+++- +60, 188 97.50 9.22 

Rudy B. Lengacher, Monticello (Comp.)......--.--+++ +++ 4.00 

Class No. 8 Brick Cheese. 

Jacob Freund, West Bend ...........0-+eeeeeee++++73 95.00 $ 9.83 

Jacob Freund, West Bend (Comp.)..........-.+++++-+ 96.00 4.83 

Alfred Gertsel, Horicon .........0.:e+eeeeeeeeeee eres 94.00 4.80 

Henry Magli, Dalton .............0ecceeesccesecsse onl 93.25 8.41 

. Jake Balsiger, Pardeeville .............+.+++++76, 176 96.00 12.81 

Fred Schneiter, Turtle Lake.............0e++eeee+++ 93.00 3.24 

Ernest Kuecken, Columbus .........2..--++-+++++:+- 93.50 4.13 

Arnold Zumbach, Darlington.............65, 68, 70,194 97.50 12.98 

Leopold Hildbrand, Mt. Horeb...........-.-+ -224, 235 95.00 9.60 

Oswald Schneider, Appleton ............-------66, 142 97.00 8.11 

3 Emil Schneiter, Lomira ..........2-0eeeeeeeeeeeeesT2 95.00 10.75 

Barnest W. Jung, Juneau ...........2ceeeeeeeeeeeees 94.00 4.88 

Fred Foutz, Rubicon ............cccceceeeseceeeecess 93.00 6.31 

John Feutz, Waterloo ..........ceeeeeceeeecee cence s 94.00 6.26 

John Blickenstorfer, Gratiot ...........-.seeeeeeeeees 92.50 6.10
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Fred H. Kuchen, Reeseville .........0+:seeeeeeeeeee++ 98.25 3.88 

Anton Sutter, Jr., Sun Prairie..........-....--02+---- 94.00 4,42 : 

Anton Sutter, Sr., Sun Prairie.................--00-++ 94.25 3.29 

John J. Peirick, Beaver Dam ...........22-2+-20+0+++- 94.00 5.49 

Gust Drachenberg, Watertown ..........0.s-.e++++-- 92.00 5.44 

Joseph Huhn, De Forest .........-2eeeeceeeeeee ++ e225 95.00 6.59 : 

Lloyd Peirick, Beaver Dam........+ssesesrreerrseeess 

seccccceccecccees 1/2 of 71, 1/2 of 78, 1/2 of 79, 124 94.50 11.46 

. Arnold Schmid, Barneveld ...........00cseseeeee++++ 93.75 6.39 

Gottlieb Werren, Blue Mounds .............-...-232A 94.00 7.65 ° 
Gottlieb Zulliger, Rice Lake ..................4++.-74 96.00 9.16 
Ernest Schwartz, Rosendale ..........-+-++++++-++-++ 94.00 4.80 

R. Ganschow, Bonduel ..........:-.sccscccsecceeeeees 94.63 3.67 

John Schuetz, Barneveld......67, 186, 214, 217, 220, 221 96.50 17.17 : 

Fred Mani, Mt. Horeb ..........000ceeeceeeeeeeee 226 94.50 4.62 

C. F. Franke, Ashippun .............cseseeeseesceses + 98.25 6.18 

Alex Hoenburger, Argyle ......--.sesceeeeseeeseceees 92.50 8.17 

Fred Indermuehle, Brownsville ..............+----.+- 93.00 3.78 

John J. Peirick, Beaver Dam (Comp.).........-------. 94.00 12.42 

John Duertschi, Barneveld ..........---+-++++++++222 94.25 3.52 

Pimil. Grofher,. DAHON ccs 5 «vos 0 osc ce sincg ssc scvgs osees  aede 4.85 

Gott. Moser, Beaver Dam ..........0+-eeeeeeeeceeeees 90.75 3.77 

Christ. Bhend, Pardeeville ...............--e0eeeee+- 92:00 3.83 

Weed: Ost, Nelliaville. o. <.5c4 cate G00 lscswuvenes yeSeg MeO 5.13 

Otto Manz, Cambria ¢ 3. 0. 3is50s 0.000 030s toe wcga ents ee 4.39 

Wm. Lichtenberg, Beaver Dam.....-..-....+++ee++++ 98.25 5.49 

Frank Mock, Waupun .......-..2eeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeses 93.13 3.29 

Edw. F. Horn, Beaver Dam..........02.--2eeeeeeeeees 92.00 4.29 

Rudolph Streit, Brandon ..........-+e++-eeeeeeeeeeee 94.50 4.31 

‘A. Blatter, Brtee-<s.00 55 <ssissosscegevevetesdeesryes: SoU 4.70 

Jacob Disler, Hartford ...........2-eeeeeeeeeeeeeeees 93.50 4.90 

Ulrich Furrer, Hollandale ........--.--+-++++++++-215 94.00 4.65 

Casper Durtschi, Barneveld ........---+.-+e+eeeeeeeee 94.00 3.65 

Carl Stocker, Monroe .........0eceeeeeeereeeeereee ss 93.63 4.64 

Karl Zuberbuhler, Iron Ridge......------.+++++++e0++ 

weseeceee 1/2 Of 71, 1/2 of 78, 1/2 of 79, 1/2 of 123 94.50 11.48 

Rudolf Schaller, Verona ......-.-.+seeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 93.25 4.11 

= Jacob Voramwald, Rileys .........eseeeeeeeeseeeeee e+ 93.50 3.67 

O. Sutter, c/o Badger Cheese Co., Monroe.......-.... 93.25 4.72 

Joseph Lauber, Blanchardville .......---+--++sseeeees 93.50 4.44 

Adolph Gurtner, Rubicon ........+++++e+eeeseeeeeeee 93.63 6.56 

Adolph Risser, Monroe ........+eeeeeeeeeeeeteeeetese 92.25 6.00 

Otto Badertscher, Rice Lake SFA see pete ee eese nn ae th eae 4.70 

Valentine Zibung, Argyle ..........-00-seeeeeeeeeeee+ 95.00 3.91 

Fred Gurtner, Jackson ...........0+-eseeeeeceeeeees+ 93.50 5.82 

Herbert F. Tietz, Ixonia (Comp.)......--.+-+++eereee+ reer 5.98 

Total to page 19 ......--.eeeecee cee ees eee cece eens + $3,013.57
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